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Editorial 

Two of the three articles in this issue of Local Population Studies focus upon the later 

nineteenth century, while the third is a methodological piece which spans the period 1538

–1851.‖ Robert‖ Gant’s‖ study‖ of‖ domestic‖ service‖ in‖ Crickhowell‖ in‖ south-east Wales 

employs‖the‖census‖enumerators’‖books‖to‖offer‖a‖set‖of‖sequential‖analyses‖that‖allows‖

consideration of issues of continuity and change for an occupational group that is 

omnipresent in nineteenth century British communities, and one that deserves fuller 

consideration at the local level. Indeed, the Local Population Studies Society Committee 

felt that the topic is of sufficient importance, and the subject of enough current interest, to 

identify it as the key theme of our Spring conference 2011. Andrew Hinde and Michael 

Edgar‖also‖use‖the‖census‖enumerators’‖books,‖in‖this‖case‖linked‖to‖baptism‖and‖burial‖

registers to estimate age-specific death rates amongst stone workers in the Isle of 

Purbeck, Devon, in an attempt to determine whether or not they experienced the high 

levels of mortality commonly associated with other mining communities. Our 

methodological piece uses data from the county of Bedfordshire, and demonstrates just 

how fruitful cooperation between academic historians and local historical societies can 

be. The article, by Peter Razzell, Christine Spence and Matthew Woollard, is based 

mainly on a digital transcript of burials for 126 Bedfordshire parishes, prepared by the 

Bedfordshire Family History Society, and a county index of wills for the same period, 

constructed from a published index to the probate records of the Archdeaconry of 

Bedford for the period 1484–1858. By comparing the two, the authors attempt to assess 

the accuracy of Anglican parish registers. This analysis is supplemented by a comparison 

of‖the‖same‖burial‖database‖with‖the‖census‖enumerators’‖books‖for‖1841‖and‖1851. 

Studies of the nineteenth century, and specifically those that employ the census 

enumerators’‖ books,‖ are‖ always‖ welcome‖ in‖ this‖ journal;‖ indeed,‖ it‖ would‖ not‖ be‖

unreasonable to suggest that they have been its very life-blood for much of its history. 

However, the editorial board also welcomes studies on medieval, early modern and 

eighteenth-century topics, while twentieth-century themes are relatively poorly 

represented in the pages of the journal too. Potential authors are reminded that the lead 

time for publication in Local Population Studies is shorter than for some other journals, and 

this is likely to remain the case for the foreseeable future notwithstanding the increase in 

submissions that we have witnessed in recent years. 

This issue of LPS also includes a report on our Autumn conference 2009, a research in 

progress‖piece‖on‖the‖demographic‖and‖social‖characteristics‖of‖the‖inmates‖of‖Doughty’s‖

Hospital in Victorian and Edwardian Norwich, news from the University of Essex, a 

sources‖ and‖methods‖ item‖on‖ the‖measurement‖ of‖ ‘crisis‖mortality’,‖ and‖ an‖ interesting‖

clutch of book reviews elicited and compiled by our book review editor, Alysa Levene, 
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from which it will be clear that we give our reviewers the freedom to write at 

considerable length if they so wish. 

The Roger Schofield Local Population Studies Research Fund 

An award of £245.32 has been made from the Roger Schofield Research Fund to Graham 

Butler,‖ a‖ Ph.D.‖ student‖ at‖ Newcastle‖ University.‖ Graham‖ is‖ researching‖ ‘Disease,‖

medicine and mortality in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1750–1850’‖ under‖ the‖ supervision‖ of‖

Professor Jeremy Boulton and Dr Jonathan Andrews using sources such as infirmary 

registers,‖ dispensary‖ annual‖ reports,‖ ‘disease‖ tables’,‖ poor‖ law‖ accounts‖ and‖ trade‖

directories. The grant will enable Graham to purchase a microfilm copy of the surviving 

day books (1846-89) of Dr Philip Brown, a physician from Blaydon-upon-Tyne, a small 

mining village on the outskirts of Newcastle. We wish Graham every success with his 

future studies. For details of how to apply to the Roger Schofield Fund, see the inside 

back cover of this journal, 

The University of Hertfordshire Press and English Local History 

The University of Hertfordshire Press is building a growing reputation as a publisher of 

high quality local history books. Having published its first volume in this genre in 1996, it 

has since developed three series of publications, as well as publishing free standing books 

of appropriate subject matter and quality. 

The‖ more‖ ‘popular’‖ of‖ its‖ three‖ series‖ is‖ published‖ under‖ the‖ imprint‖ Hertfordshire‖

Publications, and is dedicated to the production and dissemination of books on the 

history of Hertfordshire that will appeal to the interested reading public as well as to 

academics. This enterprise began early in 2001, when UH Press drew up an agreement 

with the Hertfordshire Association for Local History to continue its established 

publications series, and has since produced a diverse array of publications on topics such 

as Hertfordshire cinemas (A. Eyles, Cinemas of Hertfordshire, 2002); early modern St 

Albans (J.T. Smith and M.A. North eds, St Albans 1650-1750: a thoroughfare town and its 

people, 2003); bellfounding (J. Dodds, Hertfordshire bellfounders, 2003); agrarian society 

(N.E. Agar, Behind the plough: agrarian society in nineteenth-century Hertfordshire, 2005); and 

Hertfordshire towns (T. Slater and N. Goose eds, A county of small towns. The development 

of Hertfordshire’s urban landscape to 1800,‖ 2008).‖ Its‖ most‖ recent‖ product‖ is‖ Anne‖ Rowe’s‖

Medieval parks of Hertfordshire, published in 2009. While designed to be accessible to a non

-academic audience, many of these books have been favourably reviewed in academic 

journals.‖ Tom‖ Williamson’s‖ substantially‖ revised‖ The origins of Hertfordshire will be 

republished‖ in‖ September‖ 2010,‖ while‖ Eileen‖Wallace’s‖ Children of the labouring poor: the 

working lives of children in nineteenth-century Hertfordshire is due out in October 2010.  

The other two UH Press series are not restricted to Hertfordshire, but publish books on 

local and regional history topics from across the country. It was in 2000 that the first 

volume‖ of‖ the‖ press’s‖more‖ strictly‖ academic‖ series,‖Studies in Regional and Local History, 

was published. This was designed to provide a publishing outlet for specialised, full-
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length academic studies that, it seemed, were proving increasingly difficult to place with 

more established presses, and at prices that were far more affordable than those currently 

being charged. At the time of writing, hardback volumes in this series retail at £35 and 

paperbacks at £18.99. Most (but by no means all) of the volumes published to date have 

been revisions of Ph.D. theses, some of which might never have seen the light of day had 

this series not been launched. As general editor, I can testify from personal experience to 

its popularity with authors, and just ten years on we have recently published the 

hardback edition of volume 8, Land and family: trends and local variations in the peasant land 

market on the Winchester bishopric estates, 1263–1415 by John Mullan and Richard Britnell, 

with‖ the‖ paperback‖ to‖ follow‖ in‖October.‖ Celia‖ Cordle’s‖ reworking‖ of‖ her‖ Ph.D.‖ thesis‖

(which won the Hasted Prize awarded by the Kent Archaeological Society), Out of the hay 

and into the hops: hop cultivation in Wealden Kent and hop marketing in Southwark 1744–2000 

is due to be published in Spring 2011, and two more volumes are in the pipeline. 

An approach from the late Harold Fox, of the University of Leicester, in 2004 resulted in 

the third UH Press series, Explorations in Local and Regional History. It was designed to 

publish innovative work in the field (while not ignoring more traditional scholarship), to 

create an outlet for mid-length studies (c. 40–60,000 words) that are often difficult to place 

and, once again, to reach out to as broad a constituency as is compatible with the 

maintenance of standards of academic excellence. Currently edited by Nigel Goose and 

Chris Dyer, the third volume in the series has just been published (Chris Dyer and 

Richard Jones eds, Deserted villages revisited). Volume 4, due Spring 2011, is Thorps in a 

changing landscape by Paul Cullen, Richard Jones and David N. Parsons, and two more 

volumes are currently under consideration. 

Independent of these three series, the press will publish Nigel Goose and Leanne Moden, A 

history of Doughty’s Hospital, Norwich, 1687–2009 (September 2010) and the proceedings of a 

conference held at Leicester University last July, Local history after Hoskins, to be edited by 

Chris Dyer, Andrew Hopper, Evelyn Lord and Nigel Tringham, which is due Spring 2011. 

Further information and a full list of titles can be found at the UH Press web-site 

(www.herts.ac.uk/uhpress). Prospective authors for Hertfordshire Publications should 

contact Jane Housham (j.j.housham@herts.ac.uk), for Studies in Regional and Local History 

Nigel Goose (n.goose@herts.ac.uk), and for Explorations in Local and Regional History either 

Nigel Goose or Christopher Dyer (cd50@leicester.ac.uk). 

LPSS conferences 

Our‖Spring‖ conference‖on‖ ‘Famine,‖diet‖ and‖nutrition’‖will‖ be‖ a‖ recent‖memory‖ by‖ the‖

time this edition of LPS appears, but we already have two more day conferences in the 

planning stages to look forward to.  

On Saturday 6 November we will be at the University of East Anglia in Norwich, and the 

meeting‖ will‖ be‖ on‖ the‖ theme‖ of‖ ‘Occupations’.‖ Speakers‖ and‖ their‖ provisional‖ titles‖

include: 
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Leigh Shaw-Taylor‖ (Cambridge)‖ ‘The‖ occupational‖ structure‖ of‖ England‖ and‖ Wales‖

c.1676-1881,‖with‖a‖focus‖on‖male‖occupations’. 

Amy‖Erickson‖(Cambridge)‖‘Identifying‖female‖occupations‖in‖the‖early‖modern‖period’.‖ 

Colin‖ Pooley‖ (Lancaster),‖ ‘Occupational‖ influences‖ on‖migration:‖ evidence‖ from‖Britain‖

and‖Sweden’. 

Emma‖Griffin‖(East‖Anglia),‖‘Working-class‖occupations‖and‖biographies’. 

Katrina‖Honeyman‖(Leeds),‖ ‘The‖occupational‖experience‖of‖parish‖apprentices‖after‖the‖

end‖of‖their‖term‖of‖apprenticeship’. 

One further speaker remains to be booked.  

On 16 April 2011 we hope to return to our accustomed St Albans venue in the Law 

Faculty of the University of Hertfordshire, but if the plans to sell off the premises have 

materialised by then we will be elsewhere, and most probably at a London location. Our 

subject‖ is‖ ‘Domestic‖ service’‖ and‖ speakers‖ booked‖ to‖ date‖ include‖ Jeremy‖ Boulton‖

(Newcastle), Lucy De Lap (Cambridge), Sian Pooley (Cambridge) and Melanie Reynolds 

(Oxford Brookes). Two or three more speakers will be engaged. If you would like to give 

a talk at this event please contact a member of our newly convened LPSS Conference Sub

-Committee: Nigel Goose (n.goose@herts.ac.uk), Sam Williams (skw30@cam.ac.uk) and 

Rowena Burgess (rowena.burgess@uea.ac.uk). 

Editorial matters 

Karen Rothery has recently taken over from Nick Hawkes as LPSS administrator, so that 

Nick can concentrate on his final year undergraduate studies, in which we wish him well. 

Karen is a postgraduate student at the University of Hertfordshire, and recently joined 

the LPSS Committee, from which she has had to immediately resign to take up her new 

role! A short biography for Karen was printed on p. 5 of the last LPSS Newsletter (no. 46, 

February 2010). I would like to welcome Karen to her new post, and look forward to 

working with her. She can be contacted at the usual General Office address given on the 

inside front cover of this journal.  

My thanks, as ever, to Ken and Margaret Smith for laying out this issue of LPS. 

Nigel Goose 

March 2010   
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LPSS Autumn conference report, 2009 

Local populations and their institutions 

 

For‖LPSS‖our‖ autumn‖ conference‖ is‖ the‖ ‘roving’‖ one,‖ taking‖place‖ somewhere‖different‖

each year. Last November over 50 people made their way to the University of 

Cambridge’s‖Geography‖Department;‖they‖were‖rewarded‖with‖six‖very‖interesting,‖and‖

varied, presentations, along with the stimulating conversation over refreshments and 

access to the Local Population History Club bookstall, both of which are always a feature 

of these conferences. 

The day started with Samantha Williams, of the University of Cambridge, talking about 

‘Unmarried‖ mothers‖ and‖ the‖ workhouse’.‖ Samantha’s‖ presentation‖ to‖ the‖ conference‖

focused‖ on‖ metropolitan‖ workhouses‖ before‖ 1834,‖ particularly‖ St‖ Luke’s,‖ Chelsea.‖

Unmarried mothers in London gave birth in lodgings, in the homes of relatives or of 

employers, in a lying-in hospital or in the workhouse. Samantha has analysed the 

admission‖and‖discharge‖registers‖at‖St‖Luke’s‖workhouse‖in‖Chelsea‖from‖1743–99 and 

made links where possible to settlement and bastardy examinations and the workhouse 

minutes to identify unmarried mothers. At least 50 per cent of the women who gave birth 

at‖St‖Luke’s‖were‖unmarried.‖Samantha‖commented‖on‖the‖very‖limited‖options‖open‖to‖

unmarried‖mothers‖ in‖London,‖where‖few‖would‖have‖access‖to‖the‖female‖ ‘gossips’‖or‖

relatives who are known to have supported most mothers giving birth outside the house. 

Unmarried mothers made use of the workhouse in a wide variety of ways: some were 

admitted several months before they gave birth, while 19 per cent were either in labour 

or gave birth the day after they were admitted. This was a period when it was expected 

that women would lie-in‖for‖at‖least‖a‖month;‖at‖St‖Luke’s‖one‖fifth‖of‖mothers‖stayed‖for‖

over three months after their delivery, but one to two months was most common. An 

early death was the frequent outcome for children born in the workhouse; 55 per cent of 

children were either stillborn or died before their mothers left the house. Some children 

were abandoned in the house, or remained there with consent, while others left with 

their mothers, many of whom received outdoor relief. Wet nursing, domestic service, 

marriage‖ or‖ living‖ ‘on‖ their‖ own‖ account’‖ were‖ the‖ most‖ common‖ outcomes‖ for‖ the‖

women who can be identified after they left the house. Samantha emphasised that this 

project is in its early stages and there is more to do, especially in relation to workhouses 

in London under the New Poor Law after 1834, when unmarried mothers became far 

more likely to give birth in a workhouse.  
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The‖ second‖ presentation‖ was‖ from‖ Janet‖ Gill,‖ who‖ spoke‖ about‖ ‘The‖ pauper‖ lunatic‖

population of the Cambridgeshire Lunatic Asylum, Fulbourn, 1858–1901’,‖the‖topic‖of‖her‖

recent Master of Studies dissertation at Cambridge. The 1845 Lunacy Acts made 

compulsory the building of county asylums; prior to this private madhouses and local 

workhouses were the main institutional provision for pauper lunatics. Cambridge City in 

particular had funded provision in private madhouses in east London. In 

Cambridgeshire three local authorities combined to fund and manage the Fulbourn 

asylum, which was opened in 1858. There are no surviving case books for Fulbourn but 

Janet was able to use admission registers, annual reports, the census and evidence from 

Poor Law unions to piece together the history of this asylum. The majority of admissions 

were pauper adults; just 1.2 per cent were private patients, but others had partial 

financial support from relatives or from insurance schemes or clubs. Of those admitted 40 

per cent were housewives or had been in domestic work, while another 32 per cent were 

unskilled labourers. Amongst those where the cause of admission was stated 46 per cent 

were‖described‖as‖having‖‘mania’,‖24‖per‖cent‖as‖being‖‘melancholic’‖and‖16‖per‖cent‖as‖

‘idiots’‖ or‖ ‘imbeciles’,‖ this‖ last‖ group‖ accounting‖ for‖ most‖ of‖ the‖ children‖ who‖ were‖

admitted. Later, as the asylum became more overcrowded, many of the chronic, 

incurable‖ and/or‖ quiet‖patients‖were‖ sent‖ to‖ ‘special’‖wards‖ in‖ some‖ local‖workhouses;‖

these included many of those with learning disabilities. Janet described the early 

optimism about the institution and the new treatments, with positive reports from 

inspectors in the early years. This was a time when doctors started using treatments other 

than mechanical constraints, when the new ideas were of moral therapy, of structured 

work and leisure regimes, with patients regarded more sympathetically than previously. 

Many in the newly emerging profession of asylum superintendent believed that a good 

proportion of their patients could be returned to work. In those early years the institution 

was seen as a community, with staff and patients sharing leisure and worship, and there 

was plenty of work to be done outdoors or in workshops for the men, and in the kitchen, 

laundry or other domestic areas for the women. However, cure rates were lower than 

expected, numbers admitted grew and overcrowding became serious. Increasing rural 

hardship increased the incidence of mental ill health, and many were detained at home 

or in the local workhouse until they became violent or a threat to others; only then were 

they admitted to the asylum. In 1882 came the first admission that mechanical restraints 

were being used as disruption and violence from patients increased. By the 1890s it was 

evident that there had been a substantial decline both in the quality of care and of the 

fabric of the buildings. There had also been a fall in the percentage of patients doing 

useful work. By the early 1900s there were major complaints about standards of care, and 

recognition that conditions for both staff and patients were very poor.  

The second panel started with Alannah Tomkins, from the University of Keele, who 

spoke‖ on‖ ‘The‖workhouse:‖ a‖ reappraisal‖ from‖working-class‖ autobiographies’;‖ her‖ aim‖

was‖to‖‘complicate‖the‖stereotype’‖of‖workhouse‖life.‖Alannah‖is‖using‖autobiographies‖of‖

working-class individuals to consider attitudes to the workhouse post-1834. Many 
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autobiographies mention the poor law but far fewer individuals spent a protracted period 

in a workhouse, so numbers are small. The autobiographies fall into three groups in terms 

of their attitudes to the workhouse: the totally negative, those whose response was mixed, 

and a couple with more positive responses. The autobiographers had all entered the 

workhouse as a child or adolescent and Alannah suggested that entering the workhouse 

with a sibling of the same sex, from whom one was not separated, made a considerable 

difference‖ to‖ a‖ child’s‖ experience‖ of‖workhouse‖ life.‖While‖ the‖ autobiographies‖ include‖

examples of brutality and staff violence, there are also cases where the distance between 

staff and inmates was less acute, and where children were treated with some affection. 

Alannah considered the biographies in the light of the work on stigma by Erving Goffman 

and‖ others,‖ and‖ Goffman’s‖ description‖ of‖ ‘total‖ institutions’‖ where‖ all‖ parts‖ of‖ an‖

individual’s‖ life‖ are‖ subordinated‖ to‖ and‖ dependent‖ upon‖ the‖ authorities‖ of‖ the‖

institution. Contrasts were drawn between those who had entered the workhouse when 

they were old enough to understand the stigma and those who only encountered it when 

they first had contact with the outside community.  

Alysa‖Levene,‖from‖Oxford‖Brookes‖University,‖spoke‖next‖on‖‘Children‖and‖hospitals‖in‖

eighteenth-century‖London’.‖Alysa’s‖research‖focuses‖upon‖the‖experience‖of‖poverty‖and‖

childhood‖ and‖ various‖ forms‖ of‖ welfare‖ support.‖ Using‖ a‖ case‖ study‖ of‖ St‖ Thomas’‖

Hospital, Southwark, she has been analysing the entrance of children into the hospital 

and‖the‖range‖of‖options‖available.‖St‖Thomas’‖had‖a‖wider‖remit‖than‖the‖workhouse‖and‖

patients could be referred from the parish. The information recorded in the registers 

varies and unfortunately does not always contain a stated age. Between 1773 and 1796 

(although there are gaps in the records) approximately 16 children were admitted per 

year, less than 5 per cent of total admissions. The records contain few actual descriptions 

of‖the‖children’s‖complaints,‖above‖the‖use‖of‖the‖terms‖such‖as‖fractures‖and‖burns,‖and‖

suggest a period of stay of up to three months. Some of these children were accompanied, 

some were not. Three-quarters were admitted to six wards, which were female in 

orientation. For children the role of outpatients was limited and only nine were listed as 

such. Alysa outlined the interaction with the poor law authorities and their role in the 

provision of health care. Children rarely entered the workhouse on the grounds of 

sickness, although they could become so. In addition there appears to be little detail in the 

minutes regarding the use of the hospital by the workhouse, although there is some 

evidence of the refusal of admittance dependent upon the category of the illness or 

absence of a mother. In conclusion, Alysa argued that children were more likely to be 

treated than originally thought. 

After‖an‖excellent‖ lunch‖ the‖afternoon‖session‖commenced‖with‖Nigel‖Goose’s‖paper‖on‖

‘Variations‖ in‖ the‖demographic‖profile‖of‖almshouse‖ residents‖over‖ time‖and‖space’.‖He‖

started‖with‖a‖definition‖of‖ the‖ term‖ ‘almshouse’‖and‖ traced‖ its‖development‖over‖ time.‖

The late fifteenth century saw the emergence of the more recognised form of the 

almshouse and a peak in numbers possibly by the 1520s. A period of mass closure 
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followed which could have affected up to one half of almshouses, although there was a 

revival by 1600. The average almshouse probably had between eight and ten residents 

and catered for between 1.94 and 2.42 per cent of the population at risk (defined as those 

aged 60 or over). By 1600 this had fallen to 1.22-1.52 per cent, though recovered by the 

late seventeenth century to between 1.40 and 2.24 per cent (depending upon estimated 

average‖ size‖ of‖ almshouses‖ and‖ inclusion‖ or‖ exclusion‖ of‖ London).‖W.K.‖ Jordan’s‖ data‖

indicates considerable variation by county, with just 2 per cent of charitable provision 

devoted to almshouses in Lancashire but 25 per cent in Somerset. To the end of the 

sixteenth‖century,‖Marjorie‖Macintosh’s‖calculations‖suggest‖more‖places‖were‖available‖

to males than to females. By the second half of the nineteenth century a preliminary 

analysis of census data indicates that 74 per cent of almshouse residents were now 

women, although this was not a provision spread equally across England, with Norfolk 

and Suffolk almshouses including a higher proportion of men than those in London and 

Middlesex. Nigel went on to describe, with a range of tables, charitable spending on 

endowed charity in general, and on almshouses in particular, by county, calculated from 

the Digests of Endowed Charities published by the Charity Commission for the period 

1861-1876. These indicate that, nationally, 26 per cent of endowed charity was now spent 

on almshouses, which were supported in 12 per cent of all localities identified by the 

Commissioners, indicating enhanced total provision compared with the late seventeenth 

century, but a distinct decline in places compared to the size of the population in the 

relevant age group. Again, however, there was enormous regional and local variation, 

both in endowed charitable funds per capita and in almshouse provision. Nigel 

concluded that although almshouse numbers are small in relation to the total population 

at risk, within a specific locality they may have assumed great importance.  

The‖final‖paper‖from‖Richard‖Smith‖of‖ the‖University‖of‖Cambridge‖was‖entitled‖‘Some‖

epidemiological implications of the outdoor relief provisions of the Old Poor Law in 

comparative‖perspective’.‖ ‖Richard‖started‖by‖outlining‖a‖possible‖ relationship‖between‖

the price of wheat and the mortality level in that and the subsequent four years. The 

figures indicate that grain process had limited impact on mortality levels in the year of 

the high prices and the following four years in early modern England whereas in France 

the impact was greater and also cumulative over the years following the high price year. 

In explaining this difference Richard outlined the change from sixteenth and early 

seventeenth century England, where there was a preoccupation with urban poverty and 

its relief, to an emphasis in the eighteenth century on rural poverty and the agricultural 

labourer. In much of Western Europe, however, the emphasis on poverty remained 

urban. In England and Wales, the Elizabethan statute of 1601 put in place a system of 

outdoor relief and the raising of poor rates in every parish. In contrast, in France there 

was an absence of provision in the countryside, and so people needed to move into the 

urban areas to find welfare support from charitable sources. This was illustrated by the 

example of demographic reconstitution data for Rouen where illegitimacy was around 15 

per cent, whereas the Normandy countryside the figure was less than 2 per cent in the 
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late eighteenth century, reflecting the fact that unmarried mothers gravitated to towns 

with their offspring or as pregnant females in searching for assistance. In England the 

widespread provision of outdoor relief to widows, unmarried women and mothers and 

legitimate children meant that there was not the same surge of the poor into the urban 

centres in periods of harvest failure with beneficial epidemiological consequences.  The 

Poor Law was effective at a parochial level, particularly in agrarian areas such as 

southern Britain. 

The conference concluded with a proposal of thanks to all the speakers for their 

informative, enlightening and lively papers. In addition, a special vote of thanks was given 

to Samantha Williams for the excellent organisation and smooth running of the day. 

The next LPSS conference, Famine, Diet and Nutrition, will take place on Saturday 17 

April 2010 at the University of Hertfordshire and all at the meeting were invited to pick 

up a programme. A copy of the programme and booking form is available on the LPSS 

website, at http://www.localpopulationstudies.org.uk. 

Lyn Boothman and Rowena Burgess  

Local Population Studies Committee 
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Domestic service in a small market town: 

 Crickhowell, 1851–1901 

Robert Gant 

Abstract 

This article exemplifies the importance of longitudinal studies of Victorian census materials for interpreting 

the characteristics and economic role of domestic servants in Crickhowell, a small market centre situated in 

the middle-Usk valley, in south-east Wales. It focuses on issues of continuity and change and the place-

specific characteristics of this important occupational group that cannot be detected through cross-sectional 

‘snapshots’ from individual censuses. A brief introduction to the physical setting and townscape of 

Crickhowell sets the scene. The definition and characteristics of domestic service are then examined. This 

leads to a sequential analysis of the demographic profiles and migration histories of co-resident domestic 

servants. Finally, an exercise in house repopulation focused on the core of the town identifies types of 

household supporting co-resident servants and their spatial distribution in the built-environment.  

Introduction 

For centuries market towns have acted as pivots for commercial exchange and service 

provision in the British countryside.1 Although this role has been re-specified by 

significant‖ changes‖ in‖ regional‖ economies‖and‖ the‖ ‘shrinking‖of‖distance’‖precipitated‖

by improvements in transport infrastructure, countryside planners continue to build on 

notions of centrality to sustain services and support the life-style aspirations of an 

increasing and diverse population in the British countryside.2 Urban historians and 

geographers have also explored the place-specific characteristics of small market towns 

in‖the‖nineteenth‖century‖based‖on‖census‖enumerators’‖books‖and‖supporting‖primary‖

materials, including trade directories, topographical writings, and detailed 

cartographic evidence.3 Such cross-sectional‖studies‖provide‖informative‖‘snapshots’‖of‖

1 See,‖ for‖ example,‖ W.T.R.‖ Pryce,‖ ‘Town‖ and‖ country‖ relationships’, in Open University Course D301, 
Historical sources and the social scientist (Milton Keynes, 1983), 5–74. For a more recent appraisal of the 
sustaining role of market towns in rural England, see Our countryside: the future (London, 2000), 73–88. 

2 These themes are exemplified in The Countryside Agency, The state of the countryside (Cheltenham, 2003). In 
a comparative context, dimensions in the transformation of the British countryside are overviewed in H. 
Millward, L. Harrington, B. Ilbery and K. Beesley eds, The new countryside: geographic perspectives on rural 
change (Brandon, 2003), 9–23. 

3 The‖contents‖of‖the‖census‖enumerators’‖books‖and‖inter-censal changes in definition for key variables are 
discussed in E. Higgs, Making sense of the census. The manuscript returns for England and Wales 1801–-1901 
(London, 2005); D. Mills and K. Schürer eds, Local communities in the Victorian census enumerators’ books 
(Oxford, 1996); and D. Mills, A guide to census enumerators’ books (Milton Keynes, 2002). Appropriate 
directories were identified in the well-constructed and searchable website (www.historical directories.org). 
Potential sources of error in the compilation of trade directories are overviewed by D. Mills, Rural 
community history from trade directories (Aldenham, 2001) and G. Shaw and A. Tipper, British directories. A 
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local situations and social networks, but invariably skirt issues of continuity and 

change, and the environmental relationship between urban functions, social structures 

and land-use patterns.4 

This article engages with the theme of continuity and change and uses census 

enumerators’‖books‖and‖related‖materials‖to‖analyse‖the‖characteristics‖and‖economic‖role‖

of domestic servants in the local labour market at Crickhowell, a small market centre 

situated in the middle-Usk valley in south-east Wales, during the period 1851–1901.5 A 

brief introduction to the physical setting and local townscape sets the scene. A review 

follows of the nature and characteristics of domestic service and problems associated 

with using census materials for its investigation. This leads to an examination of the 

demographic profiles and migration histories of co-resident domestic servants, and their 

spatial distribution in the built environment.  

Crickhowell: townscape and market economy 

Crickhowell, a Norman castle town, straddles a glacial moraine across the middle-Usk 

valley (see Figure 1). To the west lies the elevated north-eastern rim of the South Wales 

coalfield; to the north and east lies the Old Red Sandstone mass of the Black Mountains. 

Traditional mixed arable and livestock farming systems in the fertile Usk valley gave way 

to more specialised stock and sheep raising enterprises on farms with mountain grazing 

rights situated at higher altitudes in the tributary valleys. With coalfield linkages, the 

Brecon and Abergavenny canal (with an onward link to the Severn estuary at Newport) 

completed in 1801, is aligned upslope of the neighbouring village of Llangattock, on the 

opposite‖ side‖ of‖ the‖ valley.‖ In‖ 1852‖ Slater’s‖ Royal National and Commercial Directory 

describes the town as being: 

neat‖and‖clean,‖and‖of‖ late‖years‖<‖much‖improved‖by‖ the‖erection‖of‖several‖

handsome houses, and a new town hall, — the latter, which is of stone, was 

erected at the expense of the Duke of Beaufort; the lower part of it is 

appropriated to the purpose of the corn market; the upper to the magistrates at 

their weekly meeting.6  

Worrall’s‖Directory of South Wales of 1875 reiterates this observation and confirms that: 

The town presents a clean and respectable appearance and contains numerous 

excellent places of business, a banking establishment, and a handsome Town 

bibliography and guide to directories published in England and Wales (1850–1950) and Scotland (1773–1950) 
(Leicester,‖1989).‖For‖ topographies‖ see‖R.‖Brinkley,‖ ‘Welsh‖ topographical‖ literature‖ c.1770–1870’,‖The Local 
Historian, 11 (1974), 7–13;‖R.‖Gant,‖‘The‖topography‖as‖a‖resource‖for‖Welsh‖urban‖studies’,‖National Library 
of Wales Journal, 19 (1976), 217–26. Cartographic evidence is reviewed in R. Oliver, Ordnance Survey maps. A 
concise guide for historians (London, 1993) and C. Beech and R. Mitchell, Maps for family and local history. 
Readers’ Guide 26 (London, 2004). 

4 H. Carter, The towns of Wales. A study in urban geography (Cowbridge, 1966); H. Carter and C.R. Lewis, An 
urban geography of England and Wales in the nineteenth century (London, 1990). 

5 The‖following‖census‖enumerators’‖books‖were‖consulted:‖1851‖(H.O.107/2490);‖1861‖(R.G.9/4222);‖1871(R.G.‖
10/5590); 1881 (R.G.11/5467); 1891 (R.G.12/4577); 1901(RG 13/5175). 

6 Slater’s Royal National and Commercial Directory 1852–1853 (London and Manchester, 1852). 
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Figure 1 Demographic and household setting 
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Hall<.‖ The‖ surrounding‖ district‖ is‖ highly‖ picturesque,‖ salubrious‖ and‖ has‖ in‖

consequence been selected as a place of residence by numerous gentry, whose 

elegant mansions and parks adorn the landscape.7 

Consistent with the principles of central place theory,8 the services and functions 

provided at Crickhowell met the basic (day-to-day) combined needs of the threshold 

populations living in the town, neighbouring villages and hamlets in the tributary valleys 

of the Black Mountains (Figure 2). For higher-order (more specialist) goods and services 

the population depended on higher grade market towns in the Usk valley: Abergavenny, 

across the county boundary in Monmouthshire, and Brecon, the county town.9 The 

weekly Thursday market (chiefly for provisions and cattle) and fairs held on 12 May 

(principal) and 22 September in the High Street were well attended and facilitated the 

hiring of agricultural labour. In addition, there was employment in the small-scale 

manufacture‖of‖flannel;‖tourism‖based‖principally‖on‖‘excellent‖trout‖and‖salmon‖fishing‖

in‖ the‖ neighbourhood’;10 the‖ production‖ of‖ goats’‖ milk‖ and‖ whey‖ to‖ meet‖ health‖

restorative diets advised by city-based physicians for valetudinarian patients; and in 

domestic service in the large country seats that studded the fertile valley. Crickhowell, 

however, had been by-passed by the railways constructed elsewhere in the Usk valley 

Figure 2 Service provision 1852,1875 and 1895 

Sources: Slater’s Directory, 1852; Worralls Directory, 1875; Kelly’s Directory, 1895. 

7 Worrall’s Directory of South Wales 1875 (Oldham, 1875). 

8 An interpretation of settlement patterns based on Central Place Theory and using evidence of functions 
recorded‖ in‖ trade‖ directories‖ is‖ in‖ D.‖ Mills,‖ ‘Central‖ villages:‖ theory,‖ sources‖ and‖ enquiries’,‖ in‖ Open‖
University Course D301, Historical sources and the social sciences (Milton Keynes, 1983), 73–115. 

9 Carter, The towns of Wales, 108–9. 

10 Kelly’s Directory of South Wales and Monmouthshire 1895 (London, 1895). 
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during the 1860s, a disadvantage offset by the provision of regular carrier services for 

goods and coaches for the more affluent passengers.11  

The extract from the 1887 Ordnance Survey map (1:2500) reproduced as Figure 1 shows 

details of the town plan and land-use arrangements. The principal trade establishments, 

retail and professional services fronted the Bridge Street/High Street axis, with extensions 

along Beaufort Street. From the mid-nineteenth‖century‖the‖town’s‖built‖environment‖had‖

been improved and public utilities including a town gasworks and new water supply 

introduced. Several prestigious country houses set in spacious ornamental gardens, 

parcels of accommodation land and orchards formed a distinctive girdle or fringe-belt 

around the small market town.12 Such prominent houses with open views across the Usk 

valley included Glannant, Porthmawr, Herbert Hall, Dan-y-castell, Glan-yr-afon and 

Greenhill. Characteristically, these country seats of notable families had walled vegetable 

gardens, while Glannant, Porthmawr and Glanyrafon benefited from larger acreages of 

agricultural land managed to support the household economy with fresh dairy produce, 

poultry and meat. Smaller, but distinctive, town houses set along the main streets 

including Latham House, Brynrhos, Ivy Tower, Glandwr and the outlying Rectory had 

sizeable gardens, some with provision for stables. 

Domestic service: definition and pattern in society 

With good reason, the question of definition remains central to the study of domestic 

service in the nineteenth century.13 In addition, correct labelling in the census 

enumerators’‖ books‖ is‖ susceptible‖ to‖ three‖ sources‖ of‖ compounding‖ error:‖ the‖

understanding of the householder completing the original schedule; the belief of the 

enumerator collecting and transcribing these details into enumeration books; and, finally, 

as Adair demonstrates for 1851 and 1861, the interpretation of clerks in the Census Office 

in cross checking and tabulating the results.14 Hence‖ the‖ distinction‖ between‖ ‘domestic‖

service’‖as‖a‖legal‖and‖social‖system‖and‖the‖term‖‘housemaid’‖as‖a‖description‖of‖a‖person‖

performing a set of duties in the home of an employer was often blurred. There is 

evidence,‖ too,‖ of‖ confusion‖ in‖ terminology‖ between‖ ‘housewife’‖ and‖ ‘housekeeper’‖ in‖

11 An‖account‖of‖a‖ leisured‖ traveller‖negotiating‖ these‖ transport‖ linkages‖ is‖ in‖F.‖ Jones,‖ ‘Journal‖of‖a‖young‖
lady of fashion 1867–1872‖(Agnes‖Hermione‖Jennings‖of‖Gellideg),‖Part‖II’,‖The Carmarthenshire Historian, 12 
(1975), 22–54. 

12 T.R.‖ Slater,‖ ‘Family,‖ society‖ and‖ the‖ ornamental‖ villa‖ on‖ the‖ fringes‖ of‖ English‖ country‖ towns’,‖ Journal of 
Historical Geography, 4 (1978), 129–44;‖H.‖Carter‖and‖S.E.‖Wheatley,‖‘Fixation‖lines‖and‖fringe‖belts,‖land‖uses‖
and‖ social‖ areas:‖ nineteenth‖ century‖ change‖ in‖ the‖ small‖ town’,‖ Transactions of the Institute of British 
Geographers, New Series, 4 (1979), 214–38. 

13 Conceptual and practical issues regarding the definition and role of domestic service are considered in M. 
G. Ebury and B.T. Preston, Domestic service in the late Victorian and Edwardian England, 1871–1914, University 
of Reading, Geographical Papers (University of Reading, 1976), 11–15. In an urban context, these complex 
issues, and the position of live-in‖ domestic‖ servants‖ as‖ ‘outsiders’‖ in‖ insular‖ employers’‖ homes,‖ are‖
addressed‖ by‖ S.‖ Pooley,‖ ‘Domestic‖ servants‖ and‖ their‖ urban‖ employers:‖ a‖ case‖ study‖ of‖ Lancaster‖ 1880–
1914’,‖Economic History Review, 62 (2009), 405–29. 

14 W.D.‖ Adair,‖ ‘Can‖ we‖ trust‖ the‖ census‖ reports?‖ Lessons‖ from‖ a‖ study‖ of‖ domestic‖ servants‖ in‖ Tenbury,‖
Worcestershire,‖1851‖and‖1861’,‖Family and Community History, 5 (2002), 99–110. 
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large‖ households,‖ and‖ ‘servant’‖ and‖ ‘shop‖ assistant’‖ as‖ employed‖ by‖ businessmen.15 In 

addition, Schwarz and Higgs have demonstrated that the term servant invariably covered 

a‖wide‖spectrum‖of‖employed‖persons‖and‖confusion‖could‖arise‖between‖‘domestic’‖and‖

‘business’‖ activities‖ situated‖ in‖ the‖ homes‖ of‖ farmers,‖ small‖ businessmen‖ and‖ retailers‖

where the help of a wife, child(ren), lodger(s) or visitor(s) was often indispensable.16 

Similarly, and particularly applied to men, Schwarz confirms that sometimes the 

designation‖‘servant’‖was‖used‖for‖apprentices‖and‖journeymen.17 In‖these‖cases‖‘servants’‖

worked with their employers, rather than for them as in the larger country seats. 

Notwithstanding‖ the‖ fundamental‖ issue‖ of‖ definition,‖ and‖ challenges‖ of‖ ‘computational‖

linguistics’‖in‖establishing‖a‖categorisation‖of‖service‖employment‖in‖census‖abstracts,‖it‖is‖

clear from the available census records that domestic servants formed an essential part of 

nineteenth-century society.18 The proportion of the economically active employed in the 

somewhat more extensive category domestic service increased from 13.8 per cent (1.12 

million) in 1851 to 16.4 per cent (1.84 million) in 1881 and fell slightly to 15.7 per cent (1.99 

million) in 1891.19 Schwarz calculates that domestic servants comprised 7.1 per cent of the 

total labour force of 13.0 million (1.3 per cent of employed males, 12.6 per cent of employed 

females) in 1851, rising to 8.8 per cent of 15.3 million (1.0 per cent of males, 15.5 per cent of 

females) in 1871, before falling to 7.0 cent of 15.8 million (0.6 per cent of males, 12.8 per 

cent of females) in 1891.20 Such employment was clearly gender-specific. For instance, in 

1851 more than 20 per cent of unmarried women in the age range 18–27 were employed as 

domestic servants, a pattern that changed little by 1901.21 In contrast, 47 per cent of male 

servants worked on farms, 7 per cent were categorised as domestic servants and a further 5 

per cent as outdoor servants, for example grooms or gardeners. From the perspective of 

the market town economy, it is significant that an additional 9 per cent of male servants 

were categorised as apprentices and 7 per cent as living-in trade assistants.22  

Nationwide, servants were found in households across all strata of society: in 1851, 16 

per cent of households had servants or living-in apprentices; and two-thirds of the 

15 M.‖ Anderson,‖ ‘Mis-specification‖ of‖ servant‖ occupations‖ in‖ the‖ 1851‖ census:‖ a‖ problem‖ revisited’,‖ Local 
Population Studies, 60 (1998), 58–64. 

16 L.‖ Schwarz,‖ ‘English‖ servants‖ and‖ their‖ employers‖ during‖ the‖ eighteenth‖ and‖ nineteenth‖ centuries’,‖
Economic History Review, 52 (1999), 236. This issue of occupational classification is discussed in E. Higgs, 
‘The‖ tabulation‖ of‖ occupations‖ in‖ the‖ nineteenth-century census, with special reference to domestic 
servants’,‖in‖Mills‖and‖Schürer‖eds,‖Local communities, 27–35;‖and‖M.‖Drake,‖‘Aspects‖of‖domestic‖service‖in‖
Great Britain and Ireland, 1841–1911’,‖Family and Community History, 2 (1999), 119–28. 

17 Schwarz,‖‘English‖servants‖and‖their‖employers’,‖236. 

18 For a discussion of census-based‖categorisations‖of‖service‖occupations‖see‖M.‖Woollard‖‘The‖classification‖
of domestic servants in England and Wales, 1851–1951’,‖Proceedings of the Servant Project, Seminar 2, Volume 2 
(Oslo, 2002). Available at: http://privatewww.essex.ac.uk/~matthew/. 

19 Mills and Schürer eds, Local communities, 148. 

20 Schwarz,‖‘English‖servants‖and‖their‖employers’,‖245. 

21 M.‖ Anderson,‖ ‘The‖ social‖ implications‖ of‖ demographic‖ change’,‖ in‖ F.M.L.‖ Thompson‖ ed.,‖ The Cambridge 
social history of Britain 1750–1850, Volume 2: people and their environment (Cambridge, 1990), 62. 

22 Anderson,‖‘The‖social‖implications‖of‖demographic‖change’,‖63. 
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servants were women.23 At that date, Anderson reports that almost four-fifths of 

professional households kept at least one domestic servant, and one fifth more than 

two.‖ Furthermore,‖ 2‖ per‖ cent‖ of‖ the‖ skilled‖ and‖ service‖workers‖ retained‖ a‖ ‘living-in’‖

servant.24 Servants lived with families in all occupational groups. Three-fifths of small 

employers and the self employed, and over a quarter of lower non-manual workers, 

had at least one living-in servant. Farmers, too, were important employers of female 

domestic labour. Where co-resident, kin performed a similar role to that of servants; 

however, in professional households, companionship rather than the performance of 

routine domestic duties was the norm.  

Notwithstanding the important issues of definition, accuracy and completeness, the 

census‖enumerators’‖books‖compiled‖for‖Crickhowell‖parish‖during‖the‖period‖1851–1901 

yield a rich harvest of information connected with domestic service and its social 

characteristics.25 The town was divided into two enumeration districts and different 

enumerators were employed at each census. It is important to note, however, that the 

census schedules for Crickhowell are incomplete: there are two pages missing from the 

1851 record (an estimated under-recording of 40 people)26 and, more significantly, 35 

households in Bridge Street in 1861 (an estimated under-recording of 140 people),27 a 

thoroughfare that included three inns which in later censuses had employed domestic 

staff in support of the family. 

Between‖1851‖and‖1901,‖census‖entries‖of‖‘servant’‖as‖the‖stated‖relationship‖with‖head‖of‖

household covered a total of 35 job titles for co-resident male servants, and 43 for female 

counterparts in Crickhowell (see Appendix A, pp. 29-30). The guidance provided to 

enumerators‖for‖such‖‘labelling’‖was‖no‖doubt‖tempered‖by‖local‖custom‖and‖practice.28 

For‖instance,‖the‖descriptors‖‘farm‖servant’‖and‖‘farm‖labourer’‖seem‖close,‖but‖the‖census‖

enumerator sought to maintain this distinction in several censuses. Likewise, and 

perhaps more significantly, it is difficult to differentiate between well-represented groups 

23 Anderson,‖‘The‖social‖implications‖of‖demographic‖change’,‖63. 

24 M.‖ Anderson,‖ ‘The‖ social‖ implications‖ of‖ demographic‖ change’,‖ 63.‖ In‖ this‖ context,‖ Ebury‖ and‖ Preston,‖
Domestic service in late Victorian and Edwardian England, 2, extend the commentary provided by Flora 
Thompson in Lark Rise to Candleford (repr.‖ London,‖ 1973),‖ 165,‖ and‖ argue‖ that‖ ‘By‖ the‖ last‖ quarter‖ of‖ the‖
nineteenth century, a vast army of maids, nurses, cooks, coachmen, gardeners, laundresses and charwomen 
served‖ the‖ personal‖ needs<not‖ only‖ of‖ the‖ upper‖ and‖middle‖ ranks‖ in‖ society<but‖ even‖ the‖ wives‖ of‖
carpenters and masons paid a girl sixpence to clean the knives and boots and take out the children on 
Saturday.‖As‖was‖often‖said,‖everybody‖who‖was‖anybody‖kept‖a‖maid.’ 

25 The‖accuracy‖of‖census‖entries‖is‖explored‖in:‖A.‖Perkyns,‖‘Birthplace‖accuracy‖in‖the‖censuses‖of‖six‖Kentish‖
parishes, 1851–1881’,‖in‖Mills‖and‖Schürer‖eds,‖Local communities, 229–45;‖D.‖Thompson.‖‘Age‖reporting‖by‖
the elderly and the nineteenth-century‖census’,‖in‖Mills‖and‖Schürer‖eds,‖Local communities, 86–99. 

26 According to Census of Great Britain, 1851, Population tables, I. Number of the inhabitants in 1801, 1811, 1821, 
1831, 1841 and 1851. Vol. II BPP 1852-53 LXXXVI (1632), 44, the population of Crickhowell in 1851 was 1,403, 
13 fewer inhabitants than reported here. 

27 According to Census of England and Wales, 1861, Population tables. Numbers and distribution of people of [and 
index to names of places in] England and Wales. Volume 1 BPP 1862 L (3056), 722, the population of the parish of 
Crickhowell was 1,516, equal to 164 more people than reported here. 

28 Anderson,‖‘Mis-specification‖of‖servant‖occupations’,‖58–64;‖Drake,‖‘Aspects‖of‖domestic‖service’,‖119. 
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Figure 3 Crickhowell 1851–1901: occupational groups 

1 Agricultural self-employed or managers 

2a Skilled Agricultural workers 

2b Agricultural labourers 

3 Shopkeepers, traders, petty entrepreneurs 

(not employing more than 5 persons) 

4 Skilled craftsmen, non industrial 

5a Manufacturers, industrialists, wholesalers, 

 managers of large enterprises 

5b Skilled industrial craftsmen 

6 Extractive industries 

7a Upper professions 

   7b Lower professions 

   8       Clerical (not supervisory) 

  9a Upper servants 

  9b General Domestic servants 

  9c Lower servants 

10a Private income recipients 

10b Rentiers 

10c Annuitants 

11 Semi-skilled and service workers 

12 Labourers and unskilled workers 

13 Supervisory workers 

Source: Census enumerators’ books 1851–1901.  
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of‖‘domestic‖servants’,‖‘general‖servants’‖and‖‘servants’‖on‖the‖basis‖of‖household‖context,‖

domestic routine and responsibilities. It is fortunate, however, that the more wealthy 

families occupying the principal country seats and town houses invariably listed the 

grades and roles of domestic staff according to a determined status hierarchy. 

Domestic service in the market town  

For females in nineteenth-century market towns, distant from industrial centres or 

seasonal work in coastal resorts, private domestic service provided one of the main 

opportunities for employment.29 P.M.‖ Tillott’s‖ classification‖ of‖ occupations‖ and‖ social‖

groupings is used to capture the relative importance of domestic service in Crickhowell 

during the period 1851–1901.30 Although subject to criticism from various quarters, this 

schema based on gainful occupation was chosen to combine elements of an industry-

based classification with aspects of social status. As Figure 3 shows, categories 1, 2 and 6 

relate to the primary sector covering agriculture and extractive industry; categories 4 and 

5 apply to manufacturing and the secondary sector; whilst the remaining categories cover 

various service activities in the tertiary sector.  

The importance of domestic servants in the local labour market 

For economically active males, the occupation profiles shown in Figure 3 are broadly 

consistent across the period. The economic base of the town, as evidenced by 

employment, was firmly rooted in trade and commerce, underpinned by skilled craft 

activity and supported by unskilled workers. For females, domestic service in various 

guises reflecting skill and experience dominated the occupation profiles. In addition, 

trade and commerce appear as distinctive and persistent elements in the occupational 

profile. These findings confirm the continuing importance of the service economy and 

trading functions of the market town, with a lesser contribution from agriculture and 

other primary activities. Given the small size of the town, the statistical representation of 

professional services is less pronounced, but nonetheless important in the employment of 

domestic staff.  

Figure 4 focuses on the identity and relationship of economically active persons to the 

household head. It highlights a decline in the total number of recorded males in the local 

workforce from 437 in 1851 to 364 in 1901. Irrespective of the problems of under-

enumeration associated with incomplete census records in 1851 and 1861, male heads of 

household accounted for between 50 and 60 per cent of men in the labour market. With 

the exception of 1861, co-resident and unmarried sons constituted around 20 per cent, 

29 ‘But‖ in‖ the‖ hundreds‖ of‖ small‖market‖ towns,‖which‖ continued‖ to‖ perform‖ their‖ traditional‖ central‖ place‖
functions as service centres for their region, there was little in the way of alternative jobs for women. 
Consequently, for large parts of the country, service in private homes remained the only avenue open to 
girls‖in‖the‖surrounding‖villages’:‖Ebury‖and‖Preston,‖Domestic service, 25. 

30 A‖ description‖ and‖ critique‖ of‖ Tillott’s‖ classification‖ is‖ presented‖ in‖ D.R.‖ Mills,‖ ‘Central‖ villages:‖ theory,‖
sources‖ and‖ enquiries’,‖ in‖ Open‖ University‖ Course‖ D301,‖ Historical sources and the social sciences (Milton 
Keynes, 1983), 36–7; and Mills and Schürer eds, Local communities, 142–5. 
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Figure 4 Crickhowell 1851–1901: identity of economically active residents 

Source: Census enumerators’ books 1851–1901. 

while the undifferentiated group of boarders and lodgers contributed a further 13-15 cent 

to the total. The proportion of male servants in the parish declined gradually from 8 per 

cent in 1851 to 3 per cent in 1901. With the exception of females in 1881, blood relatives 

and relatives through marriage contributed less than 6 per cent to the total for 

economically-active males and females in any census year. 
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In contrast, the number of females recorded as being economically active hovered at around 

250, but this total declined sharply to 204 in 1901. The proportion of female heads of 

households registered in employment increased consistently from 16 per cent in 1851 to 29 

per cent in 1901. However, female servants, in various grades of domestic employment, 

dominated the female workforce, the proportion varying from a likely underestimate of 50 

per cent of the total in 1861 to 36 per cent ten years later, a significant fluctuation explained 

by the compensating involvement of teenage daughters (and other relatives, lodgers and 

boarders) in domestic chores, mainly in those households connected with retail trade and 

commerce and, possibly, variation in enumeration practice. 

Profile, presence and household context  

Despite its relatively small size and evidence of under-reported households in the censuses 

of 1851 and 1861, Crickhowell offered a range of employment opportunities in domestic 

service. Table 1 summarises the gender, household situations and occupational categories 

of‖individuals‖classed‖either‖explicitly‖as‖‘servant’,‖‘assistant’‖or‖‘apprentice’‖in‖relation‖to‖

the head of household.31 This overall total fluctuated at around 150 until 1891, thence 

decreased sharply to 104 in 1901. While the number of male servants fell progressively 

throughout the period, the total for females remained more consistent until 1891, before 

falling sharply in 1901.  

From a demographic perspective, servants formed a distinctive and youthful component 

in‖ the‖ town’s‖ population.‖ They‖ accounted‖ for‖ approximately‖ 15‖ per‖ cent‖ of‖ the‖ parish‖

population aged over 15 years, female servants outnumbering male servants in an 

increasing ratio of approximately 4:1 in 1851 and 5:1 in 1901. In detail, 70 per cent of both 

sexes were aged 10-24 years; for those aged over 45 males worked mainly in the 

agricultural‖ sector,‖whilst‖most‖ females‖were‖ characterised‖ as‖ housekeepers,‖ a‖ ‘slippery’‖

designation known to be subject to geographical and temporal variation in recording 

practice and amendment with the deletion of supposed kin-related housekeepers prior to 

aggregation in the published census abstracts.32  

The proportion of households retaining at least one servant declined from around one 

third of the total in 1851 and 1861, to less than a quarter in 1901 (see Table 1). The decline 

was particularly marked for households retaining both male and female servant(s), and a 

male servant alone. In contrast, the proportion of households retaining only female servant

(s) increased steadily between 1851 and 1881, before declining to the base level of 1851. A 

relatively small proportion of households (peaking at 7 per cent in 1891) had living-in 

servants related by marriage or blood line to the head of household, including nurses, 

‘assistants’‖and‖housekeepers. The higher totals in 1881 and 1891 are explained, in part, by 

larger numbers of (mainly) teenage daughters categorised as domestic servants. From local 

evidence, however, it cannot be determined whether these family members were 

31 Anderson,‖‘Mis-specification‖of‖servant‖occupation’,‖60;‖Drake,‖‘Aspects‖of‖domestic‖service’,‖125. 

32 R.‖Hancock,‖‘In‖service‖or‖one‖of‖the‖family?‖Kin‖servants‖in‖Swavesey‖1851-81, Ryde 1881, and Stourbridge 
1881’,‖Family and Community History, 2 (1999), 141–8. 
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Table 1 Demographic and household setting: Crickhowell, 1851–1901 

Census population  1851 1861  1871  1881   1891   1901 

No. of Males 662 634 676 632 557 500 

No. of females 754 718 787 701 676 652 

Total 1,416 1,352 1,463 1,333 1,233 1,152 

No. of  census households 286 280 341 314 303 287 

Servants recorded in the census             

No. of males 31 41 26 22 26 16 

No. of females 118 116 116 112 121 88 

Total 149 157 142 134 147 104 

Ratio of male/ female servants   1/3.8 1/2.8 1/4.5   1/5.1   1/4.7    1/5.5 

Age of servants (years)             

Male             

Mean  25.3  21.0  29.7  26.7  27.3  24.8 

Standard deviation  11.9  7.2  16.2  17.7  17.3  11.8 

Female             

Mean  25.0  22.6  23.7  26.4  23.9  25.6 

Standard deviation  12.0  8.9  10.9  14.7  11.4  11.6 

Household context              

No. of households with servants 94 110 106 123 115 68 

%  of households with servants  32.9  39.3  31.1  39.2  38.0  23.7 

Occupation of male servants             

on farm  16  11 11 11  11  11 

in town/country houses  7  5 6 1  6  0 

in trade/commerce  8  25 9 10  9  5 

Total 31  41 26 22  26  16 

Occupation of female servants             

on farm 10 8 5 10  7  5 

in town/country houses 29 33 38 28  49  39 

in trade/commerce 79 75 73 74  65  44 

Total 118 116 116 112  121  88 

Proportion of census households  No.    % No.    % No.    % No.    % No.    % No.     % 

With male servants     18  6.3    22 7.9     6 1.8      7 2.2      5 1.6       7  2.4 

With female servants     51 17.8    61 21.8    72   21.1    79    25.2     74 24.4         50     17.4 

With both M and F servants     18 6.3    10 3.6   12 3.5      9 2.6    10 3.3       5 1.7 

With kin servants        3 1.0      0  0.0     8 2.3    22 6.5    22 7.3       4 1.4 

With ‘other’ servants        4 1.4    17 6.1     8 2.3      6 1.9      4 1.3       2 0.7 

Proportions       

male servants/total males over 15 6.7 7.4 5.4 5.3 6.0 5.2 

female servants/total females over 15 21.3 22.6 20.3 23.3 23.3 18.7 

all servants/total population over 15 14.7 15.8 13.4 15.2 15.8 12.8 

Source: Census enumerators’ books (see footnote 5). 

Note: It is important to note that the census schedules for Crickhowell are incomplete: see text, p.17. 
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employed‖ as‖ ‘living-out’‖ servants‖ for‖ other‖ households‖ in‖ the‖ town.‖ Anderson suggests 

that, in certain circumstances, fluctuations in the proportions of kin servants could be 

attributed to the substitution, as domestic servants, of siblings, grand-daughters, cousins 

and nieces, especially where their parents had fallen on hard times due to unemployment 

or bereavement, or where an elderly relative needed companionship and assistance with 

(routine) domestic chores.33 

Throughout the second half of the nineteenth century, domestic servants of different 

kinds were found in an impressive and wide variety of household configurations. For 

instance, in 1851 78 different types of household formation included at least one servant. 

The‖corresponding‖statistic‖ for‖ 1901‖was‖57.‖Almost‖one‖ third‖of‖ ‘living-in’‖ servants‖ co-

resided with nuclear families comprising parents and never-married children (except for 

1891 when, inexplicably, the proportion reached almost half). Smaller, but not 

insignificant, proportions of the total worked for: elderly married couples; more complex 

households sheltering lodgers, boarders and visitors; widows living alone or with never-

married children; and unmarried (normally elderly) females. Table 2, based‖ on‖Tillott’s‖

categorisation,‖furthers‖this‖analysis‖and‖redistributes‖the‖‘living-in’‖servant‖population‖to‖

employment sector guided by the occupation of the male (or in his absence, female) 

household head. This indicates the persistence and relative importance for males of 

agricultural employment, followed by commercial services and various trades and crafts. 

Until 1901, employment in retailing and handicraft activities dominated the scene for 

females,‖whilst‖significant‖and‖increasing‖numbers‖were‖employed‖as‖‘living-in’‖servants‖

in various roles in the town houses and principal country seats. Proportionately fewer 

female servants were retained on farms. 

Birthplace and migration  

In the absence of detailed life-history records, it is impossible to explain arrivals and 

departures of servants in Crickhowell in terms of propensity to migrate, motivation, 

decision-making processes and choice of destination.34 However, oral evidence from 

elderly residents in Crickhowell confirms the conclusions drawn by Pooley and Turnbull 

on the migration trajectories and patterns of residential mobility for domestic servants.35 

From a nationwide sample, Pooley and Turnbull found that during the period 1850-1890 

domestic servants were one of three occupational groups that moved most frequently, 

primarily for work (the others being members of the armed forces and skilled non-manual 

workers) and as a group exhibited the shortest mean duration of residence in the same 

place. In Crickhowell, however, there were important gender variations in the net 

migration traces of servants. Table 3 shows that whilst one quarter of the male servants 

33 Anderson,‖‘The‖social‖implications‖of‖demographic‖change’,‖60–1. 

34 Drake,‖ ‘Aspects‖ of‖ domestic‖ service’,‖ 119.‖ This‖ issue‖ is‖ carefully‖ examined‖ in‖ C.‖ French,‖ ‘Who‖ lived‖ in‖
suburbia?‖Surbiton‖in‖the‖second‖half‖of‖the‖nineteenth‖century’,‖Family and Community History, 7 (2007), 102. 

35 C.G. Pooley and J. Turnbull, Migration and mobility in Britain since the eighteenth century (London, 1998), 62–8, 
72, 104–8. 
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Groups:  

   1   =  Agricultural, self-employed or managers          2   =  Skilled agricultural workers/agricultural labourers 

   3   =  Shopkeepers, traders, petty entrepreneurs   4   =  Skilled craftsmen, non-industrial 

   5   =  Manufacturers, industrialists, skilled craftsmen   6   =  Extractive industries 

   7   =  Upper and lower professional    8   =  Clerical 

   9a =  Upper servants   9b =  General domestic servants 

   9c =  Lower servants 10   =  Private income recipients, rentiers, annuitants 

 11   =  Semi-skilled and service workers 12   =  Labourers and unskilled workers 

 13   =  Supervisory workers 

Table 2 Employment sectors: Crickhowell, 1851–1901 

Males 1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 1901 Total  

Group                No. % 
1 17 16 11 7 10 8 69 42.3 
2 2 - - 3 1 2 8 4.9 
3 3 6 3 5 - 1 18 11.0 
4 3 5 7 - 4 - 19 11.7 
5 - - - - 2 - 2 1.2 
6 - - - - - - 0 0.0 
7 4 7 - 2 - 3 16 9.8 
8 - - - - - - 0 0.0 

9a - - - - - - 0 0.0 
9b - 2 - 1 - - 3 1.8 
9c - - - - - - 0 0.0 
10 2 5 3 4 4 - 18 11.0 
11 - - 2 - 3 - 5 3.1 
12 - - - 1 - 1 2 1.2 
13 - - - -   2 1 3 1.8 

- - - - - 0 0.0  No information   -   

Total 31 41 26 23 26 16 163 100.0 

Females                   
1 13 10 6 9 8 5 51 7.8 
2 4 1 1 - 1 1 8 1.2 
3 28 30 24 28 26 24 160 24.5 
4 25 8 12 12 2 3 62 9.5 
5 - - 2 3 8 1 14 2.1 
6 - - - 1 - - 1 0.2 
7 32 41 39 29 20 25 186 28.5 
8 2 - 5 - - 2 9 1.4 

9a 1 - - 1 - - 2 0.3 
9b - 1 - - 1 - 2 0.3 
9c 1 - - - - - 1 0.2 
10 7 12 18 15 40 59 88 13.5 
11 - 5 4 1 6 - 16 2.5 
12 5 2 3 4 - 1 15 2.3 
13 - 4 - 6 4 2 16 2.5 

 No information       1 4 4 4 3 5 21 3.2 

Total 118 116 116 112 102  88 652 100.0 

Source:  Based on P.M. Tillot's classification of occupations and social groupings as cited in D.R. Mills, 

‘Central villages: theory, sources and enquiries’, in Open University Course D301, Historical 

sources and the social sciences (Milton Keynes, 1983), 36–7. 
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36 Drake,‖‘Aspects‖of‖domestic‖service’,‖122. 

37 This‖practice‖is‖described‖in:‖A.‖Henstock,‖ ‘House‖repopulation‖from‖the‖CEBs‖of‖1841‖and‖1851’,‖in‖Mills‖
and Schürer eds, Local communities, 363–82; R.J. Kain and H.C. Prince, Tithe surveys for historians (Chichester, 
2000), 123–5. 

38 These street scenes are effectively captured in J. Addis, Crickhowell yesterday. 100 years of photographs. Vols 1 
and 2 (Cowbridge, 1992; 1996). 

were locally-born, almost two-thirds had their origins beyond the adjoining parishes. 

Birthplaces recorded for the more numerous females displayed a similar geographical 

pattern, but with two interesting variations: a relatively lower proportion of women born 

in Crickhowell and a compensating and stronger flow of servants from adjoining 

parishes and the coalfield towns. Consistent with the findings of Drake, there is evidence 

that‖ the‖domestic‖ staff‖ listed‖ for‖ the‖principal‖ country‖ seats‖ included‖ ‘career’‖ and‖more‖

highly-skilled (older) servants drawn from a far wider catchment area.36               

Spatial distribution of households engaging domestic servants 

House repopulation conducted in the core of the town points to important variations in 

the pattern of households supporting servants.37 Figure 1 (p. 13 above) highlights the 

relative concentration of servants in the important country seats of wealthy families like 

Glanyrafon, Greenhill and Porthmawr, prestigious town houses like Brynrhos, Latham 

House and Glandwr, in the principal hotels such as The Beaufort Hotel, Bear Hotel and 

Cambrian Hotel, and in more modest public houses like The Corn Exchange and 

Britannia Arms. Servants were also enumerated in the premises of tradesmen and 

retailers in Bridge Street, High Street and along Beaufort Street, in domestic households 

in localities like Pen-y-dre and Rectory Road and at Upper House Farm.38  

For illustrative purposes, and to tie in more securely aspects of social structure with 

townscape characteristics, Table 4 displays representative household formations with 

Table 3 Birthplaces of servants: Crickhowell, 1851–1901  

  1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 1901 Total 

Males             No. % 

Crickhowell 12 7 4 7 6 4 40 24.7 

Neighbouring parishes* 0 7 3 1 3 4 18 11.1 

Elsewhere 18 24 19 14 17 8 100 61.7 

Unknown 1 3 0 0 0 0 4 2.5 

Total 31 41 26 22 26 16 162 100.0 

Females                 

Crickhowell 7 13 22 26 33 18 119 17.7 

Neighbouring parishes* 26 22 25 19 18 21 131 19.5 

Elsewhere 85 80 69 66 69 48 417 62.1 

Unknown 0 1 0 1 1 1 4 0.6 

Total 118 116 116 112 121 88 671 100.0 

Source:   Census enumerators' books (see footnote 5). 

Note:  * Llanfihangel Cwmdu, Llanbedr, Llangenney and Llangattock. 
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Table 4 Representative households with co-resident servants: Crickhowell,1901 

Source:   Census enumerators' books (see footnote 5). 

Name and surname Relation 
to head  
of family 

  Marital 
condition 

Age  
M      F 

Profession or  
occupation  

Where born   

Porthmawr (principal country seat)         

Percy Davies head m 79   merchant, South 
American 

London, St. Mary le 
Strand 

Caroline Davies wife m   71   Kent, Bromley 

Thomas Powell grandson s 21   student London 

Jessy Powell grand 
daughter 

s   16   Hereford, Dorstone 

Ellen Timbrell niece s   14   West Indies 

Eliza Griffiths visitor s   40 professional nurse Worcester, Upton on 
Severn 

Charles Spencer servant m 72   coachman 
domestic 

Oxford, Bicester 

Frederick Swales servant s 35   butler Bedford, Bolthurst 

Elizabeth Jones servant s   28 cook Brecon, Crickhowell 

Anne Davies servant s   31 maid Hereford, Stretton 

Martha Price servant s   25 maid Brecon, Brecon 

Margaret Jennings servant s   20 maid Hereford, Dorstone 

Latham House (town house)  

Philip Hill head m 59 
  

medical  
practitioner 

Bassaleg 

Gertrude Hill wife m   55   Crickhowell 
Gertrude Hill daughter s   30   Newport (Monmouth) 
Helen Davies visitor s   50   Dorset 
Mary Lea servant s   22 housemaid-  

domestic 
Dilwyn (Hereford) 

Elizabeth Davies servant s   22 cook - domestic Hereford 

Cambrian Hotel (hotel)      
James Abernethy head m 41   innkeeper Edinburgh 
Alice Abernethy wife m   33   Cardiff 
Matilda Godsell servant s   27 barmaid Hereford 
Emily Jones servant s   20 general servant - 

domestic 
Knighton 

Upper House Farm (edge-of-town farm)      
John Rumsey head m 39   farmer Partrishow 
Hannah Rumsey wife m   29   Grwyne Fechan 
John Davies brother-in

-law 
s 25 

  
ordinary agricultural 
labourer 

Cwmdu 

Sarah Jones servant s   15 servant Cwmdu 
Walter Rumsey son s 6     Crickhowell 
Elizabeth Rumsey daughter s   5   Crickhowell 

Sarah Rumsey daughter s   1   Crickhowell 
No. 2 High Street (craftsman/retailer)     

Ebenezer Davies head m 31   draper Llangattock 

Bronwen Davies wife m  24   Pontypridd 

Muriel Davies daughter s   1   Crickhowell 

Alice Watkins assistant s   19 milliner Dulas (Hereford) 

May Lynn servant s   13 domestic servant Crickhowell 
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39 Evidence‖reported‖in‖R.‖Gant,‖‘Retrospective‖interviews:‖a‖technique‖for‖rural‖studies’,‖Teaching Geography, 2 
(1977), 167–9. 

living-in servants extracted from the 1901 census. Porthmawr, for example, the country 

seat owned by Percy Davies, a London-born merchant, accommodated several 

younger relatives and employed servants of both sexes, some born in England. Latham 

House, the High Street home of Philip Hill, one of the local medical practitioners, 

sheltered a single daughter, visitor and two housemaids born outside the parish. At 

that time, The Cambrian Hotel was kept by a Scottish-born landlord supported by his 

wife and two female servants, a barmaid and general domestic, born in neighbouring 

counties. Upper House Farm was managed by John Rumsey and his wife, and 

accommodated his locally-born brother-in-law designated as an agricultural labourer, 

and a single female servant. The household of Ebenezer Davies, a draper born in the 

neighbouring village of Llangattock, employed an unmarried female milliner from 

Herefordshire and a young locally-born domestic servant. Furthermore, it is important 

to note that the retinue of co-resident (mainly unmarried) servants in the larger fringe-

belt country seats was occasionally augmented by (married) staff who lived nearby in 

tied cottage accommodation.39 

Conclusion 

During the second half of the nineteenth century, and notwithstanding acknowledged 

incomplete census records in 1851 and 1861, domestic servants formed a distinctive and 

visible component in the social structure, demographic profile and labour market in 

Crickhowell.‖ This‖ longitudinal‖ study‖ of‖ census‖ enumerator’s‖ books‖ confirms‖ that‖

domestic servants contributed to the vitality of the Welsh market town which discharged 

a defining core of economic, administrative and social functions. Weekly markets and 

seasonal fairs enhanced that role and provided a focus for meaningful social engagement 

and business transactions. Gender-differentiated migration patterns that characterised 

domestic servants contributed to structural change in the market town community. 

These movements produced minor fluctuations in the proportions of designated servants 

retained indoor for domestic duties by households, the licensed trades, retail outlets, and 

by tradesmen and craftswomen employing apprentices and assistants.  

Analysis shows that there was no stereotypical household that employed domestic staff: 

rather, servants were found in a variety of household situations across the social 

spectrum. The notable town houses, imposing country seats of wealthy and titled 

families, and body of skilled tradesmen generated a sustained demand for domestic 

servants. There was no direct statistical correlation, however, between census population 

totals and numbers engaged in domestic service. The proportion of households 

employing servants that declined from around one third to less than a quarter during the 

period 1851–1901 still included small numbers of kin-servants, apprentices and assistants 

living with employers. Furthermore, the positive relationship between the demographics of 
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household composition and use of family substitutes in domestic roles persisted. For many 

young girls, oral evidence confirms that living-in domestic service represented a stage in 

the life-cycle between leaving school and marriage. However, questions regarding years of 

service in different categories of domestic employment, differentiation in wage levels, 

conditions of board and accommodation, marriage, and social relationships with an 

employer remain unanswered. These issues form an agenda for further investigation 

focused on the memories of elderly residents and their past conversations with parents and 

others who had worked in domestic service in the market town. 
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Servants' duties             

Female 1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 1901 

No/insufficient data - - 3 - - - 
Apprentice - - - 1 - - 
Assistant - - 1 - 4 - 
Barmaid - 1 - - 3 2 
Chambermaid 1 - - - - - 
Cook 4 10 7 6 6 11 
Cook and housemaid 1 - - - - - 
Cook and domestic servant - - - 4 2 3 
Dairymaid - 1 - 1 - - 
Domestic branch - - 1 - - - 
Domestic servant - 8 53 23 57 5 
Dress maker - 1 - - - 1 
Farm servant - 1 - - - 2 
Farmer's niece - - - - 1 - 
General servant 39 8 27 45 11 31 
General maid - - - - - 1 
Governess 2 6 3 - 1 - 
House maid 1 1 - 2 - - 
House servant 44 30 1 1 - - 
House servant and cook 1 - - - - - 
House and parlourmaid - - - 2 - - 
Housekeeper 8 3 2 13 6 4 
Housekeeper and domestic servant           - - - 1 - - 
Housemaid 3 7 4 6 8 17 
Housework, assisting with - - - - 1 - 
Kitchen maid - 1 - 1 1 2 
Ladies' maid - 2 - 2 3 - 
Laundress/laundrymaid 2 1 - - 1 - 
Maid - - - - 3 - 
Maid servant - - - - - 1 
Mother's help - - - - 1 - 
Nurse 3 5 5 1 5 - 
Nurse maid - 1 - - - - 
Nurse, domestic - - - - 1 1 
Nurse, professional - - - - 2 - 
Nursery governess - - - - - 1 
Parlour maid 1 3 2 2 2 4 
Servant 3 24 5 - 1 - 
Servant, cook 1 - 1 1 - - 
Sick nurse - - - - - 1 
Under house maid 2 - - - - 1 
Under nurse - 1 - - - - 
Waiting maid - - 1 - - - 

Waitress 2 1 - - - - 

Total 118 116 116 112 120 88 

Appendix A Occupational titles for domestic servants: Crickhowell, 1851–1901 
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Source:   Census enumerators' books (see footnote 5).  

Male 1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 1901 

No data /insufficient /
incorrect - - - - - 1 

Apprentice - 7 1 2 1 - 
Assistant - 4 - - 3 - 
Boots 1 - 1 - - - 
Butler 1 1 1 2 2 - 
Carter - 9 1 - - 2 
Cattleman on farm - - - - - 2 
Coachman 1 1 - - 2 - 
Cowman - - - - - 1 
Collarmaker - 1 - - - - 
Cow boy 1 - - - - - 
Domestic servant - 1 2 1 - - 
Errand boy - 1 - - 1 - 
Farm labourer 4 - 5 - 2 - 
Farm servant 8 3 6 11 4 1 
Farmer's son - - - - 4 2 
Footman 1 - - - - - 
Gardener - - 2 2 2 2 
Garden labourer 2 - - - - - 
General servant 6 3 2 2 - 2 
Groom - 2 - 3 2 - 
Horseman on farm - - - - - 1 
Labourer 1 - 2 - - - 
Loader 1 - - - - - 
Miller 1 - - - - - 
Ostler 1 1 2 - - - 
Page - 1 - - 1 - 
Servant - 2 - - 1 - 
Shepherd - 1 - - - 1 
Shopboy - 1 - - - - 
Shopman 1 1 - - - - 
Tile cutter - - 1 - - - 
Waggoner - - - - 1 1 
Under gardener - 1 - - - - 
Waiter 1 - - - - - 

Total 31 41 26 23 26 16 
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The evaluation of Bedfordshire burial registration, 

1538–1851 

Peter Razzell, Christine Spence and Matthew Woollard 

Abstract 

This article is based mainly on a digital transcript of burials for 126 Bedfordshire parishes 1538–1851, and a 

county index of wills for the same period. The comparison of probate with burial register data indicated that 

there was little long-term change over time in burial under-registration, with between 21 and 27 per cent of 

will entries missing in the registers. There was also little variation between parishes of different population 

sizes, suggesting that burial under-registration was predominantly a random process linked to clerical 

negligence. A comparison of 1841 and 1851 census data, linked to the Bedfordshire burial database, revealed 

that missing burials amongst married couples was 29 per cent, similar to that found in the probate/burial 

register comparison in the 1840s. These findings on the adequacy of burial registers suggest that similar 

research on others counties will be necessary in order to establish reliable conclusions about England’s 

population history. 

Introduction 

One of the major issues of historical demography has been the reliability of Anglican 

parish registers and its relationship to English population history in the period 1538–1850.1 

Assumptions about the reliability of registers have had a major effect on the interpretation 

of population change, and this has had a significant impact on the debate about the nature 

of‖population‖growth‖during‖ the‖ ‘parish‖register‖period’.‖Much‖of‖ the‖uncertainty‖about‖

demographic change is due to the inflation factors used for the correction of missing births 

and deaths in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. One set of assumptions 

suggests that an increase in fertility was the prime factor in eighteenth century population 

growth,2 whereas other inflation ratios have indicated that reduced mortality was the most 

important variable.3 

In order to obtain reliable inflation ratios it is necessary wherever possible to establish 

independent measures of births and deaths through comparison with alternative sources, 

allowing objective estimates of the accuracy of coverage of these events.4 The reliability of 

1 E.A. Wrigley and R.S. Schofield, The population history of England, 1541–1871: a reconstruction (London, 1981); 
P.E. Razzell, Essays in English population history (London, 1994); E.A. Wrigley, R.S. Davies, J.E. Oeppen and 
R.S. Schofield, English population history from family reconstitution, 1580–1837 (Cambridge, 1997); P.E. Razzell, 
Population and disease: Transforming English society, 1550–1850 (London, 2007). 

2 Wrigley and Schofield, Population history of England. 

3 Razzell, Essays; Razzell, Population and disease. 

4 Razzell, Essays, 82-149; Razzell, Population and disease, 1-39. 
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the coverage of baptism registration has been previously assessed through the 

comparison of census statements of birthplace and age with baptism register entries, and 

a number of studies have been carried out on individual parishes for the period 1760–

1850.5 Additionally, research has been conducted on the reliability of burial registration 

coverage by using the same-name technique and comparing information in probate and 

poor law records with that in burial registers.6 Most of these studies have been based on a 

limited number of parishes because of the time-consuming nature of the research. The 

overall conclusion from this research is that between a quarter and a third of both births 

and deaths were missing from baptism and burial registers, and there was little or no 

variation over time during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.7  

As a part of a wider project on the quality of digital transcripts of Bedfordshire parish 

registers, the authors have drawn on an unprecedented selection of materials for research 

on burial registration reliability. In addition to research on registration coverage, these 

materials will also allow the study of the accuracy of burial registers, by comparing the 

details of entries in alternative sources.  

Sources used in the research 

Bedfordshire Family History Society burial database 

The database includes a total of 344,989 burials for the period 1538–1850, providing 

details of parish, name of person, date of burial, names of parents where available, and all 

other information, such as occupation, age and address, recorded in the original 

registers.8 

This database was created to enable family historians to search for individual ancestors 

and not for the purposes of demographic research. This is particularly relevant when 

making comparisons of counts of events from different sources. The Bedfordshire Family 

History Society (BFHS), for example, sometimes transcribed as separate records the 

following items in the parish register: alias names, name variants between original 

registers‖ and‖ bishops’‖ transcripts,‖ and‖ the‖ surnames‖ of‖ both‖ parents‖ of‖ illegitimate‖

children. This duplication of events artificially inflates the number of entries in this 

dataset, which must be allowed for in any comparison of counts. 

This database is based on the published parish register transcriptions initially carried out 

by F.G. Emmison and colleagues at the Bedfordshire Record Office in the 1930s to 1950s, 

5 E.A.‖Wrigley,‖‘Baptism‖coverage‖in‖early‖nineteenth‖century‖England:‖the‖Colyton‖area’,‖Population Studies, 
29 (1975), 299–316; Razzell, Essays, 82–149. 

6 Razzell, Population and disease, 3–39. 

7 Razzell, Essays, 82–149; Razzell, Population and disease, 1-39. 

8 The Bedfordshire Family History Society kindly made this database available for the project on which this 
paper is based. For further details see the research report to the ESRC: Peter Razzell, Christine Spence and 
Matthew‖Woollard‖ ‘Evaluation‖of‖a‖digital‖ transcription‖of‖English‖parochial‖ registers,‖1538–1851: a pilot 
study.‖Research‖Report’,‖Reference‖Number‖RES–000–22–2215 (2008). 
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rather than the actual registers.9 It seems that Bedfordshire was the first county to 

complete a transcription of its parish registers, with the last volume being published in the 

1980s. Emmison, the deputy archivist for Bedfordshire, was one of the outstanding 

archivists of this period, and his colleagues used not only surviving original registers but 

also‖copies‖of‖bishops’‖transcripts‖deposited‖in‖the‖county‖record‖office,‖collating‖different‖

entries and publishing details of name differences and other variants. For the post-1812 

period, the BFHS burial database used the original parish registers deposited in the 

Bedfordshire County Record Office.  

British Record Society index of probate materials 

The authors created a database of the published index to the probate records of the 

Archdeaconry of Bedford—covering primarily the county of Bedfordshire—for the period 

1484–1858.10 The original index was compiled by archivists and volunteers working at the 

Bedford Record Office, with detailed knowledge of Bedfordshire records and local 

history. This index suffers (and indeed benefits) from being organised by surname 

variant.‖ Thus‖ 37‖ individuals‖ are‖ listed‖ under‖ the‖ surname‖ heading‖ of‖ ‘BISHOP,‖

BYSSHOPP’‖ with‖ no‖ indication‖ of‖ the‖ different‖ spellings‖ identified‖ in‖ the‖ original‖

documents. Furthermore, reported first names have been standardised, often to 

abbreviations. A limited attempt has been made in this study to assess the accuracy of this 

probate material, but the prime aim of the research was to compare the details of probate 

entries with those in burial registers in order to carry out an independent assessment of 

the reliability of burial registration coverage. 

Cambridge Group for the History of Population and Social Structure data 

This dataset contains monthly and yearly aggregative counts of burials for 20 

Bedfordshire parishes.11 These counts normally covered the period from the beginning of 

available parish registration up to the year 1812, the end date for which published parish 

registers were available. 

Published data 

This research has used population data from the pre-1851 census reports,12 including 

9 A total of 80 volumes of parish register transcripts were published, commencing in 1931. 

10 See J. Stuart and P. Wells eds, Alan F. Cirket, comp., Index of Bedfordshire probate records, 1484–1858 (London, 
1993–1994), British Record Society, vols 104 and 105. We are grateful to the BRS which gave us permission 
to scan these books and to use them for research purposes. 

11 This‖data,‖known‖colloquially‖as‖the‖‘404’‖data.‖are‖lodged‖at‖the‖UK‖Data‖Archive:‖R.S.‖Schofield,‖and‖E.A.‖
Wrigley, Parish register aggregate analyses, 1662–1811; 404 Data [computer file]. Colchester, Essex: UK Data 
Archive [distributor], April 2003. SN: 4491. A CDRom containing the data and an explanatory pamphlet is 
available from the Local Population Studies General Office. As a result of the collaborative effort necessary to 
create this dataset, we describe them as Cambridge Group data. 

12 This data is published in: 1801 Census of Great Britain, Parish register abstract, 1801, BPP 1801–02 VII (112); 
1811 Census of Great Britain, Parish register abstract, 1811, BPP 1812 XI (317); 1821 Census of Great Britain, 
Observations, enumeration and parish register abstract, 1821, BPP 1822 XV (502); 1831 Census of Great Britain, 
Parish register abstract, 1831, BPP 1833 XXXVIII (149); 1841 Census of Great Britain, Abstract of the answers and 
returns made pursuant to Acts 3 and 4 Vic. c.99 and 4 Vic. c.7.... Parish register abstract, 1841, BPP 1845 XXV (623). 
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information on the number of burials in the ten Bedfordshire hundreds for the period 

1700–1812.13 It has also drawn upon indexed versions of the 1841 and 1851 Bedfordshire 

censuses.14 

Preliminary analysis: accuracy of the transcripts 

Transcription accuracy: frequency method for the period to 1812 

Our first check on the accuracy of the BFHS database was to compare it with the original 

manuscript registers. As it was impossible to compare all events between the two sources 

we constructed a sample for comparison. In order to construct the sample, we worked 

our way forward in sequence through the parishes in the published volumes of the 

Bedfordshire registers, selecting the first available year for burials, and then worked 

forward to fill the next available slot. In order to cover all the 124 parishes in the dataset, 

we selected every second year in the period 1565–1811.15 Years were not chosen where 

there was an indication in the published register that registration had broken down in 

that period, and the earliest available year was then selected after the breakdown of 

registration. 

Having selected the sample of parishes and event years, we compared the count of 

burials in the BFHS database with those in the published register volumes for each parish 

year.16 Overall, the count of burials was very consistent—1,190 in the parish registers and 

1,201 in the BFHS database—a difference of 11 (1 per cent), suggesting that the database 

is of a very high quality. 

Transcription accuracy: alphabetic method, for the period to 1812 

Using the sample constructed for the frequency method analysis, we selected from the 

published parish registers the first 20 burials, starting at the beginning of the sample year 

for each of the 124 parishes. If this number of events were not available at the end of the 

period terminating in 1812, the appropriate number was selected by counting backwards 

from the end date. 

13 For sources see the previous footnote. A hundred is (for administrative, judicial and military purposes) a 
sub-division of an Ancient County. Throughout our research considerable care has been taken to ensure 
that comparisons between different sources relate to identical geographic units. The administrative 
geography of Bedfordshire is reasonably straightforward, but a number of places designated as 
Bedfordshire parishes at different historical periods—Tilbrook, Eggington, Kensworth, Everton, Heath and 
Reach, and Bedford Holy Trinity—were excluded from the research because of date truncation, relocation 
of parishes to other counties, and hamlets within parishes becoming parishes in their own right. Early 
nineteenth-century census reports were used to construct the information on the administrative geography 
of‖ Bedfordshire.‖ For‖ details‖ of‖ these‖ areas‖ see‖ the‖Appendix‖ to‖ the‖ report‖ to‖ the‖ ESRC,‖ ‘Evaluation‖ of‖ a‖
digital‖transcription’,‖63–72. 

14 We used Ancestry and the S&N Genealogy digital indexes for this purpose. 

15 The published parish registers which were used in this phase of the research ended in 1812. 

16 In the BFHS database burials of illegitimate children were often transcribed twice, separately under the 
surnames of the father and mother. Likewise individuals with alias surnames were transcribed twice under 
both names. These duplicates were removed for the purposes of counting burials for comparison. 
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There were four cases in the 2,480 burials in the burial register sample that could not be 

traced in the BFHS database, three of which had no surname listed in the original 

register. There were eight cases transcribed twice, mainly because of variants in names 

between‖the‖original‖parish‖register‖and‖the‖bishops’‖transcript.‖There‖was‖therefore‖a‖net‖

difference of four cases between the published registers and the digital transcript, 

representing 0.4 per cent of the total. Additionally, there were only 20 defective cases (1 

per cent) with minor spelling variations and other errors. Overall, the quality of the BFHS 

digital burial records was very high. 

Transcription accuracy: comparison of the BFHS database with the Cambridge Group data 

The‖ Cambridge‖ Group’s‖ aggregative‖ sample‖ includes‖ 28‖ Bedfordshire‖ parishes,‖ and‖

detailed data are available for the present research on 20 of these.17 A comparison has 

been made of the number of burials in this dataset with those in the BFHS database. The 

analysis was limited to the period terminating in 1812, in order to allow for additional 

checks in the original published parish registers. 

Comparisons were confined to years with at least one event entry, as there were a 

number of years in which there were BFHS burials but no entries in the Cambridge 

Group dataset. Most of these nil entries occurred at the beginning of the data series in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and the reasons for their absence are not clear. Also 

excluded from the analysis were estimated counts, mainly in the Commonwealth period. 

The overall level of exact matching of numbers of burials is high: 77.1 per cent of monthly 

counts. However, there were count deficiencies in the Cambridge Group data resulting 

from the under-counting of burials. In the three parishes of Campton, Chalgrave and 

Toddington the number of transcribed burials is identical, and in one parish, Woburn, 

there are slightly fewer burials reported in the BFHS database than in the Cambridge 

Group dataset. In the remaining 14 parishes there are more burials in the BFHS database 

than in the Cambridge Group dataset—varying between 0.9 and 3.4 per cent of the total 

BFHS number—which suggests that there was some degree of under-counting in the 

Cambridge Group data. 

There was a total of 60,461 burials (excluding duplicates) in the BFHS database compared 

to 59,908 in the Cambridge Group dataset—a difference of 553, or less than one per cent 

of the total of recorded burials in the former. The slight difference between the 

Cambridge Group dataset and the other transcripts demonstrate how even the most 

carefully prepared and painstaking calculations of aggregate figures will differ. 

Transcription accuracy: comparison with John Rickman’s data 

In the 1801 Parish register abstract returns John Rickman published the totals of baptisms 

and burials for the decennial years between 1700 and 1760 and individual years between 

17 The parishes are Ampthill, Blunham, Bolnhurst, Campton, Chalgrave, Cranfield, Kempston, Maulden, 
Millbrook, Northill, Pavenham, Pulloxhill, Riseley, Sandy, Souldrop, Studham, Thurleigh, Tingrith, 
Toddington and Woburn. 
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1780 and 1800 by hundred.18 Each of these returns stated the parishes which were under 

observation along with comments about the levels of defectiveness of each parish return. 

For‖ defective‖ hundreds‖ Rickman‖ commented‖ that‖ ‘*T+hese‖ Defects‖ are,‖ throughout,‖

supplied‖by‖stating,‖for‖every‖such‖Parish,‖in‖every‖such‖Year,‖an‖Average’.19 The nature 

of this average remained unstated, making it impossible to compare data in the parishes/

years in question.  

There were nine hundreds and one borough in Bedfordshire which were relatively stable 

in their constituent parishes.20 For the burials reported in the 1801 census, five of the ten 

Bedfordshire hundreds had no noted defects, but one (Clifton) contained the parish of 

Holwell which was later allocated to Hertfordshire Registration County and consequently 

not included in the BFHS database. For the four remaining hundreds, we compared the 

number of burials for all the years covered by the census report.21 It is unclear whether 

the clergymen when making their returns used the Old Style (OS) or New Style (NS) 

dates before 1752, and so Table 1 includes calculations using both styles.22 We compiled 

the figures for the OS dates by calculating years from 1 April to 31 March, which was the 

data available in our monthly/yearly counts. This separation into OS and NS may remove 

some of the problems relating to this analysis, but there is no way of telling whether the 

parish totals aggregated by Rickman were based on one, the other, or both styles. To 

make comparisons more meaningful, Tables 1 and 2 show the results by grouped years.23 

In nearly every one of the four hundreds there are considerably more burials in the BFHS 

data‖ than‖ in‖ Rickman’s‖ returns‖ in‖ the‖ first‖ half‖ of‖ the‖ eighteenth‖ century,‖ but‖ a‖ strong‖

convergence in proportions by the end of the century. Local considerations may also need 

to be taken into account, and even wide-ranging research such as this is not able to 

examine‖all‖ the‖causes‖of‖ these‖differences.‖The‖discrepancies‖ in‖Rickman’s‖ figures‖may‖

occur for a very wide range of reasons. Most notably, the clergymen reporting the figures 

may have excluded burials where the deceased was from a different parish.24 

Furthermore, it is not impossible that infant (and bastard) deaths were not considered by 

some‖of‖the‖clergy‖as‖within‖Rickman’s‖purview.25 

18 1801 Census of Great Britain, Parish register abstract, 1801, BPP 1801–02 VII (112). 

19 These words, or similar, are used throughout the 1801 Census of Great Britain, Parish register abstract. We 
have quoted from page 1. 

20 Henceforth we describe the borough of Bedford as a hundred. 

21 For‖ earlier‖ independent‖ comparisons‖ see:‖ E.A.‖Wrigley,‖ ‘Checking‖ Rickman’,‖ Local Population Studies, 17 
(1976), 9–15;‖W.J.‖Edwards,‖ ‘National‖parish‖register‖data:‖an‖evaluation‖of‖ the‖comprehensiveness‖of‖ the‖
areal‖cover’,‖Local Population Studies, 17 (1976), 16–24‖and‖W.J.‖Edwards,‖‘National‖parish‖register‖data:‖a‖re-
aggregation‖of‖John‖Rickman’s‖marriage‖returns’,‖Local Population Studies, 17 (1976), 25–41. 

22 See Wrigley and Schofield, Population history of England, 613. 

23 For‖the‖total‖number‖of‖cases‖in‖all‖four‖hundreds‖see‖Appendix‖B‖in‖the‖report‖to‖the‖ESRC‖‘Evaluation‖of‖a‖
digital‖transcription’. 

24 Wrigley,‖‘Checking‖Rickman’,‖10. 

25 J. Rickman,‖ ‘Concerning‖ the‖ defects‖ and‖ results‖ of‖ English‖ parish‖ registers’,‖ London Medical Gazette, XVII 
(1836), 436–43 is not enlightening on the subject, but notes high levels of female mortality in Bedfordshire, 
and‖provides‖limited‖evidence‖of‖Rickman’s‖early‖life. 
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Hundred Year 

BFHS burials divided 

by Rickman burials, 

OS (%) 

BFHS burials divided by 

Rickman burials, 
NS (%) 

Barford 1700/1710 97 109 

1720/1730 117 139 

  1740/1750 118 122 

Willey 1700/1710 119 121 

1720/1730 106 115 

  1740/1750 105 107 

Bedford 1700/1710 104 112 

1720/1730 106 116 

  1740/1750 92 116 

Wixamtree 1700/1710 142 139 

1720/1730 124 143 

  1740/1750 124 119 

Total 1700/1710 116 121 

1720/1730 113 127 

1740/1750 109 115 

Table 1  Proportion of burials in the BFHS database compared with Rickman’s data, four 
Bedfordshire hundreds  

Source:  Bedfordshire Family History Society Burial Database and Census of Great Britain, Parish register 

abstract, 1801, BPP 1801-02 VII (112).  

Note:  OS = old style dates; NS = new style dates. 

Hundred Year BFHS burials divided by Rickman burials (%) 

Barford 1760/1770 112 

1780–1790 107 

  1791–1801 82 

  1802–1810 94 

Willey 1760/1770 97 

1780–1790 104 

  1791–1801 101 

  1802–1810 84 

Bedford 1760/1770 114 

1780–1790 107 

  1791–1801 104 

  1802–1810 101 

Wixamtree 1760/1770 128 

1780–1790 108 

  1791–1801 103 

  1802–1810 106 

Total 1760/1770 110 

1780–1790 106 

1791–1801 99 
  1802–1810 95 

Table 2 Proportion of burials in the BFHS database compared with Rickman’s published data, four 
Bedfordshire hundreds  

Source: Bedfordshire Family History Society Burial Database and Census of Great Britain, Parish register 

abstract, 1801, BPP 1801-02 VII (112); Census of Great Britain, Parish register abstract, 1811, 

BPP 1812 XI (317). 
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26 Wrigley and Schofield, Population history of England, 619. 

27 The parochial composition of the hundreds can be found by using Appendix A in the report to the ESRC 
‘Evaluation‖of‖a‖digital‖transcription’. 

Wrigley and Schofield compared the returns for six hundreds from elsewhere in the 

country made up of single parishes in their own data. They concluded that the 

‘differences‖in‖the‖overall‖totals‖*in‖the‖eighteenth‖century+‖<‖between‖Rickman’s‖returns‖

and‖the‖Group’s‖returns‖amount‖to‖0.34‖per‖cent‖for‖baptisms,‖0.92‖per‖cent‖for‖burials,‖

and 0.22 per cent for marriages. None of these is large enough to be a cause of misgivings 

about the parish register returns in the 1801 census if it is safe to assume that the six 

parishes‖are‖representative‖of‖ the‖mass‖of‖parishes‖ in‖general’.26 Tables 1 and 2 suggest 

that this conclusion is not valid for all areas of England. It is possible that there was a 

difference between hundreds which were single and multiple parishes—each of these 

four hundreds were composed of multiple parishes27—but this is a topic that requires 

further clarification. 

The comprehensiveness of demographic events: comparing probate records 
with burial register data 

The Bedfordshire probate database (see above, p. 33) covers the whole county of Bedford 

and includes information on name, occupation and status, parish of residence and date 

of probate. The database contains a total of 31,917 entries, representing approximately 9 

per cent of all burials. However, the probate data and the register data cover slightly 

different periods and slightly different geographical areas. The probate database also 

relates almost exclusively to adults whereas the registers include children. Any 

comparison between the two sources needs to take the first two of these points into 

consideration, and remember that any results reflect the registration of the adult (and 

predominantly male) population. 

Choosing cases for comparison 

In‖order‖ to‖consistently‖compare‖ the‖probate‖entries‖and‖ the‖burial‖ records‖we‖ ‘edited’‖

the probate list to include only eligible entries. The first series of edits was to exclude 

from observation cases before 1538, cases with no listed parish, cases with no name, cases 

from outside Bedfordshire, cases from the Liberty of Chicksands and, lastly, cases which 

were duplicated through repetitions in wills and admonitions, or for other reasons where 

only one record was selected. These edits were designed to maximise any links between 

the two datasets, and allow us to report a minimal level of under-registration. The 

second series of edits was designed to take account of periods in which burial 

registration was inactive, as attempting to link records between the probate and the 

burial databases during periods when registration was inactive will only overstate under

-registration and ignore non-registration. Thus, the figures which we suggest below for 

under-registration will be an absolute minimum.  

There were periods when both baptism and burial registration ceased completely, 

particularly during the Civil War and Interregnum, but there were other times when 
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28 The Cambridge Group developed a computer program to estimate and correct for the number of missing 
baptisms, marriages and burials due to the complete breakdown of parish registration, such as occurred 
during the Civil War period. They estimated that about 5 per cent of all burials were missing in 1539-1836 
on account of defective registration, mainly in the period before 1700. See Wrigley and Schofield, Population 
history of England, 545-52. Although not strictly comparable, over 90 per cent of Bedfordshire burial registers 
had‖ more‖ than‖ 5‖ per‖ cent‖ of‖ blank‖ years,‖ suggesting‖ that‖ ‘the‖ blank‖ year’‖ method‖ is‖ cautious‖ in‖ its‖
assumptions about the number of missing burials due to the breakdown of parish registration. 

29 Of these parishes 12 (Battlesden, Billington, Chellington, Clapham, Cockayne Hatley, Lower Gravenhurst, 
Knotting, Potsgrove, Shelton, Souldrop, Upper Stondon and Whipsnade) had a reported population in 1801 
of between 100 and 200 and seven (Holcutt, Farndish, Little Barford, Astwick, Eyworth, Edworth and 
Higham Gobion) a reported population of less than 100. 

30 The number of burials is 6,013. 

31 This‖methodology‖has‖previously‖been‖used‖ in‖P.E.‖Razzell,‖ ‘An‖evaluation‖of‖ the‖ reliability‖of‖Anglican‖
adult‖burial‖registration’,‖Local Population Studies, 77 (2006). 

32 The proportion of edited cases for the town of Bedford is lower than expected because it includes a number 
of parishes, and a small gap in burial coverage in any one parish diminishes the proportion of eligible cases. 

baptism registration ceased but burial registration continued, and vice versa. There is no 

completely objective method of establishing parish registration activity, and so an 

assumption was made that in order to establish the presence of registration, at least one 

burial should be registered in any one individual year.28 

This elimination of years without burial entries leads to an under-estimate of parish 

registration inadequacy, as some blank years would have been the result of burial under-

registration rather than the non-existence of parish registration. However, most blank 

years occurred in very small parishes, with 19 parishes having sizeable multiple gaps in 

the period 1538–1850, all with populations of 200 or less in 1801.29 Assuming burial rates 

lay within the range of about 25 to 45 per 1,000 in this period, we would expect on 

average between about two to four burials per year in these very small parishes with 

populations less than 100, although statistical variance would generate some genuine 

zero entries for individual years. However, there were only 3,152 burials in these very 

small parishes: 0.9 per cent of the total. The remaining 11 small parishes, with 

populations of less than 200 in 1801, also had only a low proportion of the number of 

burials: 1.7 per cent of the total.30 

The assumptions used for the matching of probate with burial register data diminish the 

problem of blank years. A five-year period previous to the probate date was assumed in 

order to allow for the delay between probate and the date of burial.31 In order to qualify 

for the matching exercise, it is therefore necessary for a burial register to have at least one 

burial entry in this five-year period, and most small parishes have few periods which 

meet these criteria. 

The proportions of eligible probates rise noticeably with the size of parishes, with 

negligible percentages in the smaller parishes and substantial majorities in the larger 

ones.32 The six parishes with populations of less than 100 represented 1.2 per cent of the 

total of number of ineligible probate records, and 0.4 per cent of the eligible ones. The 

comparable proportions for the 18 parishes with populations of less than 200 are 2.1 per 
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33 For‖full‖details‖see‖report‖to‖the‖ESRC,‖‘Evaluation‖of‖a‖digital‖transcription’. 

34 A‖single‖exception‖to‖this‖rule‖is‖where‖a‖woman‖is‖given‖the‖‚first‖name‛‖‘widow’‖in‖the‖burial‖register,‖
and a candidate probate record gives a different first name, with the status widow. 

35 See A.T. Clarke ed., Abstract of Bedfordshire wills, 1630-31, prepared for the County Record Office (1981), in the 
Society of Genealogists library. 

cent and 3.8 per cent. This indicates that the problem of gaps in the smaller parishes is 

not important, as the data for these small parishes only represents a very low proportion 

of the total.33 The elimination of blank years from the research will lead to an under-

estimation of missing burials, as undoubtedly some deaths would have occurred during 

these years even in very small parishes. However, it has the advantage of providing an 

objective procedure which errs on the side of caution in not over-estimating the degree of 

burial under-registration. 

The linking of probate and burial register data requires the careful formulation of 

matching criteria. Three variables are available for the establishment of matches: name; 

parish of residence/burial; date of probate and burial. The assumptions made for the 

matching of cases may be summarised as follows: first, the names of people in the 

probate and burial records should be identical, although this is subject to phonetical 

variations.34 Second, the parish of residence in the probate document should be the same 

as the parish of burial, except where a different abode and burial parish are indicated in 

the burial register. Third, we have assumed that a matched case must be within the 

qualifying five year period before the date of probate. 

It is worth noting at this point that this final criterion might be considered to be 

contentious, as the assumption that a burial could occur up to five years prior to the date 

of probate could lead to an over-matching of data. We have evaluated this by looking in 

detail at a smaller sample taken from a 1630/1 list of Bedfordshire will abstracts,35 which 

usually gives information on the date of the will—that is, when the person was still alive, 

and the date of probate when he or she was dead. There were 211 cases with information 

on date of will and probate in this list, and the median interval between the two dates in 

1630/1 was 2.5 months. The median intervals for the different matching categories were: 

Matched: 2 months (N = 143); 

Unmatched: 3.5 months (N = 32); 

Other, that is, insufficient information to attempt a match: 2.5 months (N = 36). 

Information from 1630/1 indicates that probate occurred very soon after the date of 

death, and this was true of both matched and unmatched cases. However, seven of the 

211 cases had intervals of over five years, suggesting that it was only infrequently that 

probate‖took‖place‖over‖five‖years‖after‖death.‖We‖have‖assumed‖that‖this‖marginal‖‘loss’‖

through the five-year rule for eligibility will be more than countered by removing the 

possibility‖of‖‘gain’‖by‖incorrect‖matching. 
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36 The website Surrey Plus Wills Index has transcribed some Bedfordshire wills for the period 1607–1831. The 
median interval between burial and probate for this sample of 61 will abstracts was 6.5 months. See: http://
www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~engsurry/bdf.htm [Accessed 11 April 2008]. 

37 Patricia Bell, Bedfordshire wills, 1484–1533 (Bedford, Bedfordshire Historical Record Society, 1997). 

38 Clarke ed.. Abstract of Bedfordshire wills, 1630-31. There were seven cases in this 1630/1 wills abstract sample 
with information on intended parish of burial which could not be matched against burial registers. In all 
seven cases the intended parish of burial was the same as parish of residence. 

It is possible to partly assess the accuracy of matching by comparing the date of burial 

with the date that a will was made and probated. Seven of the 143 matched cases (4.9 per 

cent) had burial dates before the date of the will, indicating incorrect matches: in effect 5.1 

per cent were false positives. There were probably other such cases, but given the narrow 

wills/probate date median interval, they are unlikely to have been substantial. The 

median interval probably increased during the eighteenth century to more than six 

months as a result of falling adult mortality. The effects of this will require further 

research on manuscript probate documents.36 

Where there was ambiguity in the linking process, additional information was used to 

clarify matches. This includes data on occupation, family status and the dates of probate 

and burial. For example, where a man was listed with an occupation in the probate records 

but described as a son, child or infant in the burial register, this was considered as grounds 

for rejecting the matching of a case, even though all other criteria were met. Similarly, 

where a woman was listed as a widow in the probate database, but as a wife, spinster, 

daughter, child or infant in the burial record, the linkage of records was rejected. However, 

where a woman was returned as a spinster or maid in the list of probates but as a spinster 

or daughter in the burial register, this was considered a basis for a matched case. 

Where there were two or more cases meeting all the above criteria, the case nearest in 

time to the date of probate was selected as a match. It was assumed that no two matched 

cases between probate and burial records should use the same burial entry and, where 

this occurred, the case with the closest date match was selected, and the second case was 

considered as unmatched. All unmatched cases were compared on an individual parish 

basis, both through the burial database index and a manual examination of names in the 

burial listing. All 22,044 eligible cases in the probate database were compared manually 

with individual parish records, ensuring maximum quality of outcome. 

There is evidence that some people were buried outside their parish of residence 

(sometimes‖ known‖ as‖ the‖ ‘traffic‖ in‖ corpses’)‖ and‖ in‖ effect‖ this‖ constitutes‖ a‖ form‖ of‖

migration. The wills themselves provide some information on this. A transcript of 

Bedfordshire wills for the period 1484–1533 has been made by Patricia Bell, and the first 

100 cases for 1510–33 with information on intended parish of burial indicates that only one 

was outside the parish of residence.37 Similarly, according to the 1630/1 list of Bedfordshire 

will abstracts, two out of 54 people leaving wills requested that they be buried in outside 

parishes.38 These samples suggest that between one and 4 per cent of burials occurred 
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outside the parish of residence. However, the 588 cases with different parish abodes and 

burials were included in the file of matched cases, and as we have seen the undetected 

‘traffic‖in‖corpses’‖was‖probably‖of‖the‖order‖of‖less‖than‖5‖cent‖of‖all‖burials. 

There is too much uncertainty about the scale of false positives and false negatives to 

put exact figures on burial under-registration for the probate sample, but these errors 

are unlikely, on the basis of the evidence reviewed, to be much greater than plus or 

minus 5 per cent. The evidence reviewed suggests that there were probably more false 

positives (perhaps of the order of 5 per cent) than false negatives (perhaps of the order 

of 2 per cent).  

The results of the matching exercise by half-century are summarised in Table 3. Overall, 

Table 3 shows that almost 24 per cent of the individuals in the probate index did not have 

a corresponding burial record. This result should be tempered by the discussion of false 

positives and false negatives above, which on balance will probably result in an under-

statement of the proportion of unmatched cases. 

There was no long-term trend in the proportions of unmatched cases over time, but 

variations occurred within the range 21–27 per cent. Further clarification of trends can be 

illuminated through a detailed breakdown by decade, which is shown in Table 4. 

About 20 per cent of probates were unmatched in the first four decades of the 

seventeenth century, but the figure rose to 30 per cent in the post-Civil War period. This 

suggests that the breakdown in parish registration in the 1640s and 1650s—evidenced by 

the sharp decline in the number of probates eligible for matching—had weakened burial 

registration in the 1660s and 1670s. Registration improved in the 1680s and 1690s, but 

fluctuated in the eighteenth century, with between 20 per cent and 25 per cent of all cases 

unmatched. There was then a slight rise in unmatched cases in the first half of the 

nineteenth century, reaching approximately 29 per cent in the 1810s and the 1840s. This 

latter rise may have been the result of the growth of nonconformist burial grounds in 

Bedfordshire at that time. Overall, Tables 3 and 4 suggest that there were no major 

Period of Probate No. unmatched No. matched Total % unmatched 

1543–99 159 451 610 26.10 
1600–49 777 2,954 3,731 20.80 
1650–99 1,188 3,438 4,626 25.70 
1700–49 1,413 4,617 6,030 23.40 
1750–99 839 2,905 3,744 22.40 
1800–49 894 2,409 3,303 27.10 

Total 5,270 16,774 22,044 23.90 

Table 3  The matching of Bedfordshire probate and burial records by half-century, 1543–1849  

Source:  Stuart and P. Wells eds, Alan F. Cirket comp., Index of Bedfordshire probate records, 1484–1858 

(London, 1993–1994), British Record Society, 104 and 105, Bedfordshire Family History Society 

Burial Database.  
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39 See‖Razzell,‖‘An‖evaluation‖of‖the‖reliability’. 

40 According‖to‖the‖introduction‖to‖the‖published‖Luton‖parish‖register,‖a‖‘rough‖copy‖register‖appears‖to‖have‖
been written by the parish clerk at the time of the ceremony. There are two of these, the first covering the 
years 1719–1730 and the second 1731–1773. For a time the second one was shown annually to local Justices 
of‖ the‖Peace‖and‖ is‖ signed‖and‖ sealed‖by‖ them‖as‖a‖ correct‖ record.’‖ ‘Introduction’,‖ Luton‖Parish‖Register‖
(Society of Genealogists Library, Ref BE43R). 

Table 4 The matching of Bedfordshire probate and burial records by decade, 1600–1849  

Period No. unmatched No. matched Total % unmatched 

1600–09 95 380 475 20.0 
1610–19 239 882 1,121 21.3 
1620–29 161 722 883 18.2 
1630–39 195 695 890 21.9 
1640–49 87 275 362 24.0 
1650–59 65 193 258 25.2 
1660–69 275 628 903 30.5 
1670–79 353 878 1,231 28.7 
1680–89 345 1,121 1,466 23.5 
1690–99 150 618 768 19.5 
1700–09 256 893 1,149 22.3 
1710–19 275 966 1,241 22.2 
1720–29 357 1,137 1,494 23.9 
1730–39 270 823 1,093 24.7 
1740–49 255 798 1,053 24.2 
1750–59 199 634 833 23.9 
1760–69 206 650 856 24.1 
1770–79 136 593 729 18.7 
1780–89 151 565 716 21.1 
1790–99 147 463 610 24.1 
1800–09 163 452 615 26.5 
1810–19 188 462 650 28.9 
1820–29 182 513 695 26.2 
1830–39 166 495 661 25.1 
1840–49 195 487 682 28.6 

Source: Stuart and P. Wells eds, Alan F. Cirket comp., Index of Bedfordshire probate records, 1484–1858 

(London, 1993–1994), British Record Society, 104 and 105; Bedfordshire Family History Society 

Burial Database. 

variations over time in the adequacy of adult burial registration, a conclusion confirming 

earlier work on this subject.39 

Sample sizes for individual parishes are not sufficiently large for a breakdown over time, 

except for the two towns of Bedford and Luton, data for which are presented in Table 5. 

In Bedford, the proportion of unmatched cases rose between 1600 and 1749, before falling 

thereafter, whereas in Luton the percentage of unmatched cases increased steadily and 

sharply between 1600 and 1849. There was a relatively low number of unmatched cases 

in Luton in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, and this may have been the 

result of procedures adopted in the town for parish registration, which for one period 

involved the making of rough copies of the registers (used in the transcription of the 

parish register) which were signed and sealed as correct by local magistrates.40 

It should be noted that many of the parishes on the county boundary (especially in the 

north west) where we would have expected seepage were among the parishes with the 
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Table 5  The matching of probate and burial records in Bedford and Luton, 1543–1849 

lowest proportions of unmatched records. There is a slight association between the 

population size of a parish and the proportion of unmatched cases. Parishes with low 

populations tend to have small proportions of unmatched cases (although sample sizes are 

very small) and the parishes with large populations have greater percentages of unmatched 

cases. However, there is no statistically significant association between population size and 

proportions of matched cases, and the hypothesis put forward in previous research that 

population size influenced registration adequacy is not confirmed in this study.41 

Since the data were available we felt it was worthwhile reporting these rates for 

occupation. Table 6 summarises matching data by occupation—taken from the probate 

index—for those occupational groups with at least 100 probate cases. 

It is interesting to note that labourers and husbandmen have low proportions of 

unmatched cases, whereas gentlemen, esquires and knights have higher proportions, 

which is not what might be expected from the status of these occupations and likely 

burial registration coverage. Analysis of the relationship between reported occupation 

and chance of being matched suggests that this relationship is statistically significant and 

not due to chance. Unmarried individuals (widows, spinsters and bachelors) have 

relatively high numbers of unmatched cases which may have been the result of the 

unavailability of relatives to ensure accurate registration of burials. None of the seven 

dissenting ministers in the probate sample had burials registered in the Anglican Church, 

which is perhaps as expected in view of their religious affiliation.  

The growth of nonconformist registration of births and deaths was seen by Krause and by 

Wrigley and Schofield as a noteworthy influence on the effectiveness of Anglican 

41 P.E.‖ Razzell,‖ ‘Life‖ and‖ death‖ in‖ Bedfordshire:‖ early‖ research‖ findings’,‖ Bedfordshire Family History Society 
Journal, 15 (2005).  

Period No. unmatched No. matched Total % unmatched 

Bedford     
1600–49 10 24 34 29.4 

1650–99 54 108 162 33.3 

1700–49 202 334 536 37.7 

1750–99 90 201 291 30.9 

1800–49 117 255 372 31.5 

Luton  
1600–49 15 107 122 12.3 

1650–99 49 182 231 21.2 

1700–49 57 210 267 21.3 

1750–99 40 86 126 31.7 

1800–49 71 87 158 44.9 

Source: Stuart and P. Wells eds, Alan F. Cirket comp., Index of Bedfordshire probate records, 1484–1858 

(London, 1993–1994), British Record Society, 104 and 105; Bedfordshire Family History Society 

Burial Database.  
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registration.42 We can explore this topic, as the BFHS burial database includes returns of the 

number of nonconformist burials in Bedfordshire, data for which is summarised in Table 7. 

The total number of nonconformist burials recorded in the BFHS database is relatively 

small: 2,595 (0.8 per cent of all entries in the database). Nonconformist burials were 

concentrated in towns, particularly Bedford and Luton (accounting for 1,690 burials, 65.1 

per cent of dissenters). However, these 1,690 nonconformist burials formed a very small 

proportion (4.4 per cent) of the 38,640 Anglican burials in the two towns during the 

42 J.T.‖ Krause,‖ ‘The‖ changing‖ adequacy‖ of‖ English‖ registration’,‖ in‖ D.V.‖ Glass‖ and‖ D.E.C.‖ Eversley‖ eds,‖
Population in history (London, 1965), 379-93; Wrigley and Schofield, Population history of England, 89-96. 

Occupational group No. unmatched 
No. 

matched 
Total % unmatched 

Victuallers 42 273 315 13.3 

Gardeners 24 137 161 14.9 

Carpenters and joiners 87 434 521 16.7 

Blacksmiths and smiths 61 288 349 17.5 

Innholders, innkeepers and publIcans 56 240 296 18.9 

Husbandmen 248 1,050 1,298 19.1 

Clerks/clergymen 40 169 209 19.1 

Bakers 36 142 178 20.2 

Labourers 275 1,077 1,352 20.3 

Weavers 45 175 220 20.5 

Bricklayers 26 100 126 20.6 

Dairymen 53 203 256 20.7 

Farmers 212 794 1,006 21.1 

Tailors 68 254 322 21.1 

Yeomen 882 3,280 4,162 21.2 

Shepherds 36 131 167 21.6 

Butchers 56 200 256 21.9 

Cordwainers and shoemakers 66 207 273 24.2 

Millers 39 122 161 24.2 

Maltsters 37 106 143 25.9 

Gentlemen, esquires and knights 201 571 772 26.0 

Bachelors and singlemen 35 94 129 27.1 

Wheelwrights 44 104 148 29.7 

Grocers 57 128 185 30.8 

Widows 957 2,137 3,094 30.9 

Spinsters, singlewomen and maids 179 365 544 32.9 

Other occupations 411 1,277 1,688 24.3 

No occupation 997 2,716 3,713 26.9 

Total 5,270 16,774 22,044 23.9 

Table 6 The matching of Bedfordshire probate and burial data by occupational group, 1543–1849 

Source: Stuart and P. Wells, eds, Alan F. Cirket comp., Index of Bedfordshire probate records, 1484–1858 

(London, 1993–1994), British Record Society, 104 and 105; Bedfordshire Family History Society 

Burial Database.  
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parish register period, although they were concentrated in the second half of the 

eighteenth and first half of the nineteenth century, as evidenced by Table 8. 

Table 8 shows that there were no important changes in the proportion of reported 

nonconformist burials, but that there was considerable long-term growth in these burials 

between the middle of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. By the 1840s, between 

approximately a fifth and a quarter of all burials took place in Bedford and Luton 

nonconformist burial grounds, partly accounting for the deterioration in the quality of 

Anglican burial registration in this period (see Table 5). 

What are the overall conclusions to emerge from the comparison of probate with burial 

register data? Although there is some variation over time, and between different parishes 

and occupational/status groups, the differences are not sufficiently clear to establish 

precise relationships. There are few other data to compare with the probate/burial 

material, but one other source of information is that derived from same-name analysis for 

Congregation No. of burials Period covered 

Ampthill Methodist 27 1817–1841 

Ampthill Quaker 121 1707–1847 

Bedford Bunyan Meeting Baptist 93 1846–1850 

Bedford Congregational 61 1785–1836 

Bedford Howard Church 147 1790–1837 

Bedford Moravian 508 1746–1850 

Bedford Primitive Episcopalian 62 1834–1845 

Bedford Protestant Dissenters 87 1837–1850 

Biggleswade Baptist 3 1786, 1829 

Biggleswade Methodist 26 1835–1850 

Biggleswade Protestant Dissenters 2 1727, 1786 

Blunham Baptist 99 1739–1849 

Cranfield Baptist 97 1794–1837 

Hockliffe Congregational 1 1817 

Houghton Regis Baptist 17 1806–1837 

Leighton Buzzard Baptist 41 1771–1841 

Leighton Buzzard Quaker 44 1826–1850 

Little Staughton Baptist 22 1786–1806 

Luton Baptist 617 1785–1850 

Luton Quaker 115 1776–1850 

Maulden Independent 32 1785–1834 

Ridgmont Baptist 133 1705–1850 

Southill Baptist 9 1802–1820 

Stevington Baptist 78 1705–1850 

Turvey Congegational 6 1848–1850 

Woburn Congegational 81 1790–1837 

Woburn Sands Quaker 66 1704–1849 

Total 2,595   

Table 7  Number of nonconformist Bedfordshire burials by religious congregation  

Source: Bedfordshire Family History Society Burial Database.  
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43 See Razzell, Essays in English population history, 95. 

Source:  Bedfordshire Family History Society Burial Database. 

Table 8  Proportion of nonconformist burials in Bedford and Luton, 1740–1849 

Period Bedford Luton 

  Nonconformist 

burials 

Total 

burials 

% of  

nonconformist 

burials 

Nonconformist 

burials 

Total burials % of  

nonconformist  

burials 

1740–49 11 422 2.6 − − − 

1750–59 49 420 11.7 − − − 

1760–69 63 444 14.2 − − − 

1770–79 41 388 10.6 5 661 0.8 

1780–89 81 497 16.3 60 847 7.1 

1790–99 75 432 17.4 71 780 9.1 

1800–09 99 527 18.8 24 639 3.8 

1810–19 79 541 14.6 63 658 9.6 

1820–29 83 655 12.7 44 745 5.9 

1830–39 134 801 16.7 131 1,094 12.0 

1840–49 225 863 26.1 293 1,558 18.8 

nine reconstitution parishes. The two sources are not directly comparable, as they employ 

different methodologies and are not for the same geographical areas, as well as involving 

different populations—adults with some wealth on the one hand and children from the 

general population on the other. Generally, we would expect people leaving wills to have 

burials registered more efficiently than those not leaving wills. Nevertheless, given the 

paucity of empirical research on registration reliability, it is of interest to compare the 

results of the two studies (see Table 9). 

Table 9 shows similar temporal fluctuations, and the proportions of untraced burials vary 

within the fairly narrow band of one fifth to one third of the total number of cases, a 

range of variation not dissimilar to that found in previous research from the comparison 

of census and baptism records.43 

Period 
% of unmatched Bedfordshire 

probate cases 
Period 

% of same-name children not 

traced in burial registers: nine 

reconstitution parishes 

1543–99 26.0 1538–99 34.1 

1600–49 20.8 1600–49 31.0 

1650–99 25.8 1650–99 27.1 

1700–49 24.0 1700–49 22.3 

1750–99 23.1 1750–99 27.0 

1800–49 28.9 1800–37 23.1 

Table 9  Unmatched Bedfordshire probate cases compared to untraced same-name cases in nine 
reconstitution parishes. 

Source:  For the probate/burial data see Table 7; for the same-name material see Razzell, Population and 

disease,15. 
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Although the prime focus of this paper is on the evaluation of burial registration 

reliability, it is possible to carry out a similar comparison for Bedfordshire births/

baptisms in the eighteenth century by using information from the published 1782 listing 

of Cardington.44 The original listing gives the ages and birthplaces of household heads 

and their spouses (giving details of maiden names for married women) and David Baker, 

the editor of the published version, and his fellow researchers attempted to trace the 

baptisms of everyone with this information by searching both the published and 

manuscript versions of all the relevant baptism registers for the whole of Bedfordshire. 

Their researches are summarised in Table 10. 

The overall figure of untraced Bedfordshire baptisms in the period 1710–62, at 25.2 per 

cent, is very similar to the proportion of untraced probate/burial cases in 

approximately the same period (1700–49), which stood at 23.4 per cent.45 As with 

untraced probate cases, there is no clear trend of change over time, a conclusion 

partially confirmed by a comparison of census/baptism register data for native males 

listed in the 1851 Cardington census. 

Period of 

estimated  
Born in Cardington Born elsewhere in  

Bedfordshire 

Total born in Cardington and 

elsewhere in Bedfordshire 

 birth Total 

cases 

No. un-

traced 

% un-

traced 

Total 

cases 

No. un-

traced 

% un-

traced 

Total 

cases 

No. un-

traced 

% un-

traced 

1710–32 21 4 19.0 40 13 32.5 61 17 27.9 

1733–42 21 6 28.6 37 11 29.7 58 17 29.3 

1743–52 9 3 33.3 42 6 14.3 51 9 17.6 

1753–62 12 1 8.3 24 8 33.3 36 9 25.0 

Total 63 14 22.2 143 38 27.0 206 52 25.2 

Table 10 Husbands and wives listed in the 1782 Cardington census and traced in Bedfordshire 
baptismal registers 

Source: David Baker ed., The inhabitants of Cardington in 1782 (Bedfordshire Historical Record Society, 

52, 1973); Bedfordshire Family History Society Burial Database. 

Period of estimated birth Total no. of cases No. untraced % untraced 

1770–1809 56 17 30.4 

1810–29 54 17 31.5 

1830–39 66 29 43.9 

1840–49 67 32 47.8 

Table 11 Comparison of census/baptism register data for males listed as born in Cardington in the 
1851 census 

Source: 1851 Census for Cardington; Cardington baptism register in the Bedfordshire Record Office.  

44 David Baker ed., The inhabitants of Cardington in 1782 (Bedfordshire Historical Record Society, 52, 1973). 

45 No attempt was made by Baker and colleagues to trace baptisms in parishes other than the parish of stated 
birth, and this and other problems mean that the census/baptism figures are not strictly comparable to the 
probate/burial ones. 
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46 No such deterioration was found by Razzell in an analysis of 45 parishes from various parts of England. See 
Razzell, Essays, 95. 

47 Razzell, Essays, 35–8. 

48 35th Annual report of the Registrar General (1874), xxxi–xxxiii. 

The figures in Tables 10 and 11 are not strictly comparable as the former refer to men and 

women born in all parts of Bedfordshire, whereas the latter are just for males—mainly 

children—born in Cardington. Nevertheless, the tables suggest that baptism under-

registration did not vary greatly in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, 

fluctuating between about 20 to 30 per cent, before deteriorating in the 1830s and 1840s, 

possibly as a result of the growth of religious nonconformity in Cardington.46 

The above findings on burial and baptism under-registration suggest that they did not 

vary either over time or by parish or occupational status, indicating that they were 

essentially random, probably largely due to clerical negligence in the registration of both 

burials and baptisms.47 

Comparison of Anglican burials with civil registered deaths 

In order to further evaluate the quality of Anglican parish registration, a comparison was 

made of the number of burials and civil registered deaths in individual registration 

districts. The parishes included in the comparison were those listed by the Registrar 

General for a particular district, although it is not entirely clear whether the boundaries of 

the parishes coincided exactly with those of the registration district. Table 12 compares 

burials with deaths in a number of registration sub-districts (RSDs), and aggregated RSDs 

where overlap is known. 

There is considerable variation in the ratios of burials to deaths in different RSDs. Some 

had very high burial/death ratios—for example, Barford 99.7 per cent, Cranfield 92.9 per 

cent and Woburn 93.6 per cent—suggesting that by the 1840s Anglican burial registration 

was capturing the majority of deaths in these rural areas. Generally, however, the more 

urban RSDs, especially Luton and Bedford, have substantially lower burial/death ratios 

than elsewhere, reflecting the findings on the analysis of the probate records and parish 

register events, with higher proportions of untraced burials in these two urban areas. 

However, these were also the districts with the largest number of non-Anglican burials in 

the 1840s (see Table 13), partly accounting for their low burial/death ratios. 

The overall ratio of burials to deaths for all registration districts covered by Table 13 (77.2 

per cent) suggests that 22.8 per cent of deaths were unregistered by Anglican burial 

registers, somewhat lower than the 28.6 per cent found from the comparison of probate 

records and burial registers in the 1840s. However, it would be misleading to conclude 

that burial/death ratios are measures of Anglican under-registration. There is clear 

evidence that civil registration was defective in the period leading up to 1874, when the 

law was revised on procedures of registration, making it mandatory on parents and 

others to register both births and deaths.48 
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49 Razzell,‖‘Life‖and‖death‖in‖Bedfordshire’. 

50 With respect to Bedford, it was originally intended to work just with Bedford St Mary, but the nature of the 
indexing made it necessary to select a sample from the whole town of Bedford. The first 498 married 
individuals were selected from all parishes in the town, the equivalent number of married couples in the 
parish of Bedford St Mary. 

Table 12 Comparison of the number of Bedfordshire Anglican burials with civil register returns of 
deaths by registration sub-district, 1841–1850 

Registration sub-district(s) Anglican burials Civil register deaths Burials divided by deaths (%) 

Luton 1,865 2,997 62.2 

Harrold 531 679 78.2 

Toddington 860 989 87.0 

Riseley 402 620 64.8 

Bedford and Cardington and 

Bedford and Kempston 

3,403 4,897 71.1 

Cranfield 733 789 92.9 

Biggleswade 2,330 2,830 82.3 

Sharnbrook 487 560 87.0 

Woburn 1,303 1,392 93.6 

Ampthill and Shillington 2,250 2,744 82.0 

Turvey 446 503 88.7 

Barford 599 601 99.7 

Total 15,209 19,601 77.2 

Source: Bedfordshire Family History Society Burial Database; 13th Annual Report of the Registrar-

General (London, 1854), 246–49. 

Note: To accommodate the practice of ‘splitting’ parishes across Registration Sub-Districts some have 

been combined in this table. The registration sub-districts of Dunstable, Edlesborough, Ivinghoe, 

Leighton Buzzard, Potton and Wing are not included because they included parishes in adjoining 

counties.  

Although the Registrar General attempted to make an estimate of the scale of under-

registration, this was largely based on guesswork. It is however possible to make more 

precise estimates of civil under-registration by comparing Anglican and civil register 

data. In the Bedfordshire research, cases with a single surname entry were selected for 

the period 1838–1849 from parish burial registers in registration districts with the same 

name as the parish in question. A total of 129 cases were chosen for the parishes of 

Ampthill, Bedford, Biggleswade, Leighton Buzzard, Luton and Woburn. Of these 129 

cases, 12 (9.3 per cent) could not be traced in the civil register death index, suggesting a 

degree of death under-registration. 

Comparing the 1841 and 1851 censuses and burial records for 13 Bedfordshire parishes 

Previous research on Bedfordshire adult mortality involved tracing married couples 

enumerated in the 1841 census in the subsequent 1851 census, and linking these data with 

information in the BFHS burial database.49 Thirteen parishes were selected for this analysis: 

Barton in the Clay, Bedford, Chalgrave, Dunstable, Henlow, Houghton Regis, Husborn 

Crawley, Maulden, Milton Bryant, Sandy, Shitlington, Toddington and Woburn.50 

When one of the married couple was enumerated as a widow or widower in the 1851 

census, a search was then made in the burial register for the burial of the partner of the 
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Source: 1841 and 1851 censuses for Barton in the Clay, Bedford, Chalgrave, Dunstable, Henlow, Houghton 

Regis, Husborne Crawley, Maulden, Milton Bryant, Sandy, Shillington, Toddington, Woburn.  

Occupational group No. burials traced No. burials  untraced Total % untraced 

Labourers and servants 115 40 155 25.8 

Tradesmen and artisans 75 40 115 34.8 

Farmers 15 5 20 25.0 

Total 205 85 290 29.3 

Table 13 Number of burials of individuals enumerated in the 1841 census whose partners were listed 
as widows and widowers in the 1851 census, by occupational group, 13 Bedfordshire 
parishes  

Parish   Traced   Untraced Total % traced 

Barton in the Clay 17 10 27 63.0 

Bedford 13 8 21 61.9 

Chalgrave 14 0 14 100.0 

Dunstable 24 13 37 64.9 

Henlow 10 2 12 83.3 

Houghton Regis 20 1 21 95.2 

Husborne Crawley 3 5 8 37.5 

Maulden 16 5 21 76.2 

Milton Bryant 7 0 7 100.0 

Sandy 19 7 26 73.1 

Shillington 21 8 29 72.4 

Toddington 31 17 48 64.6 

Woburn 10 9 19 52.6 

Total 205 85 290 70.7 

Source: See Table 13. 

widow or widower. Information on deaths was thus derived from two sources: the 

marital status of surviving partners (widows or widowers) and entries in local burial 

registers. This in effect corrects for burial under-registration, as the majority of deaths 

were established independently through the tracking of married individuals becoming 

widows and widowers. This independent evidence allows for the calculation of burial 

under-registration by occupational group. 

The proportion of untraced burials was higher amongst tradesmen and artisans than 

labourers, and this may be partly the result of more of the former living in large towns 

where registration was more defective. There was some variation in the proportion of burials 

traced in different parishes, although the samples are too small to come to firm conclusions. 

There were some small rural parishes—such as Chalgrave, Houghton Regis and Milton 

Bryant—where burial registration was nearly perfect, but there were others—Barton in 

the Clay, Husborne Crawley, Toddington and Woburn—where it does not appear to 

have been so reliable. Although the sample sizes are very different, the overall percentage 

Table 14  Number of burials of individuals enumerated in the 1841 census whose partners were listed 
as widows and widowers in the 1851 census by parish 
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of untraced burials, at 29.3 per cent, is very similar to that found in the comparison of 

probate with burial registration data in the 1840s, at 28.6 per cent. 

Conclusions 

A number of conclusions arise from this study. First, the BFHS transcripts of burials for 

1538–1851 and baptisms for 1813–51 are of a very high quality, with virtually no entries 

in the original registers missing from the digital transcript and few or no misspellings of 

names or other register items. Second, there are major differences between the number of 

entries‖ in‖ the‖ BFHS‖ database‖ and‖ Rickman’s‖ published‖ returns‖ of‖ burials‖ for‖ four‖

Bedfordshire hundreds in the eighteenth century, particularly for burials in the first half 

of‖ that‖ century.‖ If‖ repeated‖ in‖ other‖ areas,‖ this‖ could‖ affect‖ conclusions‖ about‖ Britain’s‖

population‖ history‖ based‖ on‖Rickman’s‖ data.‖ Third,‖ the‖Cambridge‖Group’s‖ returns‖ of‖

burials for 20 Bedfordshire parishes matches well with BFHS data, although it is slightly 

less reliable than the latter source. Fourth, the comparison of probate with burial register 

data indicates that there was little long-term change over time in burial under-

registration, with between 21 and 27 per cent of burials missing in the registers. There 

was also little variation between parishes of different population sizes, suggesting that 

burial under-registration was predominantly a random process linked to clerical 

negligence. However, there was a statistically significant association between 

occupational grouping and burial registration reliability which poses additional 

questions relating to the influence of occupations. Fifth, the comparison of civil 

registration returns and BFHS burials for 14 registration sub-districts indicates that there 

were 22.8 per cent fewer BFHS Anglican burials than civil registration births and deaths 

in the 1840s. Sixth, the comparison of 1841 and 1851 census data, linked to the BFHS 

burial database for the 1840s, yielded a number of findings: in particular, the proportion 

of missing burials amongst married couples was 29.3 per cent, similar to that found in the 

probate/burial register comparison in the 1840s.  

These‖ conclusions‖ raise‖ major‖ questions‖ about‖ the‖ nature‖ of‖ England’s‖ population‖

history. Wrigley and Schofield in their Population history of England assumed that, except 

for periods when registration broke down completely, burial registration was complete 

between 1539 and 1640 and only deteriorated very sharply at the beginning of the 

nineteenth century.51 Likewise, with birth registration, they assumed that it was perfect in 

the 1540s and only worsened at the end of the eighteenth century.52 Contrary to these 

assumptions, the present research has found that between 20 and 30 per cent of burials 

went unregistered in Bedfordshire for the whole period between 1543 and 1850. Earlier 

research by Razzell, which compared the 1851 census with baptism registers for 45 

parishes from various areas of England, indicated that between one quarter and one third 

of all births were not registered by the Anglican Church in the period 1760–1834.53 In the 

51 Wrigley and Schofield, Population history of England, 545-52. 

52 Ibid., 537-44. 

53 Razzell, Essays, 82-149. 
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54 The parishes are Ampthill, Blunham, Bolnhurst, Campton, Chalgrave, Clophill, Cranfield, Felmersham, 
Flitwick, Harlington, Kempston, Maulden, Millbrook, Milton Ernest, Northill, Pavenham, Pulloxhill, 
Riseley, Sandy, Souldrop, Southill, Stevington, Studham, Thurleigh, Tingrith, Toddington, Woburn, 
Wootton. 

55 Razzell, Population and disease, 47. 

56 B.R. Mitchell and P. Deane, Abstract of British historical statistics (Cambridge, 1962), 36. 

Period of probate No. unmatched No. matched Total % unmatched 

1543–99 73 151 224 32.59 

1600–49 243 928 1,171 20.75 

1650–99 400 1,099 1,499 26.68 

1700–49 410 1,409 1,819 22.53 

1750–99 237 912 1,149 20.62 

1800–49 219 743 962 22.76 

Total 1,582 5,242 6,824 23.18 

Table 15 The matching of probate and burial records in 28 Cambridge Group aggregative parishes by 
half-century, 1543–1849  

Source:  Stuart and P. Wells eds, Alan F. Cirket comp., Index of Bedfordshire probate records, 1484–1858 

(London, 1993–1994), British Record Society, vols. 104 and 105; Bedfordshire Family History 

Society Burial Database. 

current research, we have found similar levels of birth under-registration in Bedfordshire 

from the 1710s onwards, suggesting that the adequacy of birth registration did not 

change in any noteworthy fashion during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.  

Twenty-eight‖ Bedfordshire‖ parishes‖ were‖ included‖ in‖ the‖ Cambridge‖ Group’s‖

aggregative sample,54 and analysis of probate and burial records in these parishes reveals 

the pattern shown in Table 15. The overall proportion of unmatched cases in the 28 

parishes, at 23.2 per cent, is slightly lower than that found for in all Bedfordshire parishes 

in the period 1543–1849, which stood at 23.9 per cent. The highest proportions of 

unmatched cases in the 28 parishes were in the sixteenth and second half of the 

seventeenth century, but this was probably largely due to the sample size in the former 

and the disruptive effect of the Civil War in the latter. Overall, this evidence suggests that 

there‖were‖minimal‖changes‖in‖burial‖registration‖reliability‖in‖the‖Cambridge‖Group’s‖28‖

Bedfordshire parishes in the period 1543–1849, and this was particularly the case in the 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 

The‖Cambridge‖Group’s‖aggregative‖data‖for‖England‖indicates‖a‖fall‖in‖the‖crude‖burial‖

rate from 27.7 per 1,000 in 1701–40 to 20.6 in 1780–1820,55 and if we inflate these rates by 

25 per cent—the minimum estimated omission rate—the adjusted figures suggest a fall in 

the death rate from 36.9 per 1,000 in 1701–40 to 27.5 per 1,000 in 1780–1820. The overall 

death rate in England during the 1840s when civil registration data becomes available 

was 22.5 per 1,000, indicating a continuing fall in mortality during the late eighteenth and 

early nineteenth century.56 
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The evidence suggests that there were little or no important change in the adequacy of 

baptism registration in Bedfordshire in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, 

confirming research on a number of other parishes for different parts of England.57 

According‖ to‖ the‖ Cambridge‖ Group’s‖ aggregative‖ data,‖ the‖ crude‖ baptism‖ rate‖ in‖

England was constant between 1701 and 1820, and it was only because the number of 

baptisms were inflated at the end of the eighteenth century that it was concluded that 

there was an overall rise in fertility.58  

None of these figures should be taken too literally, as there is uncertainty about the exact 

extent of baptism and burial under-registration in England as a whole during the parish 

register period. Also, changes in the age structure of the population and other 

demographic‖factors‖are‖important‖in‖assessing‖England’s‖population‖history‖at‖this‖time.‖

None of these problems can be entirely solved by mathematical models, as the latter are 

very sensitive to even slight changes of assumption.59 In this situation, only careful local 

studies which include an assessment of parish register quality are likely to advance a 

reliable‖understanding‖of‖England’s‖population‖history‖during‖the‖parish‖register‖period. 

57 Razzell, Essays, 95. 

58 Razzell, Population and disease, 47. 

59 Razzell, Essays, 178. 
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Death on a strange isle: the mortality of the stone 

 workers of Purbeck in the nineteenth century 

Andrew Hinde and Michael Edgar 

Abstract 

This paper analyses the mortality of a group of rural workers in an extractive industry, the stone quarriers of 

the Isle of Purbeck in the southern English county of Dorset. The analysis uses a database created by nominal 

record linkage of the census enumerators’ books and the Church of England baptism and burial registers to 

estimate age-specific death rates at all ages for males and females, and hence statistics such as the expectation 

of life at birth. The results are compared with mortality statistics published by the Registrar General of 

England and Wales (on the basis of the civil registers of deaths) for the registration district of Wareham, in 

which Purbeck is situated. The stone quarriers had heavier mortality levels than the rest of the population of 

Purbeck. Closer inspection, however, reveals that their high mortality was confined to males, and was almost 

entirely due to especially high mortality among boys aged less than five years. In contrast to the experience of 

coal and metal ore miners, adult male mortality among stone workers was no higher than that among the 

general population. The final section of the paper considers possible explanations for these results, and 

suggests that excess mortality among boys in Purbeck from lung diseases might have been responsible. 

Introduction 

Interest in mortality differentials by occupation in nineteenth-century England was 

intense among contemporaries. Indeed it was a major focus of the work of the early 

statisticians and administrators of the vital registration system.1 It was believed that the 

mortality experienced by persons with a given occupation (and their families) was 

primarily the result of the particular environment in which they lived and worked. The 

civil registration system collected a wealth of data on occupational mortality and 

substantial variations were discovered in the mortality of both adults and children: in the 

case of adults (especially adult males), these were largely explained by differing 

occupational hazards, and in the case of infants and children, by living conditions.2 

One group of occupations which experienced high mortality consisted of miners, both 

coal miners and miners of metallic ore. Explanations of their high mortality followed the 

pattern described above. Adult males suffered particularly from lung diseases brought on 

1 See J. Eyler, Victorian social medicine (Baltimore, 1979); R. Woods, The demography of Victorian England and 
Wales (Cambridge, 2000), 203–46; and E. Higgs, Life, death and statistics: civil registration, censuses and the work 
of the General Register Office, 1836–1952 (Hatfield, 2004). 

2 The most comprehensive discussion of these is to be found in Woods, Demography, 203–46 and 310–59; see 
also R. Woods and N. Shelton, An atlas of Victorian mortality (Liverpool, 1997). 
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3 N.‖ Woodward,‖ ‘Why‖ did‖ South‖ Wales‖ miners‖ have‖ high‖ mortality?‖ Evidence‖ from‖ the‖ mid-twentieth 
century,’‖Welsh History Review, 20 (2000), 116–42. 

4 Woods, Demography, 295-305. 

5 R.‖Burt‖and‖S.‖Kippen,‖‘Rational‖choice‖and‖a‖lifetime‖in‖metal‖mining:‖employment‖decisions‖by‖nineteenth
-century‖Cornish‖miners’,‖International Review of Social History, 46 (2001), 45–75. 

Figure 1  Location of the Isle of Purbeck  

by long exposure to dusty working environments.3 The infant children of miners and 

their wives were brought up in poor, overcrowded and insanitary housing. Moreover, 

coal miners had the highest fertility of any major occupational group, so that their 

children suffered more than others from the well-known hazards associated with short 

birth intervals.4 

Most previous research on the mortality of those working in extractive industries has 

been concerned with coal miners and certain other large groups, for example the tin 

miners of Cornwall.5 Yet there were many other, smaller, groups of similar workers in 

England and Wales, including lead miners, copper miners, and stone quarriers. This 

paper looks at the mortality of one such group, the stone workers in the Isle of Purbeck 

in the county of Dorset in southern England (see Figure 1). These stone workers shared 

many‖of‖the‖occupational‖hazards‖of‖miners,‖because‖their‖‘quarries’‖were,‖in‖fact,‖more‖

like mines, consisting of shafts and tunnels rather than holes in the ground. Like many 

other groups of miners, they formed a tightly-knit society, suspicious of outsiders, and 

adhering to customs and ways of living which were different from those of others living 
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in the same locality.6 The question we wish to ask in this paper is whether the mortality 

patterns typically found among coal miners and other groups of miners can be observed 

among this group of workers as well. 

The next section of the paper describes the history of the stone workers in the Isle of 

Purbeck and their distinctive cultural and demographic profile. Following that we 

describe the method by which we have estimated age-specific death rates for stone 

workers, their wives and children. The method uses a database of individual life histories 

based on census and ecclesiastical registration data and involves the estimation of death 

rates by age. From these rates, we construct and compare life tables for the stone workers 

and for other occupational groups within the same locality. The results are discussed first 

in the context of general levels of mortality prevailing in the area surrounding the Isle of 

Purbeck, and then by focussing on differences between the mortality of stone workers 

and that of other occupational groups living in the same parishes. They reveal that the 

mortality of the stone workers of Purbeck does not show the same characteristics as that 

of other groups of miners. The final section of the paper discusses some possible 

explanations of the mortality pattern that we do observe. 

The stone workers of Purbeck 

The Isle of Purbeck is situated in central southern England. It is not an island in the usual 

sense of that word, but rather a peninsula of some 60 square miles which forms the south

-eastern‖corner‖of‖the‖county‖of‖Dorset,‖as‖shown‖in‖Figure‖1.‖Its‖description‖as‖an‖‘isle’‖

stems from its boundaries being largely delimited by water: to the north are the river 

Frome and the southern shore of Poole Harbour; and to the east and south lies the 

English Channel (see Figure 2). Purbeck has historically been isolated from the rest of 

southern England. A turnpike road link between Corfe Castle and the town of Wareham 

to the north was built in the eighteenth century, but the first through road from Corfe 

Castle to the town of Swanage was only constructed in 1862, and the railway did not 

reach Swanage until 1885.7 Before this, communications with the rest of southern England 

were most commonly made by sea. 

Stone has been quarried in Purbeck since Roman times, but the industry rose to national 

prominence in the Middle Ages when huge quantities of Purbeck stone were used to 

build churches and cathedrals throughout England.8 At that time, the industry was based 

south of the ancient town of Corfe Castle. During the fifteenth century the demand for 

stone for ecclesiastical building subsided and the industry seems to have become largely 

moribund. It was not until the second half of the seventeenth century that a revival 

occurred, and when it did the geographical focus of the industry shifted southwards into 

the parishes of Swanage, Langton Matravers and Worth Matravers (Figure 2).  

6 M.‖Edgar‖and‖A.‖Hinde,‖‘The‖stone‖workers‖of‖Purbeck’,‖Rural History, 10 (1999), 75–90. 

7 R. Legg, Old Swanage: quarry port to seaside spa (Sherborne, 1983), 25; J. Hutchins, History and antiquities of the 
county of Dorset, 3rd edn (eds W. Shipp and J.W. Hodson) (Westminster, 1861–1870), 462, 466. 

8 G.D.‖ Drury,‖ ‘The‖ use‖ of‖ Purbeck‖ marble‖ in‖ Medieval‖ times’,‖ Proceedings of the Dorset Natural History and 
Archaeological Society, 70 (1948), 79. 
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The revived industry produced freestone for general building purposes, especially paving. 

Purbeck stone was used to rebuild the city of London after the Great Fire of 1666, and 

during the eighteenth century it was used to construct Ramsgate Harbour in the county of 

Kent.9 Population growth and urbanisation ensured that the demand for paving stone, 

especially in London, continued into the nineteenth century. The Victorian passion for 

church restoration also stimulated a small revival in the demand for Purbeck marble. The 

quarried stone was transported from the Isle of Purbeck to London and elsewhere by sea.  

The eighteenth and nineteenth-century quarries were more akin to stone mines. The best 

beds of stone lay deep underground and were accessed by means of inclined shafts 

anything up to 125 feet deep. The quarriers then tunnelled horizontally along the seams of 

stone, cutting it out in blocks which were hauled to the surface on trolleys with the aid of a 

capstan.10 The quarries were almost all family concerns, typically employing between six 

and twelve men.11 Most of them were operated by sole proprietors who preferred, where 

possible, to employ their sons, only hiring other workers when their immediate family 

could not provide sufficient labour. In the 1850s and 1860s it was common for children to 

be‖ put‖ to‖work‖ around‖ the‖ quarries‖ at‖ eight‖ or‖ nine‖ years‖ of‖ age.‖ If‖ a‖man’s‖ sons‖were‖

9 Hutchins, History and antiquities, 464; E.O. Cockburn, The stone quarries of Dorset (Dorchester, 1971), 25. 

10 Letter‖ XXVII‖ ‘The‖ stone‖ quarries‖ of‖ Swanage’,‖ in‖ P.E.‖ Razzell‖ and‖ R.W.‖ Wainwright‖ eds,‖ The Victorian 
working class: selections from letters to the Morning Chronicle (London, 1973), 43–4. 

11 Letter‖XXVII‖‘The‖stone‖quarries‖of‖Swanage’,‖43. 

Figure 2 Map of the Isle of Purbeck showing the area where stone quarrying took place in the 
nineteenth century  
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numerous enough he might work his quarry with their labour alone.12 Sometimes two or 

more quarriers (generally closely related) would combine to work a quarry.  

In addition to the quarriers, the stone trade also included two other types of worker: 

stone masons and stone merchants. Masons worked on the surface to cut and dress the 

quarried stone to the required size and shape. Quarriers and masons, however, were not 

separate groups. The quarriers were all skilled to some degree as masons and many men 

would switch between the two activities.13 On the other hand, the third group, the stone 

merchants, was distinct. The merchants were a small group of men (no more than six at 

any one time) who purchased every ton of stone quarried in Purbeck and sold it on to 

customers throughout England and Wales. This meant that they effectively controlled the 

entire trade. 

The familial element in the stone trade was very strong with many quarries being handed 

down from father to son.14 All quarriers, masons and merchants were members of an 

organisation called the Company of Purbeck Marblers and Stone Cutters. This Company 

ruled that employment in the industry should be reserved to freemen of the Company 

and their apprentices. Apprenticeships lasted seven years, during which time the 

apprentice‖ was‖ required‖ to‖ lodge‖ in‖ a‖ freeman’s‖ home.‖ In‖ 1697‖ apprenticeship‖ was‖

restricted to the sons and relatives of freemen, and this rule was still adhered to in the 

nineteenth century. Analysis of the marriage registers for the parish of Langton 

Matravers for the period 1813–1891 provides no evidence of anyone other than the son of 

a stone worker entering the stone trade.15 The effect of this was that the stone workers of 

Purbeck in the second half of the nineteenth century were descended down the male line 

over many generations from a small number of individuals.  

In‖contrast‖ to‖the‖ ‘recruitment‖by‖descent’‖among‖adult‖males‖which‖rendered‖the‖male‖

population of stone workers largely closed, the female stone working population was 

much more open to movement in and out, such movement typically being associated 

with marriage. The marriage partners of stone workers were not drawn exclusively, or 

even largely, from within their own occupational community. In the nineteenth century, 

12 We have yet to analyse the fertility of the Purbeck stone workers, so we cannot say whether they shared the 
high‖fertility‖of‖coal‖miners‖in‖the‖Victorian‖period‖(see‖D.‖Friedlander,‖‘Demographic‖patterns‖and‖socio-
economic‖ characteristics‖of‖ the‖ coal‖mining‖population‖ in‖England‖and‖Wales‖ in‖ the‖nineteenth‖ century’,‖
Economic Development and Cultural Change, 22 (1973), 39–51; and M.R. Haines, Fertility and occupation: 
population patterns in industrialization (New York, 1979)). The organisation of the Purbeck stone industry 
would, though, seem to offer a rationale for high fertility, or at least for having several sons. 

13 Legg, Old Swanage, 22, quotes C. Le Neve Foster, inspector of mines for the west of England, who reported 
in‖1878‖that‖‘if‖men‖can‖find‖work‖as‖masons‖they‖abandon‖their‖quarries‖for‖a‖time‖and‖do‖not‖return‖to‖
them‖until‖other‖work‖is‖slack’. 

14 Letter‖XXVII‖‘The‖stone‖quarries‖of‖Swanage’,‖38. 

15 Langton Matravers marriage registers: Dorset Record Office, PE/LAM: RE/3/4-5. The marriage registers give 
information about the occupations of the bride and groom, and the occupations of their respective fathers. 
Edgar‖and‖Hinde,‖‘Stone‖workers’,‖79,‖divided‖the‖reported‖occupations‖into‖two‖categories:‖‘stone‖workers’‖
and‖‘others’.‖They‖then‖analysed‖a‖2‖x‖2‖contingency‖table‖of‖the‖occupational‖categories‖of‖grooms‖against‖
their fathers and found an almost perfect association between the two.  
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16 Edgar‖and‖Hinde,‖‘Stone‖workers’,‖84–5, analysed a 2 x 2 contingency table of the occupational categories of 
grooms‖against‖those‖of‖their‖brides’‖fathers‖for‖the‖parish‖of‖Langton‖Matravers,‖and‖could‖not‖reject‖the‖
null hypothesis of no association between the two. 

17 Legg, Old Swanage. 

stone workers in the parish of Langton Matravers were no more likely than any other 

occupational group in Purbeck to marry the daughters of stone workers.16 

By 1850 stone working was concentrated mainly in the parishes of Swanage and Langton 

Matravers (with a smaller number of quarries in the neighbouring parish of Worth 

Matravers). Swanage was a small coastal town with a population of 2,139 in 1851 rising to 

2,674 by 1891, the rise being largely due to the successful promotion of a rather genteel 

type of tourism.17 Langton Matravers had a population of 762 in 1851. During the next 40 

years its population rose and fell with the fortunes of the stone trade and by 1891 it was 

773, almost the same as it had been in 1851. Worth Matravers was a smaller parish, and 

predominantly agricultural. In common with many other agricultural parishes its 

population fell during the second half of the nineteenth century, from 396 in 1851 to 229 

in 1891. The occupational structure of the three parishes in 1851 (see Table 1) reveals that 

in Swanage and Langton Matravers stone workers accounted for more than one in three 

of all occupied adult males, and in Worth Matravers about one in five. In Swanage the 

most‖common‖other‖occupational‖group‖was‖‘trades‖and‖crafts’‖reflecting‖its‖status‖as‖a‖

small town. Langton Matravers and Worth Matravers were both agricultural villages as 

well‖as‖stone‖parishes,‖and‖in‖Worth‖Matravers‖‘farm‖workers’‖formed‖the‖largest‖single‖

occupational group. 

Data and methods 

The aim of the analysis is to calculate age-specific death rates (ASDRs) for the stone-

working population and for other occupational groups in Purbeck. For reasons outlined 

Occupational group Percentage of adult males stated to be employed  

  Swanage Langton Matravers  Worth Matravers 

Farmers   1   3   5 

Farm workers   8  24  41 

Trades and crafts  28  16  11 

Maritime occupations   5   0  12 

Professionals   5   3   3 

Servants  10  10   6 

Stone workers  36  42  22 

Others    2   3   1 

Total number employed  807 309 143 

Employed as a percentage of whole  

population 
39.6 40.8 36.7 

Table 1  Occupational structure of stone-working parishes in the Isle of Purbeck, 1851 

Source:   Census enumerators’ books, 1851, The National Archives HO107/1856. 

Notes: ‘Maritime occupations’ include coast guards who were employed against smugglers. 

‘Professionals’ include landowners and other wealthy or educated persons. 
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in the introduction, our interest focuses in particular on mortality rates among infants 

and children, and among adult males. The young children of stone workers can be 

identified easily from the information about occupation and relationship within the 

family given in the individual-level‖census‖enumerators’‖books‖(CEBs)‖for‖the‖decennial‖

censuses, and adult male stone workers can be similarly identified from the occupational 

data.18 Fortunately, because of the restrictive practices of the stone trade, occupational 

mobility between the stone trade and other occupations was rare. 

Data 

The estimation of ASDRs requires information about deaths, classified by the age at 

death, and about the population exposed to the risk of dying. Because access to civil 

registers of deaths is restricted in England and Wales, for data on deaths we have to rely 

on the Church of England registers of burials.19 The accuracy of the ASDRs we estimate 

will depend on the completeness of death registration in these registers. Unfortunately, 

apart from the civil registers there is no benchmark against which to assess this for the 

Isle of Purbeck. The only studies we have come across which were able to cross-check 

ecclesiastical burial registration with civil death registration relate to a parish in mid-

Wales and the city of Sheffield, both of which lie many miles from the Isle of Purbeck.20 

The results of the Welsh study suggested that the burial registers of the established 

Church were substantially more complete as a record of deaths than the baptism registers 

were as a record of births. This provides an indirect way of assessing the completeness of 

burial registration, for there is a benchmark against which to measure the completeness 

of baptism registration. Since the decennial population censuses provide data on age and 

place of birth, it is possible to use the CEBs to identify the persons born in a particular 

parish, and their dates of birth. The baptism register can then be searched to see what 

proportion of persons thus identified was recorded.21 We have carried out this exercise 

for the parishes of Langton Matravers and Swanage for each of the decades 1841–1851 to 

1881–1891, searching in the baptism registers for all those stated in the census at the end 

18 The‖census‖enumerators’‖books‖for‖Langton‖Matravers‖and‖Swanage‖for‖the‖censuses‖from‖1851‖to‖1891‖are‖
available from The National Archives at the following references: 1851 – HO107/1856, 1861 – RG9/1343, 
1871–RG10/1992, 1881–RG11/2098, and 1891–RG12/1641. 

19 Langton Matravers burial registers, Dorset Record Office (hereafter DRO): PE/LAM: RE/4/1-2; Swanage burial 
registers, DRO: PE/SW: RE 4/2-3. Access to individual death certificates is permitted, but the names of the 
deceased must be specified in advance and a fee paid for each certificate examined. This renders it impossible 
to gain access to large numbers of death records classified on the basis of, say, place and period of death. 

20 H.R.‖ Davies,‖ ‘Nominal‖ record‖ linkage‖ of‖ historical‖ data:‖ procedure‖ and‖ applications‖ in‖ a‖ North‖ Wales‖
parish’‖(unpublished‖PhD‖thesis,‖University‖of‖Southampton,‖1993);‖N.‖Williams,‖‘Death‖in‖its‖season:‖class,‖
environment and the mortality of infants in nineteenth-century‖Sheffield’,‖Social History of Medicine, 5 (1992), 
77–9.‖ Davies’s‖ study‖ used‖ the‖ civil‖ death‖ registers,‖ to‖ which‖ he‖ obtained‖ access‖ through‖ good‖ fortune;‖
Williams used copies of the civil death registers which were made in Sheffield for a purpose specific to that 
city, and which are not available for other places. 

21 This‖kind‖of‖analysis‖was‖developed‖by‖Peter‖Razzell‖(see‖P.E.‖Razzell,‖‘The‖evaluation‖of‖baptism‖as‖a‖form‖
of birth registration by cross-matching‖census‖and‖parish‖register‖data’,‖Population Studies, 26 (1972), 123–
34).‖ Later‖ applications‖ include‖E.A.‖Wrigley,‖ ‘Baptism‖coverage‖ in‖ early‖nineteenth-century England: the 
Colyton‖ area’,‖ Population Studies, 29 (1975), 303–13‖ and‖ M.‖ Yasumoto,‖ ‘How‖ accurate‖ was‖ the‖ Methley‖
baptismal‖registration?’‖Local Population Studies, 35 (1985), 19–24. 
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of each decade to have been aged ten years or under and born in one of the two 

parishes.22 For Langton Matravers the proportion successfully matched to entries in the 

baptism register ranges from 80 per cent in the decade 1861–1871 to 59 per cent in the 

decade 1881–1891. For Swanage the proportions are lower, ranging from 57 per cent in 

1851–1861 to only 33 per cent in 1871–1881. The Welsh evidence suggests that the burial 

registers are likely to have substantially higher coverage than the baptism registers. We 

conclude, therefore, that the Church of England burial registers for Langton Matravers 

probably provide a fairly complete record of deaths, but that those of Swanage probably 

omit a proportion of deaths. Of course, the comparison of the mortality of stone workers 

in a parish with that of other occupational groups will not be affected by the under-

registration of deaths provided that the proportion of deaths omitted did not vary by 

occupation, and we have no reason to suppose that this was the case.  

To assist with estimating the correct population exposed to risk, we have individual-level 

census data from the CEBs. In our analysis, we use the CEBs for the five censuses of 1851, 

1861, 1871, 1881 and 1891.23 We also have information about births drawn from the 

Church of England baptism registers, supplemented by birth dates inferred from the data 

in the CEBs about age and place of birth. The baptism registers provide data on the 

occupation of the father of the child being baptised. Most baptisms in late nineteenth 

century England took place within three months of birth, and the baptism registers 

normally stated the age of the child being baptised if the child was not an infant.24   

Estimation of age-specific death rates  

In order to analyse mortality, the population is divided into convenient age groups, and 

ASDRs estimated separately for each age group. We then use these ASDRs to calculate, 

for each age group, the probability that a person who survives to the youngest age of that 

age group will die within that age group.  

We conducted separate investigations for each inter-censal decade from 1851 to 1891. For 

each decade, we used record linkage to match persons in the first census to either the 

burial register (for those who died within the decade) or the subsequent census (for those 

who survived). Those who could not be matched to either the census or the burial 

register were assumed to have out-migrated during the decade and before their death. 

We also matched babies born during the decade to either the burial register or the next 

census, again assuming that those who could be matched to neither of these sources had 

out-migrated before the next census and before their death. The matching exercise 

22 Langton Matravers baptism registers, DRO: PE/LAM: RE/2/1-3; Swanage baptism registers, DRO: PE/SW: 
RE/2/2–4. 

23 The CEBs are also available for 1841, but the information on occupation is less detailed, and there is no 
information on relationship within the family. They are also now available for 1901, but because of the 100-
year‖closure‖rule‖the‖1901‖census‖enumerators’‖books‖were‖not‖available‖when‖we‖began‖this‖research.‖ 

24 See‖ S.‖Dewhurst‖ ‖ and‖A.‖Hinde,‖ ‘Age at baptism in rural Hampshire in the second half of the nineteenth 
century’,‖Local Population Studies, 57 (1996), 72–5. 
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produced data from which we could derive a period of observation during each decade 

for each person which began either with birth or with the initial census, and ended either 

with death, or the subsequent census, or with the assumed date of out-migration. For the 

census to census linkage, the date of out-migration was assumed to be three years after 

the date of the initial census.25 For the birth to census linkage, the date of out-migration 

was assumed to be half-way between the date of birth and the date of the subsequent 

census. This period of observation was then subdivided into shorter spells, each 

corresponding to time spent in one of the age groups used in the investigation, which 

were: under 1 year, 1–4 years last birthday, 5–9 years last birthday, five-year age groups 

up to 85–89 years last birthday, and 90 years and over.  

To illustrate this, consider a baby born on 1 January 1856, who was enumerated in the 

1861 census (taken on 7 April). During the decade 1851–1861 this child will contribute 12 

months‖exposure‖in‖the‖age‖group‖‘under‖1‖year’‖(the‖period‖from‖1‖January‖1856‖until‖1‖

January 1857), four years of exposure in the age-group‖‘1–-4‖years‖last‖birthday’‖(from‖1‖

January‖1857‖until‖ 1‖ January‖1861)‖and‖about‖ three‖months‖ in‖ the‖age‖group‖ ‘5-9 years 

last‖birthday’‖(from‖1‖January‖1861‖until‖7‖April‖1861). 

The record linkage, and hence the calculation of the periods of observation for each person, 

were carried out separately for each decade. In order to increase the number of person-

years exposed to risk in each age group, the resulting data were pooled across the four 

decades from 1851–1891. This effectively produces, for each person who lived in the parish 

during the 40-year period between 1851 and 1891, a series of spells of observation classified 

by age, and corresponding to the periods he or she spent in the parish. It does, however, 

miss certain spells of observation. Persons who in-migrated are not observed until the first 

census after their in-migration. It follows that those who in-migrated and then died before 

the next census are not observed at all; neither are the unknown number of persons who in-

migrated and then out-migrated before the next census. Each of these omissions will impart 

some bias to the estimates of the ASDRs, though the biases will probably be small, and will 

cancel out to some extent.26 A more comprehensive record linkage exercise which 

considered the whole 40-year period at the same time could in principle allow the 

incorporation of some of the omitted spells, though at a considerable cost in time and effort.  

25 We used three years after the date of the initial census rather than five years (half way between the two 
censuses) for two reasons. First, those whose observation is terminated by out-migration rather than death are 
known to have out-migrated before their death, which means that their true dates of out-migration will tend 
to be shifted to an earlier period within the decade. Second, the assumption of a constant rate of out-migration 
per unit of time among those enumerated at the initial census and still living in the parish at any subsequent 
time leads to an expected duration until out-migration of less than five years. Note that out-migration from 
the‖area‖was‖quite‖common,‖even‖among‖stone‖workers,‖who‖tended‖to‖‘follow‖the‖tools’‖and‖move‖to‖work‖in‖
areas‖where‖Purbeck‖stone‖was‖being‖used‖in‖building‖(see‖Edgar‖and‖Hinde,‖‘Stone‖workers’). 

26 The omission of the period exposed to risk among in-migrants before the census after their date of in-
migration will result in the ASDRs being over-estimated, because none of the relevant persons can have 
died during the omitted exposed to risk period. On the other hand, the omission of the exposed to risk 
period for those who in-migrated and died before the subsequent census will result in the ASDRs being 
under-estimated. 
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Once the length of time each person in the data set was exposed to risk in each age group 

has been calculated, these figures are summed to give the total exposed to risk for the 

relevant age group. The ASDRs are then estimated by dividing the observed number of 

deaths in each age group by the total exposed to risk in the corresponding age group.  

The record linkage exercise, and hence the estimation of the ASDRs, was carried out 

separately for the parishes of Langton Matravers and Swanage. Once the ASDRs were 

obtained for all age groups, they were used to estimate the expectation of life at birth by 

calculating a life table.27   

Results 

We begin the presentation of the results by comparing the estimated expectations of 

life at birth in the two parishes of Langton Matravers and Swanage with those 

calculated using aggregate civil registration data on deaths for the Wareham 

registration district in which the Isle of Purbeck is located. The registration district 

(RD) is the smallest geographical area for which aggregate data on deaths classified by 

age and sex are published, and hence for which expectations of life at birth can be 

estimated. Wareham RD included the whole of the Isle of Purbeck, together with an 

additional section of the county of Dorset to the north of Purbeck, surrounding the 

27 The method used to estimate the life table is described in A. Hinde, Demographic methods (London, 1998), 30–4. 

Table 2 Expectations of life at birth in Wareham registration district (RD) compared with the 
parishes of Langton Matravers and Swanage  

Source:  Wareham RD figures calculated from data in the decennial Supplements to the Registrar Gen-

eral’s Annual reports. See R. Woods, Causes of death in England and Wales, 1851–60 to 1891–

1900: the decennial supplements [computer file] (Colchester, UK Data Archive [distributor], 1997), 

SN 3552. This is available from the UK Data Archive at the University of Essex (www.data-

archive.ac.uk).  

Note:  For the decade 1871–1881, deaths were not tabulated separately for males and females for the 

Wareham registration district. The data for Langton Maltravers and Swanage are pooled results 

for 1851–1891 

Decade Expectation of life at birth 

 Wareham RD Langton Matravers  Swanage 

 
51.8 

 
56.0 

Both sexes  
1851–1861 47.1 
1861–1871 50.2 
1871–1881 52.0 
1881–1891 52.9 
Males       
1851–1861 47.0 

49.8 53.9 
1861–1871 49.1 
1871–1881   – 
1881–1891 51.5 

Females       
1851–1861 47.3 

53.6 57.6 
1861–1871 51.4 
1871–1881   – 
1881–1891 54.3 
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market town of Wareham. During the decades between 1851 and 1891, the expectation 

of life in the Wareham RD rose from 47 years to 53 years for the sexes combined and 

males lived on average for two or three years less than females (see Table 2). The 

pooled results for the 40-year period between 1851 and 1891 for the parish of Langton 

Matravers are very close to the average expectation of life in Wareham RD for both 

males and females. For Swanage, by contrast, the estimated expectations of life at birth 

are higher than those in the Wareham RD. It seems unlikely that mortality was lower in 

Swanage than in Langton Matravers. More probably, the less complete registration of 

burials in Swanage has led to the omission of a proportion of deaths, a downward bias 

in the estimated ASDRs, and hence an upward bias in the expectation of life. In 

Langton Matravers, where we tentatively concluded that the burial register probably 

contained an almost complete record of deaths, the congruence with the RD figures is 

reassuring. The main conclusion to draw from these results for the expectation of life at 

birth is that there is no evidence that overall mortality in the two stone parishes was 

higher than that in the Wareham RD as a whole.  

In Swanage, the population is large enough to make it possible to estimate life tables 

separately for stone workers and others. We have chosen to compare stone workers with 

those‖ engaged‖ in‖ other‖ manual‖ occupations‖ (that‖ is,‖ excluding‖ ‘middle‖ class’‖

occupations). As expected, the expectation of life at birth for both stone workers and those 

engaged in manual occupations was lower than that in the population as a whole (see Table 

3). Stone workers also had slightly higher mortality than other manual workers. However, 

the main difference between stone workers and others was in the greater differential 

between males and females. The wives and daughters of stone workers could expect to live 

an average of almost ten years longer than males, whereas the sex differential in the 

expectation of life at birth was only 5.5 years for other manual workers. The main reason for 

the difference was the higher mortality of male members of the stone working population, 

whose expectation of life at birth was just under 48 years. 

Stone-working was certainly considered to be a dangerous occupation, and there are 

several entries in the parish burial registers for both Swanage and Langton Matravers 

indicating‖that‖individual‖deaths‖were‖the‖result‖of‖accidents‖in‖the‖stone‖‘mines’.‖So‖was‖

this excess male mortality among the stone workers in Swanage the result of the 

  Expectation of life at birth  

  Whole population Stone workers ‘Non-stone’ manual 

workers  

Both sexes 56.0 52.9 54.2 

Males 53.9 47.9 51.3 

Females 57.6 57.8 56.8 

Table 3  Expectations of life at birth for stone workers and others in Swanage, 1851–1891 

Note:  ‘Non-stone’ manual workers included all other occupied persons except for professionals, farmers, 

those engaged in occupations requiring educational qualifications, and those in trades and crafts 

who were employers.  
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Source:  Wareham RD figures calculated from data in the decennial Supplements to the Registrar 

General’s Annual reports. See R. Woods, Causes of death in England and Wales, 1851–60 to 

1891–1900: the decennial supplements [computer file] (Colchester, UK Data Archive [distributor], 

1997), SN 3552. This is available from the UK Data Archive at the University of Essex (www.data-

archive.ac.uk).  

Notes: For the decade 1851–1861 the mean population at ages under one year was not given in the 

Registrar General’s data, so infant mortality rates could not be estimated. For the decade 1871–

1881, deaths were not tabulated separately for males and females. 

hazardous nature of work in the stone quarries? To answer this question we used the 

occupation-specific life tables for Swanage to estimate the probability that a male alive at 

age 15 years would still be alive on his 50th birthday. If work in the stone quarries was 

especially hazardous, we should expect this probability to be lower for stone workers 

than for other occupations. It turns out that this is not the case. The chance of survival 

from age 15 to age 50 years for men was identical for stone workers and other manual 

workers at 79 per cent, and very similar to that for the population as a whole (78 per 

cent). Despite the contemporary perception that stone working was a dangerous 

occupation, therefore, adult male mortality among stone workers was no higher than that 

in the population as a whole. 

We now turn to the analysis of infant and child mortality. Consider first infant mortality. 

In the Wareham RD between 1861 and 1891 just over one in ten children born failed to 

survive until their first birthday (see Table 4). According to the results for the two stone 

parishes, infant mortality in Langton Matravers was rather higher than that in the 

Wareham RD and that in Swanage rather lower, but we must again interpret the Swanage 

figures with caution because of the likely omission of deaths from the burial register. The 

most striking finding emerges, however, when we estimate the infant mortality rate 

separately for the offspring of stone workers in Swanage. As Table 4 shows, infant 

mortality among all the children of stone workers is 129 per thousand, more than one third 

higher‖ than‖ that‖ among‖ the‖ town’s‖ population‖ as‖ a‖ whole.28 This excess mortality, 

however, is concentrated entirely among males, where the infant mortality rate is 173 per 

Population and period Infant mortality rate (per thousand) 

  Both sexes Males Females 

Wareham RD       

1861–1871 106 122  89 

1871–1881 102 – – 

1881–1891 101 111  90 

Langton Matravers 1851–1891  116 120 112 

Swanage 1851–1891 92 102   83 

Children of stone workers in Swanage  129 173  85 

Children of ‘non-stone’ manual workers in Swanage  89  76 102 

Table 4 Infant mortality (deaths under 1 year per 1,000 live births): Wareham registration district 
(RD) and the two stone parishes compared 

28 This infant mortality rate is expressed in deaths per thousand births and is not the same as the age-specific death 
rate (ASDR) for those under one year which is estimated by dividing deaths by the total exposed to risk. In 
Swanage the ASDR for the children of stone workers was 0.138 and this is converted to an infant mortality rate 
(IMR) using the formula IMR = 1 – exp(–ASDR). Therefore in this case we have IMR = 1 – exp(–0.138) = 0.129. 
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thousand. For child mortality (that is, deaths at ages 1-5 years per 1,000 survivors to exact 

age 1 year), a rather similar pattern emerges. The death rate in this age group is lower in 

the two Purbeck parishes than in the Wareham RD as a whole (see Table 5), but is once 

again higher in Langton Matravers than in Swanage. Among the children of stone workers 

in Swanage, rates are substantially higher than among the whole population of that parish, 

and‖ notably‖ the‖ children‖ of‖ ‘non-stone’‖ manual‖ workers.‖Male‖ mortality‖ is‖ 50‖ per‖ cent‖

higher than that of females (69 per thousand compared with 46 per thousand). The reason 

for the excess mortality of male stone workers in Swanage seems to be clear: the sons of 

stone workers have much higher mortality in infancy and childhood than do boys in the 

population as a whole or, indeed, the daughters of stone workers. 

The question arises as to whether the difference between the mortality of male children of 

stone workers and other male children is statistically significant. We can estimate 95 per 

cent confidence intervals around the estimates of infant and child mortality among stone 

workers’‖ sons‖and‖ the‖sons‖of‖ ‘non-stone’‖manual‖workers.29 For infant mortality, these 

are 125–217 deaths per thousand births for the sons of stone workers, and 37–114 for the 

sons‖ of‖ ‘non-stone’‖manual‖workers.‖ Since‖ these‖ do‖ not‖ overlap,‖we‖ conclude‖ that‖ the‖

Table 5 Child mortality (deaths under 5 years per 1,000 survivors to exact age 1 year): Wareham 
registration district (RD) and the two stone parishes compared 

Source:  Wareham RD figures calculated from data in the decennial Supplements to the Registrar 

General’s Annual reports. See R. Woods, Causes of death in England and Wales, 1851–60 to 

1891–1900: the decennial supplements [computer file] (Colchester, UK Data Archive [distributor], 

1997), SN 3552. This is available from the UK Data Archive at the University of Essex (www.data-

archive.ac.uk).  

Notes:  For the decade 1851–1861 the mean population at ages 1–5 years was not given in the Registrar 

General’s data, so death rates specific to this age group could not be estimated. For the decade 

1871-1881, deaths were not tabulated separately for males and females.  

29 The 95 per cent confidence intervals for the ASDRs are estimated by adding and subtracting 1.96 times the 
square root of the variance to the estimated ASDR. The variance may be estimated as the ASDR divided by 
the total exposed to risk. Thus, for example, in the age group under one year in Swanage,  among the sons 
of stone workers there were 44 deaths and a total exposed to risk of 232.66 years. The estimated ASDR for 
boys was therefore equal to 44/232.66 = 0.189. The variance of this estimate is equal to 0.189/232.66 = 
0.000813, and the 95 per cent confidence interval therefore ranges from 189 – (1.96‖x‖√0.000813)‖to‖0.189‖+‖
(1.96‖x‖√0.000813).‖Evaluating‖these‖quantities‖gives‖a‖95‖per‖cent‖confidence‖interval‖for‖the‖ASDR‖of‖0.133‖
to 0.244. This then needs to be converted into a 95 per cent confidence interval for the infant mortality rate 
(deaths per thousand births). An ASDR of 0.133 produces an infant mortality rate of 1 – exp(–0.133) = 0.125, 
and an ASDR of 0.244 an infant mortality rate of 1 – exp(–0.244) = 0.217, giving a 95 per cent confidence 
interval for the infant mortality rate of 0.125 to 0.217 or 125–217 deaths per thousand births. 

Population and period Child mortality rate (per thousand) 
  Both sexes Males Females 

Wareham RD       

1861–1871 74 76 72 
1871–1881  –  – 62 
1881–1891 60 68 52 
Langton Matravers 1851–1891 52 59 45 
Swanage 1851–1891 39 39 39 
Children of stone workers in Swanage 57 69 46 
Children of ‘non-stone’ manual workers in Swanage 33 21 47 
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difference between the infant mortality of male children between these two groups is 

statistically significant. The 95 per cent confidence intervals for the number of deaths 

before exact age five years per thousand survivors to exact age one year is 39–99 for the 

sons of stone workers and 4–39‖ for‖ the‖ sons‖of‖ ‘non-stone’‖manual‖workers:‖ again,‖ the‖

lack of overlap suggests a statistically significant difference. 

Discussion and conclusion 

In this paper we have shown that using nominative record linkage of data from the 

nineteenth-century‖census‖enumerators’‖books‖of‖England‖and‖Wales‖and‖the‖Church‖of‖

England baptism and burial registers, it is possible to derive estimates of occupational 

mortality differentials for local areas. Record linkage is laborious, most of the time being 

spent in gathering the data and performing the initial linkage exercise. Once a linked data 

set is available, the task of calculating the correct population exposed to risk and 

estimating the relevant age-specific death rates is relatively quick.30 

The substantive results of our investigation are surprising and rather puzzling. Unlike 

miners elsewhere in England and Wales, the stone quarriers of Purbeck (and we should 

remember‖that‖the‖stone‖quarries‖were,‖to‖all‖intents‖and‖purposes,‖stone‖‘mines’)‖did‖not‖

apparently experience heavier mortality on account of occupational hazards. Instead, the 

outstanding feature of their mortality was the high death rate among male infants and 

young children. There are various possible explanations of this, but many of them can be 

ruled out quite simply. For example, demographers in areas of the developing world 

often refer to deliberate differences in the care and attention given to male and female 

children. Normally, this is related to a preference for sons over daughters, and is cited as 

an explanation of high female mortality relative to that of males. Among the stone 

workers of Purbeck, though, the opposite preference would be needed, as it is the death 

rate among boys which is excessive. There is, however, no reason to suppose that the 

stone workers preferred daughters to sons, and evidence of such differential treatment of 

male and female offspring in nineteenth century England is almost entirely lacking.31   

Second, there might have been selective under-registration of female child burials. If this 

was the case, though, it would seem that it was confined to the children of stone workers, 

as among the children of other working-class groups, reported female mortality was 

higher than that of males (see Tables 4 and 5). Another possibility is that genetic factors 

may have been responsible, since the stone workers were descended down the male line 

from a rather small number of individuals. However, most life-threatening genetic 

disorders which affect males (such as haemophilia) are passed to sons through their 

mothers and, as we have seen, the mothers of stone workers—at least in the parish of 

30 We used the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) and an Excel spreadsheet for the calculations. 

31 For‖a‖good‖summary‖of‖this‖issue‖see‖B.‖Harris,‖‘Gender,‖health‖and‖welfare‖in‖England‖and‖Wales‖during‖
industrialisation’,‖Research in Economic History, 21 (2008), 157–204. The stone workers of Purbeck are likely 
to have preferred sons to daughters, if anything, because sons could work in the family stone quarry. 
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Langton Matravers—were not drawn from a closed population. It is possible that in the 

parish of Swanage, which is where the evidence for excess male infant and child 

mortality is clearest, there was a tendency for in-marriage within the stone working 

population, and we have not yet analysed the occupational information in the Swanage 

marriage register to test this.32 Although the fathers of stone workers were descended 

through many generations from rather a small number of men, few genetic disorders are 

passed down through the male line (those few disorders which are caused by Y-

chromosome defects, which clearly only affect males, are mainly related to male 

infertility, and as such are not life-threatening).   

It is also possible that the ways in which infants and children were cared for had a 

differential impact on the well-being of boys and girls—perhaps if the wives of the stone 

workers were also working in the family business. However, the evidence we have from 

contemporary accounts of the lives of stone workers and their families suggests that 

stone‖ quarrying‖ was‖ men’s‖ work,‖ and‖ that‖ the‖ wives‖ of‖ stone‖ workers‖ did‖ not‖ have‖

unusual working patterns which might have led, for example, to the feeding of their 

infants being interrupted. 

A final potential explanation is that baby boys were more susceptible to lung problems 

than were baby girls, and the environmental pollution associated with the stone 

quarries might have extended to the homes of the stone workers, most of which were 

located close to the quarries.33 This possibility can be investigated in a little more detail.  

Data on the number of deaths by age, sex and cause were published by the Registar 

General of England and Wales for the 1850s and 1860s. The data are arranged on the 

basis of registration districts (RDs), of which there were more than 600 in the country. 

These data have been rendered machine readable by Robert Woods, and are available 

from the United Kingdom Data Archive at the University of Essex.34 As mentioned 

earlier, the Isle of Purbeck was located within the Wareham RD, and in this RD during 

the 1850s and 1860s there were 149 deaths from diseases of the lungs to boys aged under 

five years, compared with only 86 to girls of the same age, the number of male deaths 

being, therefore, 73 per cent greater than that of females.35 In the neighbouring RD of 

Dorchester (which was in many respects environmentally similar to Wareham but did 

not have a stone industry) during the same two decades the numbers of deaths from 

lung diseases to boys and girls aged under five years were 293 and 232 respectively, a 

32 It would, however, be surprising if the behaviour of stone workers in Swanage was different from that in 
Langton Matravers, as there was a good deal of contact between the parishes and the stone industry was 
effectively a single organisation. 

33 We would like to thank Alysa Levene for suggesting this possibility to us. 

34 R. Woods, Causes of death in England and Wales, 1851–-60 to 1891–1900: the decennial supplements [computer 
file] (Colchester, UK Data Archive [distributor], 1997), SN 3552. This is available from the UK Data Archive 
at the University of Essex (www.data-archive.ac.uk). 

35 Woods, Causes of death. The same analysis cannot be carried out for the 1870s and 1880s because the 
Registrar‖General’s‖age- and cause-specific data were not tabulated separately for males and females. The 
excess male mortality was concentrated mainly at ages under two years. 

http://www.data-archive.ac.uk
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male excess of only 26 per cent.36 This Dorchester excess is very similar to that in the 

south west of England as a whole, where in the 1860s the total number of male deaths at 

ages under five years from lung diseases was only 28 per cent greater than that of 

females.37 If we confine our attention to infants, in Wareham RD the number of deaths 

from lung diseases among boys in the 1850s and 1860s was 133 per cent of that among 

girls, and the corresponding figure for Dorchester RD was 48 per cent. This compares 

with an excess in the 1860s in the south west of England as a whole of 44 per cent. 

Again, it is the Wareham RD that stands out as exceptional.38 Although we cannot link 

the  large excess mortality from lung diseases among males relative to females in the 

Wareham‖RD‖specifically‖to‖the‖children‖of‖Purbeck’s‖stone‖workers,‖the‖evidence‖does‖

suggest that there may have been something unusual about the sex ratio of deaths from 

lung diseases among infants and young children in the Purbeck area, and this could 

well have been linked to the stone among boys in the 1850s and 1860s was 133 per cent 

of that among girls, and the corresponding figure for Dorchester RD was 48 per cent. 

This compares with an excess in the 1860s in the south west of England as a whole of 44 

per cent. Again, it is the Wareham RD that stands out as exceptional. Although we 

cannot link the  large excess mortality from lung diseases among males relative to 

females‖in‖the‖Wareham‖RD‖specifically‖to‖the‖children‖of‖Purbeck’s‖stone‖workers,‖the‖

evidence does suggest that there may have been something unusual about the sex ratio 

of  deaths from lung diseases among infants and young children in the Purbeck area, 

and this could well have been linked to the stone industry.  

36 Woods, Causes of death. 

37 Woods, Causes of death.‖The‖‘south‖west‖of‖England’‖here‖includes‖the‖counties‖of‖Wiltshire,‖Dorset,‖Devon,‖
Cornwall and Somerset. 

38 Note that the population sex ratio in the Wareham RD was not very different from that in Dorchester RD or 
in the south-western counties. During the 1850 and 1860s there were 99 boys for every 100 girls aged under 
five years in Wareham RD, and 104 boys for every 100 girls aged under five years in Dorchester RD 
(Woods, Causes of death). The differential between the two RDs in the sex ratio of the mortality rates from 
diseases of the lungs is, therefore, even greater than that in the sex ratio of numbers of deaths. 
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Victorian and Edwardian almspeople:  

Doughty’s Hospital, Norwich, 1837–1911 

Nigel Goose 

Introduction 

The‖English‖almshouse‖is‖a‖sadly‖ignored‖facet‖of‖the‖‘mixed‖economy‖of‖welfare’‖that‖has‖

been a feature of English history since at least the sixteenth century. Those familiar with 

popular publications on the topic, or with an interest in architectural features of the 

almshouse, might find such a statement surprising. But if we look beyond publications of 

this type, which are often dominated by photographs and bereft of serious historical 

context, it is hard to find much in the way of detailed, academic study of these 

institutions, despite their physical presence in both urban and rural communities to this 

day, and the continued vitality of the almshouse movement.1  

In the last issue of LPS, Clive Leivers introduced the Family and Community Historical 

Research‖Society’s‖Almshouse‖Project,‖and‖provided‖a‖valuable‖comparison‖of‖the‖occupants‖

of almshouses and workhouses for the county of Derbyshire from 1851 to 1901 using the 

census‖ enumerators’‖ books‖ (CEBs).‖ The‖ present‖ study,‖ which‖ arose‖ from‖ a‖ Knowledge‖

Transfer Partnership between the University of Hertfordshire and Norwich Consolidated 

Charities, is more modest in its scope, and employs information from extant admissions 

information‖ recorded‖ in‖ the‖ charity’s‖ minute‖ books‖ and‖ the‖ CEBs‖ to‖ shed‖ light‖ on‖ the‖

changing‖ composition‖of‖ almshouse‖ residents‖ at‖Doughty’s‖Hospital‖ in‖Norwich‖between‖

1 The paucity of published work becomes clearer when one contrasts that available on philanthropy in 
general and almshouses in particular with the extensive historiography on the Old and New Poor Law. 
Some of the better general books on almshouses include: B. Bailey, Almshouses (London, 1988); B. Howson, 
Houses of noble poverty. A history of the English almshouse (Sunbury-on-Thames, 1993); idem, Almshouses. A 
social and architectural history (Stroud, 2008). A valuable county survey is H. Caffrey, Almshouses in the West 
Riding of Yorkshire 1600 –1900 (King’s‖Lynn,‖2006).‖The‖medieval‖period‖is‖better‖served:‖see,‖for‖example,‖N.‖
Orme and M. Webster, The English hospital 1070–1570 (New Haven and London, 1995) and S. Sweetinburgh, 
The role of the hospital in medieval England. Gift-giving and the spiritual economy (Dublin, 2004). One of the best 
institutional studies is still J. Imray, The charity of Richard Whittington. A history of the trust administered by the 
Mercers’ Company 1424–1966 (London,‖ 1968).‖ For‖ a‖ recent‖ general‖ discussion‖ see‖N.‖ Goose,‖ ‘The‖ English‖
almshouse‖and‖the‖mixed‖economy‖of‖welfare:‖medieval‖to‖modern’,‖The Local Historian, 40(1) (2010), 3–19. 
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1837 and 1911, an almshouse established by the will of William Doughty, gentleman, in 

1687.2 These sources, which in theory should have been systematically compiled but in 

practice were frequently less than comprehensive, have been supplemented by further 

qualitative evidence gleaned from the almshouse minute books and related documentation. 

As such, this article is designed to shed further light upon almshouses and their occupants 

in the Victorian and Edwardian periods, to show how even a study of a single institution 

can make a worthwhile contribution to the history of philanthropy, and to encourage other 

local historians to conduct similar research of this kind. 

Victorian admissions data 

Doughty’s‖ Hospital,‖ which‖ is‖ described‖ by‖ its‖ founder‖ variously‖ as‖ a‖ ‘hospital’,‖ an‖

‘almshouse’‖ and‖ a‖ ‘hospital‖ or‖ almshouse’,‖ was‖ established‖with‖ a‖ generous‖ legacy‖ of‖

2 I am grateful to Knowledge Partners East of England for funding the KEEP3 project from which this article 
arises. 

Figure 1  Doughty’s Hospital, Norwich, 2009 

Note:  The original structure was single storey, William Doughty specifying in his will that there should be 

‘no chambers above it’. The second floor which is pictured here was added in 1868–9 in order to 

create more spacious accommodation for the residents. 

(Photograph: Joyce Hopwood, 2009) 
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£6,000, £600 of which was to be used for the building of a courtyard of 32 tenements in 

Norwich, the remainder to buy land to provide an endowment for the continued upkeep 

of the buildings and the payment of allowances to the inmates and its master. It was 

operational from an unknown date in the 1690s, and was initially designed to provide 

accommodation for 24 elderly men and 8 elderly women, defined as those aged at least 

60, who found themselves in poverty in the later years of their lives.3 Until the reform of 

municipal corporations in 1835, almspeople were appointed by the aldermen of Norwich 

through a process of rotational nomination. In that year this system, which was deemed 

open to political abuse, was replaced by nomination by individual trustees, while further 

reforms in the 1880s and 1890s required, first, systematic enquiry into applicants 

conditions by an independent officer and, subsequently, application via newspaper 

advertisements and joint election by the hospital trustees.4 

No systematic information survives on its eighteenth or early nineteenth-century 

residents,‖but‖after‖the‖passage‖of‖the‖Municipal‖Corporations‖Act‖in‖1835‖Doughty’s‖was‖

administered‖ by‖ a‖ new‖group‖ of‖ trustees,‖ and‖ formed‖part‖ of‖ that‖ group‖ of‖Norwich’s‖

charitable institutions known as the General List. Shortly after this date the clerk of the 

General‖ List‖ recorded‖ the‖ appointment‖ of‖ each‖ inmate‖ in‖ the‖ charity’s‖ minute‖ books,‖

although the amount of information recorded fluctuated through time. Sometimes the 

clerk‖would‖record‖the‖applicant’s‖name,‖age‖and‖marital‖status,‖but‖at‖other‖times‖only‖

the name of the new resident was entered. Between May 1837 and December 1897, 248 

inmates‖were‖admitted‖to‖Doughty’s‖Hospital. Of those admitted 162 were men and 86 

were women. Ages were recorded for just 142 of the 248 applicants: the average age on 

entry into the almshouse was 71 years, the ages of men and women being identical.5  

Between 1844 and 1890 the former occupations of some of the new residents were also 

recorded and these give an insight into the occupations and hence social status of people 

admitted to the hospital. During this 46-year period 135 men and 65 women were elected. 

Unfortunately, only two of the women admitted had their former occupation recorded: 

on 30 June 1890, Jane Leech was listed as a second-hand clothes dealer while Sarah 

Gibson was identified as a nurse. Of the 135 men admitted, 52 had their former 

occupations‖ recorded‖ in‖ the‖ charity’s‖minute‖ books.6 Of these, 11 were involved in the 

manufacture of cloth, including eight former weavers, one former worsted weaver, one 

former dyer, and one former comber. The City of Norwich had been a centre for the 

3 Norfolk Record Office (hereafter NRO), Case 20f/14 William Doughty's Will, 25 April 1687. A full history of 
Doughty’s‖Hospital‖will‖be‖published‖by‖the‖University‖of‖Hertfordshire‖Press‖in‖September‖2010:‖N.‖Goose‖
and L. Moden, A history of Doughty’s Hospital, Norwich, 1687–2009 (forthcoming, Hatfield, 2010). 

4 A Digest of the Evidence Taken Before Two of his Majesty’s Municipal Corporation Commissioners at the Guildhall 
in the City of Norwich on Monday 25th Day of November 1833 and twenty one following days with an appendix 
(Matchett and Co: Norwich, 1834), pp. 170–1; NRO, N/CCH 113, 26 November 1884; 17 May 1893. 

5 Not all applicants knew their ages, and some clerks failed to record ages regularly: NRO, N/CCH 110, 29 
March 1848–28 September 1859. 

6 NRO, N/CCH 110, 29 March 1848–28 September 1859. 
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manufacture of textiles, especially worsted cloth, for many centuries, and although the 

industry had been in slow decline in the area since the late eighteenth century it 

remained a significant employer down to the middle of the nineteenth century.7  

Seven of the men admitted to the hospital between 1844 and 1890 were former 

shoemakers and one was a former shoe mender. The shoe trade had come to rival cloth 

production in Norwich by the mid nineteenth century, with factories such as James 

Southall and Co. and Haldenstein & Sons employing large numbers of hands, both male 

and female.8 To‖ a‖ large‖ extent,‖ therefore,‖ the‖ occupations‖ of‖ Doughty’s‖ male‖ inmates‖

reflected the occupational structure of the city. The majority of these new residents—34 

out of the 52 whose occupations are known—were skilled tradesmen, including a cabinet 

maker, a glazier, a tin plate worker and three former coopers. There were also a small 

number of men who had earned their living from working the land, including two 

gardeners, a farmer and a labourer. In addition to this, a few of the inmates had worked 

in‖ positions‖ requiring‖ a‖ high‖ level‖ of‖ literacy,‖ for‖ example‖ a‖ lawyer’s‖ clerk‖ and‖ a‖ land‖

surveyor. This occupational information thus suggests that a wide range of applicants 

were admitted to the hospital, but also seems to indicate that they were not generally 

drawn from the very lowest socio-occupational groups.9  

Census enumerators’ books 

Further‖ information‖ on‖ the‖ profile‖ of‖Doughty’s‖ residents‖ is‖ provided‖ in‖ the‖ decennial‖

census returns, available from 1841 through to 1911, and the results of an analysis of 

these‖ is‖ presented‖ in‖ Table‖ 1.‖ Tracing‖ Doughty’s‖ Hospital‖ in‖ the‖ census‖ is‖ less‖

straightforward than one might expect. In 1841 the whole institution is listed together, 

and its inhabitants are easy to reconstruct. From 1851, however, the main part of the 

hospital‖is‖included‖in‖the‖census‖return‖for‖St‖Saviour’s‖parish,‖but‖another‖ten‖units‖are‖

included in a quite different part of the census under the parish of St George Colegate, 

and hence both portions need to be consulted to get a complete picture. This practice 

continued in each census up to and including 1901, although by this date only two 

almsmen (in each case with their wives) were recorded in the latter parish. 

We‖can‖immediately‖see‖from‖Table‖1‖that‖despite‖the‖fact‖that‖Doughty’s‖faced‖financial‖

difficulties as a result of building work undertaken in 1868–9, which was in turn 

exacerbated‖ by‖ the‖ impact‖ upon‖Doughty’s‖ rents‖ of‖ the‖ agricultural‖ depression‖which‖

began in the 1870s, overall numbers held up fairly well until the 1880s.10 The number of 

places available had expanded from the original 32, due to small eighteenth and early 

7 R. Wilson,‖ ‘The‖ textile‖industry’‖and‖C.‖Clark,‖ ‘Work‖and‖employment’,‖ in‖C.‖Rawcliffe‖and‖R.‖Wilson‖eds, 
Norwich Since 1550 (London, 2004), 230–41, 385–8; M.F. Lloyd Prichard, ‘The decline of Norwich’,‖Economic 
History Review, 3 (1950-51), 371–7. 

8 Clark,‖‘Work‖and‖employment’,‖390-1, 394. 

9 NRO, N/CCH 110, 29 March 1848–28 September 1859.  

10 NRO, N/CCH 111, 21 February 1868: 4 June 1868; 10 June 1868; 23 March 1869; 6 April 1869; N/CCH 113, 23 
June 1881; 19 December 1882. 
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nineteenth-century extensions, and had reached 42 by 1847, so that at these snapshots 

provided by the decennial censuses (which, of course, counted the number of inhabitants 

on‖one‖night‖of‖the‖year‖only)‖Doughty’s‖was‖operating‖close‖to,‖but‖not‖at,‖full‖capacity.‖

Uninhabited dwellings were supposed to be identified by the census enumerators, but 

none are apparent in the return for 1851, even thought the almshouse was not quite full. 

In 1861, however, three units (identified as numbers 8, 12 and 14) were empty, which 

with the 39 resident inmates makes up the total number to 42. Similarly in 1871 five of the 

44 units that are identified were uninhabited (numbers 33, 35, 36, 39 and 42), all of them 

in the part of the hospital situated in the parish of St George Colegate, and, as the two 

hospital nurses occupied a tenement each, with the 37 almspeople this again completes 

the requisite number. Even the seven-year embargo on new inmates that was imposed 

between 1877 and 1884 to deal with the financial crisis had a relatively limited impact on 

the figures in Table 1, for the 36 almsfolk resident in that year only suggests a shortfall of 

six‖(allowing‖for‖the‖nurses’‖accommodation),‖although‖it‖is‖noticeable‖that‖the‖number‖of‖

resident relatives fell by half, possibly a reflection of cost-cutting measures.11  

Doughty’s‖ attempted‖ to‖ resolve‖ its‖ financial‖ difficulties‖ by‖ applying‖ to‖ the‖ Charity‖

Commissioners for permission to use the income of two Norwich loan charities—Luke 

Fisher’s‖and‖Cocke’s—for‖ the‖benefit‖of‖Doughty’s‖Hospital.‖This‖allowed‖the‖ trustees‖ to‖

elect four new residents from the parish of St John de Sepulchre in November 1884, and 

11 Unfortunately, no information on uninhabited units is provided in any of the census returns after 1871. 

 Table 1 The demographic profile of Doughty’s almspeople, 1841–1911    

Sources: 1841 Census: HO107/791, book:1; Civil Parish:St Saviour; County:Norfolk; Enumeration District: 

Doughty’s Hospital: folio 41, p. 2; 1851 Census: HO107/1813, folio 92, pp. 15–17; HO107/1812, 

folio 315, p. 42; 1861 Census: RG9/1212, folio 90, pp. 27-28; RG9/1211, folio 14, p. 23; 1871 

Census: RG10/1809, folio 86, pp. 23–24; 1881 Census: RG11/1939, folio 83, pp. 27-29; 1891 

Census: RG12/1520, folio 116, pp. 18–19;1901 Census: RG13/1836, folio 51, pp. 2–3; 1911 

Census: RG78/613, RD225 SD1 ED5 SN28. The 1911 census was not governed by the 100 

years rule, and hence a redacted version has been made available online ahead of the usual 

scheduled release date. 

Notes:  Marital status is not given in the 1841 census; in 1911 the marital status of one individual is 

unspecified. 

Date Number of almspeople Resident 

relatives 

Marital status Age 

 Total Male Female  Married Widowed Single Average Range 

1841 36 28 8 7 – – – 73 63–87 

1851 37 26 11 9 11 17 9 75 65–92 

1861 39 26 13 14 14 21 4 74 63–89 

1871 37 21 16 14 16 18 3 77 67–85 

1881 36 20 16 7 10 24 2 76 69–87 

1891 30 19 11 7 9 15 6 77 69–91 

1901 29 14 15 10 9 18 2 76 66–91 

1911 35 12 23 6 6 23 5 76 65–84 
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each was paid for by an annual sum of £24 from the two loan charities.12 In 1892 and 1897 

respectively,‖agreement‖was‖reached‖between‖Doughty’s‖on‖the‖one‖hand,‖and‖the‖Town‖

Close Estate and two local friendly societies on the other, by which the latter organisations 

paid an annual fee to sponsor and elect a dozen almshouse residents between them. These 

agreements, all endorsed by the Charity Commissioners, appear to have resolved 

Doughty’s‖ financial‖ difficulties,‖ at‖ least‖ for‖ the‖ immediate‖ future.13 Despite these 

agreements,‖ the‖ year‖ 1901‖ represents‖ the‖ nadir‖ of‖ Doughty’s‖ fortunes‖ in‖ terms‖ of‖ the‖

number of residents shown in the census. Even if two units are allocated to the one nurse 

listed and the laundress, this would still leave 12 of the 44 tenements unoccupied. Numbers 

recovered once again at the start of the twentieth century, however, no doubt assisted by 

the new relationships forged in the previous decade, although there was a reduction in 

resident married couples to its lowest ever ebb by 1911, when just six were present.  

The‖ range‖of‖ relatives‖present‖at‖Doughty’s‖also‖narrowed‖over‖ time,‖while‖ the‖way‖ in‖

which spouses were described changed also. In 1841 seven spouses are listed at the 

bottom‖of‖ the‖ return‖as‖ ‘Lodgers‖ in‖ the‖Hospital’:‖ that‖ they‖were‖wives‖or‖husbands‖of‖

almshouse appointees has to be inferred from their surnames. In 1851 six of the eight 

spouses‖ are‖ again‖ listed‖ separately‖ and‖ identified‖ as‖ inmates’‖ wives,‖ while‖ the‖

enumerator for that part of the almshouse in the parish of St George Colegate was less 

precise and failed to distinguish between almsfolk and their spouses. In this year, 

however, a 26 year-old unmarried daughter is present, as well as one Mary A. Robinson, 

described‖ as‖ ‘servant‖ to‖ Miss‖ Tubby’.‖ A‖ Charlotte‖ Tubby‖ had‖ been‖ nominated‖ to‖ the‖

almshouse in the previous year, but was not present in the census, and it is possible that 

she had died in the interim, leaving her servant behind pending a new appointment.14 

Husbands and wives are again usually distinguished from inmates in 1861, but by now 

the range of relatives had expanded further, to include two daughters, two grandsons, a 

sister and a boarder, in addition to eight spouses. Among these was John Hedgeman, 

aged 83, a former carpenter, his wife Emily aged 46, and grandson John Nichols, aged 5, 

described‖as‖a‖‘scholar’,‖all‖living‖cheek‖by‖jowl‖in‖one‖small‖tenement.‖ 

Perhaps there was a crackdown after this, for while in 1871 there were fully 11 wives and 

two husbands present at the hospital, there was now only a single daughter, and from 

this‖ date‖ relatives‖ apart‖ from‖ spouses‖ were‖ rarely‖ found‖ at‖ Doughty’s.15 From 1881 

onwards the census enumerators described all residents, apart from staff, either as 

inmates, or failed to distinguish between appointees and resident spouses. Not all 

married inmates brought their partners with them into the almshouse, however, and 

through to 1891 a small number were clearly described as married while living at 

12 NRO, N/CCH 113, 26 November 1884. 

13 NRO, N/CCH 114, 17 August 1892; N/CCH 115, 14 July 1897. 

14 The relationship of daughter to mother was inferred from relative ages and surname; NRO, N/CCH 110, 1 
October 1850. 

15 There was a single daughter in 1891 and an unspecified relative in 1901. 
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Doughty’s‖ on‖ their‖ own.‖ In‖ the‖ last‖ two‖ censuses‖ this‖ ceased,‖ and‖ all‖ inmates‖ were‖

described as either single or widowed, or lived in the almshouse with their husbands or 

wives. Of these categories, those who were single was always the smallest, and those 

who were widowed the largest, the widows and widowers increasingly dominating the 

institution by the early twentieth century. It is clear, however, that resident spouses were 

treated on a par with those who had been elected. Following a report from the lady 

visitors‖ to‖ the‖hospital‖ in‖December‖1903,‖ it‖was‖observed‖ that‖ the‖nurses‖of‖Doughty’s‖

spent some of their time administering to the wives of inmates, who—because they were 

not strictly on the foundation—should not really have benefitted from such care.16 

Nevertheless, in January 1904, the trustees resolved that medical care should extend to all 

the‖ occupants‖ of‖ Doughty’s‖ Hospital,‖ regardless‖ of‖ their‖ status.17 Dr Beverley, the 

hospital’s‖medical‖ officer,‖wrote‖ to‖ the‖ trustees‖ explaining‖ that‖ he‖ and‖ the‖ nurses‖ had‖

always considered the wives of inmates worthy of receiving care, but that the cost of 

medicine‖had‖by‖now‖far‖outstripped‖his‖salary.‖In‖consequence,‖Beverley’s‖wages‖were‖

increased from £12 to £16 per annum, with a further increase to £20 to follow in 1906.18 

In his will Doughty had specified that accommodation should be provided for 24 poor 

aged men and 8 poor aged women. Expansion of the hospital by six units in 1791 allowed 

an increase in these numbers, but on census night in 1841 the gender balance remained 

heavily weighted towards men, just as its founder had prescribed, with 28 male and 8 

female almspeople. During the course of the next 70 years that gender balance changed 

fundamentally, with—apart from an apparent blip in the year 1891—an ever-increasing 

proportion of female inmates. By 1901 women outnumbered men for the first time, while 

at‖the‖next‖census‖ there‖were‖almost‖twice‖as‖many‖female‖almspeople‖at‖Doughty’s‖as‖

there were men. Even this might be an underestimate for, as we have seen, it is 

impossible to distinguish appointees from their spouses in the census returns from 1881 

onwards, and in compiling Table 1 it was simply assumed that the men (who were 

always listed first) were the inmates and the women their resident spouses. It is entirely 

possible, therefore, that the gender balance had shifted earlier than the statistics 

presented in Table 1 suggest.  

The changing gender balance of residents in English almshouses in an interesting subject, 

both from a long-term perspective and across the Victorian period itself. The research of 

Marjorie McIntosh has suggested that more almshouse residents were men than women 

in her sample of 1,005 English institutions taken from the period 1350–1599.19 A 

nineteenth-century sample taken from census returns between 1841 and 1901, however, 

comprising 7,655 census entries in nine English counties, produced very different results 

indeed. Although the sample was heavily skewed towards south-eastern England (and 

16 NRO, N/CCH 116, 16 December 1903. 

17 Ibid., 17 February 1904. 

18 Ibid., 16 March 1904; 16 May 1906. 

19 Unpublished‖ paper‖ delivered‖ to‖ a‖ conference‖ entitled‖ ‘English‖ Almshouses‖ Revisited’,‖ held‖ at‖ the‖
University‖of‖Hertfordshire’s‖St‖Albans‖Campus,‖7‖March‖2009. 
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particularly the counties of Middlesex and Surrey), by this date almost 75 per cent of 

almshouse residents were women, and just 25 per cent were men. Even in Norfolk, the 

county with the least imbalance of the nine, almost two-thirds of almshouse inmates were 

women.20 At the local level there is also evidence from Worcester that it was increasingly 

difficult to attract male almspeople towards the end of the nineteenth century, and it is 

possible that in both Norwich and Worcester rising living standards and a growth in 

alternative strategies for relief in old age were rendering almshouse accommodation 

decreasingly attractive to men—a topic that clearly deserves further exploration.21 

The ages of men and women have not been distinguished in Table 1, simply because 

they were almost always very similar, apart from in 1841 when the men were on 

average four-and-a-half years older than the women, and in 1891 when the women were 

four years older than the men. In all other years there was barely more than a year 

between them. Nor was it thought necessary to present other measures of central 

tendency apart from the average, for calculation of the median (mid-point) age in each 

year produced results either identical with, or very close to, the average, indicating that 

the data was not skewed or distorted by extreme values at either end of the age 

spectrum. The average ages calculated from the census stand higher than the 71 years 

age at entry established from the minute books, as one would expect given that many of 

those in the census returns would already have been resident for a number of years. The 

age‖ ranges‖ also‖ show‖ that‖Doughty’s‖ injunction‖ to‖ admit‖ no-one 60 years or younger 

was followed to the letter, the youngest inmates found in any of the censuses being two 

individuals aged 63.  

In 1856 it was decided by the trustees that the minimum age limit for nomination to 

Doughty’s‖Hospital‖should‖be‖raised,‖and‖now‖no‖candidate‖under‖65‖years‖old‖would‖be‖

accepted into the hospital.22 Unfortunately, no explanation of this decision is recorded in 

the minutes. Clearly, however, one individual got through the net, for 63-year-old 

Samuel Stevens, a former dyer, was resident in tenement number 29 in 1861. After this 

date no-one‖below‖the‖age‖of‖65‖was‖found‖at‖Doughty’s,‖while‖some‖inmates‖were‖very‖

old indeed, and others handicapped. The 1851 return identifies two individuals as 

‘insane’,‖one‖as‖‘blind’,‖and‖another‖as‖‘deaf‖and‖dumb’—the latter being Charles Fulcher, 

former weaver, aged 92 years—which must have represented a significant challenge to 

nurse Harriet Stevenson. Two 91-year-olds were resident in 1891 and 1901 respectively, 

the first of these being Ann Love, widow, who had been there at least ten years in 1891, 

having featured also in the 1881 census. The other, in 1891, was Harriet Parish, widow, 

who entered the almshouse on 17 June 1880 and featured in the 1881, 1891 and 1901 

census‖returns,‖and‖hence‖she‖was‖a‖resident‖at‖Doughty’s‖Hospital‖for‖at‖least‖21‖years.23  

20 N.‖Goose‖and‖S.‖Basten,‖ ‘Almshouse‖ residency‖ in‖nineteenth-century‖England:‖an‖ interim‖ report’,‖Family 
and Community History, Vol. 12 (2009), 68–70. 

21 E.‖McGrath,‖‘The‖bedesmen‖of‖Worcester‖Cathedral:‖Post-Reformation cathedral charity compared with St 
Oswald’s‖Hospital‖almspeople‖c.‖1660–1900’,‖unpublished‖Ph.D.‖thesis,‖University‖of‖Keele,‖2009. 

22 NRO, N/CCH 110, 24 December 1856. 

23 NRO, N/CCH 113, 17 June 1880. 
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24 B. Trinder, The market town lodging house in Victorian England (Friends of the Centre for English Local 
History: Leicester, 2001). 

Finally we can consider the occupations given in the census. Just as in the minute books, 

these are recorded erratically: none are given for inmates in 1841 or through 1871-1901, 

while in the three remaining returns the former occupations of men are generally 

recorded better than those of women. Only one female occupation is listed in 1851, that of 

dressmaker, a trade that also features at the next census along with two cooks, two 

laundresses, a charwoman, tailoress, baker, grocer and an annuitant—the latter being 

Ann Baker, a 71-year-old‖widow‖and,‖intriguingly,‖not‖described‖as‖‘‛late‛‖annuitant’,‖as‖

all‖others‖attributed‖with‖an‖occupational‖designation‖are.‖By‖the‖1911‖census‖Doughty’s‖

similarly housed a number of women who had once been employed in what were 

usually fairly lowly branches of the service sector, including six former servants, two 

nurses, two charwomen, a laundress and a workhouse porteress, as well as a lodging 

house keeper—an occupation that was often of dubious moral rectitude in nineteenth-

century towns.24 The traditional trades of the city are reflected in the presence of a boot 

closer and a shoe machinist, while the two caretakers—one in an office and one in a 

school—represent the emerging service sector. An unspecified factory worker, a 

shopkeeper‖and‖a‖woman‖formerly‖of‖‘independent‖means’‖make‖up‖the‖balance.‖While‖

one can detect from these occupations a bias towards those trades that might be regarded 

as relatively lowly in the social scale, one must remember that it was to such occupations 

that women, in general, were largely confined. At the same time, far from all female 

almswomen‖ at‖ Doughty’s‖ conformed‖ to‖ this‖ stereotype.‖ The‖ grocer,‖ shopkeeper,‖

annuitant and woman of independent means among them clearly suggest otherwise, the 

two caretakers must once have carried a fair degree of responsibility and even among the 

servants‖one‖proudly‖described‖herself‖as‖a‖‘lady’s‖maid’‖and‖another‖as‖a‖‘housekeeper’. 

A‖wide‖range‖of‖male‖occupations‖are‖represented‖among‖the‖inmates‖at‖Doughty’s‖in‖1851‖

and 1861, although of the 48 occupational labels attributed to them in these two years—

unsurprisingly in view of the continued importance of textiles in the town and its extended 

decline—11 were former weavers, while a dyer and a hot presser feature too. The 

remainder are not easily categorised, for they cover a wide range of occupations, and only 

coopers (4), shoemakers (3), carpenters (2), cabinet makers (2) and hatters (2) feature at least 

twice, although the two carpenters, hatters and printers in fact refer to single individuals, 

John Hedgeman, James Orton and John Dawson respectively, who were all present in 

Doughty’s‖ at‖ each‖ census.‖ There‖ were‖ no‖ common‖ labourers,‖ however,‖ and‖ the‖ great‖

majority of those listed were skilled craftsmen who may well have been of respectable 

social standing—a stonemason, a brazier, a tinplate worker, a plumber and glazier. Also 

included were a grocer, a publican, a maltster, a farmer, a gardener, a miller and a 

hairdresser, while perhaps the most surprising entry, found in 1851, was Levy Isaacs, an 

unmarried‖man‖of‖75‖years‖of‖age,‖‘teacher‖of‖Hebrew’,‖who‖had‖been‖born‖in‖Holland.‖A‖

similarly wide spectrum of trades was found among the 12 men present in 1911, ranging 

from a former railway navvy at one extreme to a hay merchant and an insurance agent at 
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the other. Although it is very difficult confidently to convert these bald occupational titles 

to socio-economic‖ status,‖ it‖ is‖ quite‖ clear‖ that‖ the‖ male‖ residents‖ at‖ Doughty’s‖ were‖

generally respectable craft and tradesmen who found themselves in need of support in their 

old‖age,‖and‖certainly‖not‖the‖‘underclass’‖of‖Victorian‖and‖Edwardian‖Norwich.‖ 

Former employees often featured among almshouse residents, including Sophia Tuck, 

nurse‖to‖Doughty’s‖in‖1881‖but‖an‖inmate‖in‖1891‖and‖Sarah‖Thirkettle,‖who‖had‖served‖as‖

laundress to the hospital in 1891 but appears as an inmate ten years later. Indeed, in 1866 

the trustees had agreed that long-serving masters, on their retirement, should themselves 

be offered accommodation in the institution, further underlining the respectability with 

which it was associated. On 12 September 1928, it was reported that Benjamin Inwood, a 

former‖master‖of‖Doughty’s,‖had‖been‖knocked‖down‖by‖a‖car‖and‖was‖unable‖to‖continue‖

his duties as inquiry officer to Norwich Consolidated Charities.25 The trustees resolved that 

Mr Inwood should be admitted to the hospital as a resident. It was also agreed that he 

would receive 7s. per week, and that these benefits were in satisfaction of his pension of 

£48‖ per‖ annum.‖On‖ 2‖March‖ 1929,‖Mr‖ Inwood‖ died‖ at‖ Doughty’s‖ Hospital‖ and,‖ having‖

spent 16 years as master to the institution from 1896 to 1912, special recognition of his 

service to the charity was recorded in the minute books by the trustees.26 

Conclusion 

It will be evident from the foregoing that even a well-documented institution such as 

Doughty’s‖ Hospital,‖ for‖ which‖ a‖ range‖ of‖ evidence‖ survives,‖ can‖ be‖ frustrating‖ to‖

research. The quality of the available information on admissions which can be found in 

the minute books varies according to the diligence of the clerk for the time being. That 

contained in the CEBs is also incomplete and must be handled with care: it was only by 

chance‖ that‖ it‖ was‖ discovered‖ that‖ the‖ entry‖ for‖ Doughty’s‖ featured‖ in‖ two‖ entirely‖

separate enumeration districts. Furthermore, unlike in non-institutional CEB entries, 

relationships between inmates are often unspecified and have to be inferred from the 

evidence of surnames. 

The information available on the occupations and hence social status of female residents 

is particularly fragmentary, and allows only tentative conclusions to be drawn. 

Nevertheless, it appears to indicate that while females employed in the more humble 

service trades feature regularly among the inmates, others of more elevated social status 

were to be found there too. The information on male residents is much more 

comprehensive, if never entirely so, and remains open to interpretation. It does, however, 

seem‖ that‖Doughty’s‖Hospital‖ catered‖ in‖particular‖ to‖ respectable‖ trades‖ and‖craftsmen‖

rather than to the lowest social echelons, even if a considerable social spectrum featured 

as inmates of the institution across the Victorian and Edwardian periods. The willingness 

25 NRO, N/CCH 122, 12 September 1928. 

26 Ibid., 13 March 1929. 
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of ex-employees, even those who had served as master of the almshouse, to take up 

residence there upon their retirement, and the alacrity with which local friendly societies 

and‖other‖charities‖sought‖to‖gain‖sponsorship‖at‖Doughty’s,‖further‖serves‖to‖emphasise‖

its‖ respectability‖ and‖ the‖ esteem‖ in‖ which‖ it‖ was‖ held.‖ If‖ Doughty’s‖ is‖ at‖ all‖ typical,‖

Victorian and Edwardian almshouses formed a class of institution very different indeed 

in terms of status and respect to the union workhouse. 

The‖Doughty’s‖evidence‖also‖shows‖that‖almshouses‖were‖subject‖to‖fluctuating‖fortunes,‖

which could be the product of internal financial difficulties or the result of exogenous 

economic events that impacted upon their incomes. This in turn might find reflection in 

their ability to elect new almspeople, could affect their admissions policies and could also 

lead to the forging of marriages of convenience with other local charities and related 

institutions. It also seems likely that the narrowing of the range of resident relatives 

living in the hospital, and their subsequent disappearance in the late nineteenth century, 

was the product of financial stringency. This study demonstrates, therefore, that to fully 

understand such variations in almshouse policy and the changing demographic profile of 

almshouse residents requires recourse to qualitative information, and often to both the 

local and the wider historical context too, to explain the bare facts that admissions or 

census evidence provide. 

With regard to the ages of residents the almshouse trustees appear to have conformed 

faithfully to the letter of the will of its founder William Doughty by admitting no-one 

below the age of 60. That said, they were prepared to raise the age limit imposed by their 

benefactor to 65 in 1856, and apparently without reference to the Charity Commissioners. 

Examples from the late nineteenth century indicate that some residents could be very 

long-lived indeed, and others in poor physical or mental health, both of which are 

problems that are presenting an increasing challenge to the almshouse movement in the 

first decade of the twenty-first century, but are clearly by no means new.27 

With respect to the gender balance of residents the trustees were, however, quite 

prepared to deviate substantially from the original intent of the trust, and again do not 

appear‖to‖have‖needed‖to‖seek‖the‖Charity‖Commissioners’‖approval‖so‖to‖do.‖Across‖the‖

second‖ half‖ of‖ the‖ nineteenth‖ century‖ the‖ gender‖ ratio‖ at‖ Doughty’s‖ changed‖

fundamentally, until the predominance of almsmen that had been laid down by its 

founder and was maintained through to 1841 was replaced in the early twentieth century 

by a gender balance that was dominated by women. Whether this transformation was 

particular‖ to‖ Doughty’s,‖ or‖ was‖ a‖ general‖ process‖ in‖ later‖ Victorian‖ and‖ Edwardian‖

England, will only become clear once further local research has been completed. 

27 The Almshouse Association, Support and care for residents (5th edition, Wokingham, 2007), 1–2. 
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Sources and methods 

This item considers a range of sources and methods commonly used in local population history. These vary in 

sophistication and complexity, but are intended to be of benefit to the broad LPS readership, and are 

accompanied by worked examples. Each item is written by an experienced population history practitioner, 

and will usually address both the possibilities and the pitfalls of the respective sources and methods under 

discussion. The LPS Board are happy to enter into correspondence on this item, which should be addressed in 

the first instance to the LPS General Office. 

A review of methods for identifying mortality ‘crises’ 

using parish record data 

Andrew Hinde 

It is well known that in the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries mortality in 

most parts of Europe was subject to periodic surges, or abrupt temporary increases in the 

number of deaths, due mainly to epidemics of infectious diseases or short-term 

subsistence problems. These peaks in the numbers of deaths are often referred to as 

mortality‖‘crises’‖and‖their‖study‖during‖the‖parish‖register‖era‖has‖long‖been‖a‖concern‖of‖

those interested in local population studies,  reports of research on the subject regularly 

appearing in the pages of this journal.1 Although it is demonstrably untrue that after the 

fifteenth century most deaths in England and Wales occurred during periods of 

unusually high mortality resulting from epidemic disease and famine (probably fewer 

than one in ten of all deaths occurred at these times), most communities experienced 

periods of suddenly elevated death rates.2  These had a variety of effects on local 

populations: in the short-term came personal loss and sadness, and economic dislocation; 

in the medium-term the remarriage of widows and the consequent restructuring of 

familial relationships could change the social dynamics of the community. 

A key stage in the investigation of mortality crises is identifying what exactly constituted 

a‖‘crisis’.‖Researchers‖have‖used‖various‖rules‖of‖thumb‖in‖this‖regard.‖In‖the‖absence‖of‖

base population totals the usual approach has been to work with annual burial totals, and 

to establish the existence of mortality crises by comparing the number of burials in each 

1 See,‖for‖example,‖R.‖Humphreys,‖‘Mortality‖crises‖in‖sixteenth-century‖Dorking’,‖Local Population Studies, 39 
(1987), 46–53;‖I.‖Nelson,‖‘Famine‖and‖mortality‖crises‖in‖mid-Sussex, 1606–1640’,‖Local Population Studies, 46 
(1991), 39–49. 

2 See A. Hinde, England’s population: a history since the Domesday survey (London, 2003), 97–8. 
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year‖with‖that‖to‖be‖expected‖in‖an‖‘average’‖year.3 For example Andrew Appleby in his 

study of famine in Tudor and Stuart Cumbria required the number of burials in a given 

year to be double the yearly average.4  

This‖approach‖ immediately‖ raises‖ the‖question‖of‖how‖ to‖ calculate‖ the‖ ‘average’.‖There‖

are‖ two‖ matters‖ which‖ need‖ to‖ be‖ addressed.‖ First,‖ the‖ ‘average’‖ might‖ be‖ changing,‖

possibly‖because‖of‖a‖rise‖or‖fall‖in‖the‖parish’s‖population.‖The‖usual‖way‖to‖take‖account‖

of‖this‖is‖to‖calculate‖the‖expected‖‘average’‖annual‖total‖of‖burials‖for‖a‖given‖year‖using‖

data for a number of years before or either side of the year in question. An average 

calculated‖in‖this‖way‖is‖called‖a‖ ‘moving‖average’‖because‖it‖ ‘moves’‖as‖the‖year‖being‖

tested changes.5 So, for example, if we want to assess whether a crisis occurred in 1700 

say, we might compare the number of burials in 1700 with an average based on the 11-

year period 1695–1705. For assessing whether 1701 was a crisis year we compare the 

number of burials in 1701 with an average based on the period 1696–1706, and so on. The 

length of the period upon which the moving average is to be based is chosen by the 

researcher, but there is a balance to be struck. Too short a period risks the moving 

average being distorted by lengthy mortality crises lasting several years, such as those of 

1556–1560 and 1727–1730; too long a period might render it subject to underlying 

population increase or decrease. Generally, a period between 9 and 25 years will be 

appropriate. For rapidly changing populations, such as those of later sixteenth century 

towns, a shorter period of 9 or 11 years is probably best, and it seems preferable to centre 

the period on the year being examined, rather than take the 9 or 11 years before the year 

in question.6 However, a period of 9 or 11 years can render the analysis difficult when 

there are mortality crises lasting several years (for example that of 1556–1560), and so in 

3 If base population totals are available, mortality crises can be identified and their intensity and severity 
measured on the basis of the proportion of the population that died. A formula was proposed by T.H. 
Hollingsworth,‖ ‘An‖ introduction‖ to‖ population‖ crises’,‖ in‖ H.‖ Charbonneau‖ and‖ A.‖ Larose‖ eds,‖ The great 
mortalities: methodological studies of demographic crises in the past (Liège, n.d.), 21–8; and discussed by H.C. 
Johansen,‖ ‘A‖note‖on‖Professor‖Hollingsworth’s‖crisis‖ intensity‖ index’,‖ in‖Charbonneau‖and‖Larose,‖Great 
mortalities, 153–6;‖P.‖Marschalck,‖ ‘Crises‖of‖mortality:‖ a‖ comment‖on‖ the‖paper‖of‖T.H.‖Hollingsworth’,‖ in‖
Charbonneau and Larose, Great mortalities, 171–8;‖ and‖ A.B.‖ Appleby,‖ ‘Crises‖ of‖ mortality:‖ periodicity,‖
intensity,‖chronology‖and‖geographical‖extent’,‖in‖Charbonneau‖and‖Larose,‖Great mortalities, 283–5. 

4 A.B. Appleby, Famine in Tudor and Stuart England (Palo Alto, 1978), 116–8. This was only one of several 
criteria Appleby listed. The remainder, though, were concerned with deciding on the cause of a crisis. Here 
we are concerned simply with ascertaining whether there was a crisis, without regard to inferring its cause. 
The‖ same‖ criterion‖was‖also‖used‖by‖ J.‖ Skinner,‖ ‘‚Crisis‖mortality‛‖ in‖Buckinghamshire‖ 1600–1750’,‖Local 
Population Studies, 28 (1982), 67–72. 

5 R.S.‖Schofield,‖‘‚Crisis‛‖mortality’,‖Local Population Studies, 9 (1972), 11. This article is reprinted in M. Drake 
ed., Population studies from parish registers, (Matlock, 1982), 97–108. 

6 For example, in his study of crisis mortality in Cambridge, Colchester and Reading in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries, Nigel Goose used a nine-year moving average centred on the year: see N. Goose, 
‘Fertility‖ and‖mortality‖ in‖ pre-industrial‖ English‖ towns‖ from‖probate‖ and‖ parish‖ register‖ evidence’,‖ in‖ T.‖
Arkell, N. Evans and N. Goose eds, When death do us part: understanding and interpreting the probate records of 
early modern England (Oxford, 2000), 200–11.  
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more slowly changing populations, a longer period of 21 or 25 years centred on the year 

being tested might be more appropriate.7    

The‖second‖issue‖is‖whether‖the‖calculation‖of‖the‖‘average’‖should‖include‖the‖year‖being‖

examined.‖If‖we‖do‖include‖it,‖and‖it‖turns‖out‖to‖be‖a‖crisis‖year,‖then‖the‖‘average’‖will‖be‖

inflated by the extra deaths occurring in the crisis, and this, paradoxically, will actually 

make it less likely that we declare the year in question to be a crisis year.  Schofield argues 

that‖ if‖we‖ exclude‖ the‖ year‖ being‖ examined,‖ then‖ ‘by‖ the‖ same‖ token,‖we‖ also‖ ought‖ to‖

exclude from our calculation of the moving average any of the surrounding years which 

can‖be‖shown‖to‖be‖a‖‖‚crisis‛‖year.‖Unfortunately,‖ this‖would‖involve‖us‖in‖a‖somewhat‖

circular‖argument’.8 He concludes that it is simpler to include the year in question and that, 

in any event, whether or not we include it is much less important for identifying crisis 

years‖than‖‘our‖choice‖of‖the‖factor‖by‖which‖the‖annual‖number‖of‖burials‖must‖exceed‖the‖

average‖annual‖number’‖in‖order‖that‖a‖year‖be‖considered‖a‖crisis‖year.9 

Let us turn to this last point. Schofield admits that the choice is to some extent arbitrary, 

and eventually settles on the figure of twice the average annual number of burials used 

by Appleby and others.10 There is an obvious problem with this. In a small parish with, 

say, five burials a year on average, a year in which there were ten burials might not be 

considered very unusual, even though this is double the yearly average. But in a large 

parish with 50 burials a year on average, a year in which there were 100 burials would 

definitely be regarded as an extraordinarily bad year.11 Schofield acknowledges this 

problem‖ and‖ says‖ that‖ ‘*a+‖more‖ careful‖ study‖ of‖ ‚crisis‛‖mortality‖would‖make‖ some‖

correction‖ for‖ this‖ fact’.12 In his analysis of Sussex parishes, Derek Turner applied 

Schofield’s‖criterion,‖and‖ran‖into‖the‖same‖problem.‖He‖thought‖the‖criterion‖picked‖out‖

crises‖in‖the‖smaller‖parishes‖which‖were‖‘genuine’‖but‖that‖‘genuine‖crises‖of‖roughly‖the‖

same order of magnitude in the larger parishes were not being picked out because in 

7 My preference is always to use a moving average centred on the year being tested. If we use the years 
preceding‖the‖year‖ in‖question,‖ it‖ is‖hard‖ to‖distinguish‖genuine‖crises‖ from‖sudden‖ ‘step-changes’‖ in‖ the‖
number of burials arising from an increase in the geographical extent of a parish, or increases in the area 
from‖which‖ those‖ buried‖ in‖ a‖ church‖were‖ drawn,‖ as‖ the‖ first‖ year‖ following‖ such‖ a‖ ‘step-change’‖ will‖
appear as if it were a crisis. 

8 Schofield,‖‘‚Crisis‛‖mortality’,‖11. 

9 Schofield,‖ ‘‚Crisis‛‖ mortality’,‖ 12.‖ The‖ question‖ of‖ whether‖ to‖ include‖ the‖ year‖ being‖ tested‖ in‖ the‖
calculation‖of‖ the‖moving‖average‖has‖not‖been‖ resolved.‖Dupâquier,‖ ‘L’analyse‖ statistique’,‖ for‖ example,‖
omits‖ it,‖ as‖ does‖ Sylvia‖ Watts,‖ ‘Some‖ aspects‖ of‖ mortality‖ in‖ three‖ Shropshire‖ parishes‖ in‖ the‖ mid-
seventeenth‖ century’,‖ Local Population Studies, 67 (2001), 19–20.‖ Appleby,‖ ‘Crises‖ of‖ mortality’,‖ 285–8, 
discusses the arguments for and against inclusion. A modification to the moving average method which 
may‖circumvent‖the‖problem‖is‖to‖calculate‖the‖‘average’‖based‖on,‖say,‖deaths‖in‖the‖five‖years‖either‖side‖
of the year being tested, but to exclude the highest and lowest values, or the two highest and the two lowest 
values. This was the approach used by Del Panta and Livi-Bacci,‖ ‘Chronology,‖ intensity‖and‖diffusion‖of‖
mortality in Italy, 1600–1850’,‖in‖Charbonneau‖and‖Larose,‖Great mortalities, 72.  

10 Schofield,‖‘‚Crisis‛‖mortality’,‖12–3. 

11 E.A. Wrigley and R.S. Schofield, The population history of England 1541–1871: a reconstruction (London 1981), 
649. 

12 Schofield,‖‘‚Crisis‛‖mortality’,‖16. 
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years of unusually high mortality the number of burials often just fell short of twice the 

normal‖average’.‖His‖solution‖was‖to‖adopt‖the‖alternative‖criterion‖that‖burials‖should‖be‖

more‖than‖1.5‖times‖the‖‘average’.13 In her study of mortality in the Shropshire parishes of 

Wellington,‖Wem‖and‖Whitchurch,‖Sylvia‖Watts‖ identified‖‘crises’‖ in‖which‖the‖number‖

of burials was 2.5, 2.0 and 1.5 times an 11-year moving average.14 

Let us illustrate these points using some real data. Tables 1 and 2 (pp.89–90) give the 

numbers of burials each month in the 50-year period 1725–1774 for two parishes in 

Hampshire: Aldershot and Ringwood. Aldershot was (then) a much smaller parish than 

Ringwood. The average number of burials per year in Aldershot was 7.1, and the average 

in Ringwood was more than ten times this number, at 74.6. It is clear from an inspection 

of the data that there were some years with greatly elevated mortality, for example 1758–

1760 in Aldershot and 1726 and 1761 in Ringwood. But were these the only years when 

we can say that mortality was at crisis levels? Indeed, were the levels of mortality in these 

years such as to constitute a crisis? 

Tables 3a and 3b (pp.91–2) displays the means and standard deviations based on 11-year 

and 25-year moving averages for the two parishes (the standard deviation is explained 

below). Notice that we cannot begin the 11-year moving average until 1730, for we need 

data for five years before the central year in order to calculate the moving average. 

Similarly, the series of 11-year moving averages ends in 1769, as for later years we do not 

have‖five‖years’‖worth‖of‖data‖after‖the‖central‖year.‖For‖the‖25-year moving averages, we 

need‖12‖years’‖data‖before‖and‖after‖the‖central‖year‖in‖order‖to‖do‖the‖calculations,‖so‖the‖

series begin in 1737 and ends in 1762.15 

The‖moving‖averages‖do‖ ‘smooth’‖ the‖annual‖ fluctuations,‖but‖ they‖are‖still‖affected‖by‖

years with high mortality, especially in the smaller parish of Aldershot. For example the 

11-year moving average almost doubles between 1752 and 1755 as the years of high 

mortality in 1758–1760 enter the calculation. It then almost halves between 1763 and 1766 

as these years leave the calculation. The impact of the years of heavy mortality in 1758–

1760 is even greater on the standard deviation. 

We now turn to consider the years which are identified to be crisis years according to the 

criteria. Let us first take the simple criterion that the number of burials should be double 

that of the moving average centred on the year in question. In Aldershot, applying this 

criterion using the 11-year moving average would lead to 1737, 1758 and 1759 being 

13 D.‖Turner,‖ ‘‚Crisis‛‖mortality‖in‖nine‖Sussex‖parishes’,‖Local Population Studies, 11 (1973), 40 (this article is 
reprinted in Drake ed., Population studies, 109–12); the same criterion is used by Del Panta and Livi-Bacci, 
‘Chronology,‖intensity‖and‖diffusion’,‖79–80 

14 Watts,‖‘Some‖aspects‖of‖mortality’,‖20. 

15 Note that the burial registers for both parishes began before 1725 and continued after 1774, so if we were to 
use the entire registers we should be able to calculate moving averages for these years. Even with the full 
data set, though, there will always be years at the beginning and end of the series for which moving 
averages cannot be calculated, and there would be more of these years the longer the period used to 
calculate the moving average. 
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declared as crisis years (but not 1760, even though this year had more burials than 1737). 

Using the 25-year moving average with the same criterion would lead to 1737, 1740, 1758, 

1759 and 1760 being regarded as crisis years. Using a criterion that the number of burials 

should be 1.5 times the moving average value would result in the years 1737, 1740, 1748, 

1758, 1759, 1760 and 1767 being regarded as crisis years with an 11-year moving average 

and  1737, 1740, 1741, 1758, 1759 and 1760 being considered crisis years with a 25-year 

moving average. In this parish, the second of these criteria probably results in too many 

years being considered crisis years—it seems hard, looking at the data, to make the case 

for 1741 being a crisis year, for example. 

Consider now the case of Ringwood. In this parish, the criterion that the number of 

burials‖in‖a‖year‖should‖be‖double‖the‖‘average’‖produces‖not‖a‖single‖year‖between‖1730‖

and 1769, using the 11-year moving average, and not a single year between 1737 and 1762 

using the 25-year moving average. The reason for this is that because Ringwood is a large 

parish,‖ the‖ ‘average’‖ number‖ of‖ burials‖ is‖ large,‖ so‖ a‖ big‖ absolute‖ differential‖ in‖ the‖

number of burials (as, for example, in 1761, when there were 63 more burials than might 

have been expected on the basis of the moving averages) is not sufficient to double the 

tally.‖If‖we‖use‖the‖criterion‖of‖1.5‖times‖the‖‘average’,‖then‖under‖both‖the‖11-year and the 

25-year moving average only 1761 falls into this category. The years 1740 and 1750, for 

example, which clearly seem bad years, are not classified as crises. 

One way to tackle the problem of differential parish size is to adjust the criterion on the 

basis of the general variability of the number of burials in the parish in question. The 

usual‖ way‖ to‖ achieve‖ this‖ is‖ to‖ base‖ the‖ criterion‖ not‖ just‖ on‖ the‖ ‘average’‖ number‖ of‖

burials but also on the standard deviation of the series of burials. The standard deviation 

is a statistical quantity, details of which can be found in almost all statistics textbooks.16 In 

brief, it is the square root of the mean squared deviation from‖the‖‘average’.‖For‖example,‖if‖

we take the first 11-year moving average for the Aldershot series (Table 3a), which relates 

to the years 1725–1736, the annual numbers of burials are 6, 6, 10, 4, 2, 3, 3, 8, 3, 2, and 2. 

The average of these 11 numbers is 4.45. The squared deviations from the moving 

average are obtained, for each of the component numbers, by subtracting the average and 

squaring the result. Thus, for 1725 and 1726 we obtain (6 – 4.45)2 = 2.4. For 1727 we obtain 

(10 – 4.45)2 = 30.8. Performing this calculation for all 11 years and then taking the mean of 

the resulting squared deviations gives a mean of 6.61, the square root of which is 2.57. 

Using a criterion based on the standard deviation adjusts for differences in parish 

populations. The usual rule is that a crisis year is any year in which the number of burials 

is‖ more‖ than‖ two‖ standard‖ deviations‖ above‖ the‖ ‘average’‖ level.17 The rule of two 

standard deviations is based on the assumption that in the absence of an unusual event, 

the numbers of burials in each year follow a Normal distribution. If this assumption is 

valid, a year in which the number of deaths is more than two standard deviations above 

16 See, for example, R. Floud, An introduction to quantitative methods for historians (London, 1973), 72–7. 

17 Del Panta and Livi-Bacci,‖‘Chronology,‖intensity‖and‖diffusion’,‖79–80. 
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the‖ ‘average’‖ will‖ only‖ occur‖ one‖ year‖ in‖ 40,‖ so‖ it‖ is‖ good‖ statistical‖ evidence‖ that‖

something unusual is happening.18 

Applying this approach to the Aldershot data (Table 3a) with an 11-year moving average 

results in only one year, 1758, being regarded as a crisis year—as 32 is more than 10.82 + 2 

x 9.10. Even 1759, with 24 burials, is not regarded as a crisis year. Using a 25-year moving 

average, however, does bring 1759 into the frame, along with 1737. For Ringwood (Table 

3b), with an 11-year moving average, the years 1740, 1750 and 1761 are regarded as crisis 

years, but with a 25-year moving average only 1740 and 1761 are more than two standard 

deviations above the average.  

A more elaborate approach was taken by E.A. Wrigley and R.S. Schofield in The 

population history of England.19 They used monthly burial data rather than annual data, 

and attempted to forecast the number of burials each month in each parish. They then 

regarded any single month with a number of burials 3.36 or more standard errors above 

the‖forecast‖trend,‖or‖‘any‖run‖of‖two‖or‖more‖consecutive‖months,‖each‖of‖which‖was‖at‖

least‖2.05‖standard‖errors‖above‖the‖forecast‖trend‖value’‖as‖constituting‖crisis‖mortality.20 

The standard error is bigger for smaller parishes than for larger parishes, and this means 

that in smaller parishes the number of burials has to rise proportionately further above 

the trend for a crisis to be confirmed than it does in larger parishes, which solves the 

problem encountered by Turner in his study of Sussex.21 

Wrigley‖ and‖ Schofield’s‖ approach‖ is‖ sophisticated,‖ but‖ clearly‖ unsatisfactory‖ in‖ two‖

respects. First, it involves seemingly ad hoc and arbitrary complications. Second, it is 

somewhat schizophrenic about the conceptualisation of the process being studied. For 

example, the approach of identifying mortality crises by using deviations from trend of 

more than a certain number of standard errors involves the assumption that the 

distribution of the numbers of burials per month is Normal. This would be true, as 

Wrigley‖ and‖ Schofield‖ say,‖ in‖ large‖ parishes‖ and‖ ‘if‖ the‖ fluctuations‖ in‖ the‖monthly‖

burial‖ totals‖had‖been‖independent‖of‖each‖other’.22 But they argue that the latter was 

not true because if a parish has experienced a surge of deaths, this would deplete the 

population and lead to fewer deaths in the immediately subsequent periods. 23 

18 An extension of this approach, classifying the severity of mortality crises by the number of standard 
deviations‖above‖the‖mean‖the‖number‖of‖burials‖rose,‖was‖used‖by‖J.‖Dupâquier,‖‘L’analyse‖statistique‖des‖
crises‖de‖mortalité’,‖in‖Charbonneau‖and‖Larose,‖Great mortalities, 85–97. 

19 Wrigley and Schofield, Population history, 646–9. 

20 Wrigley and Schofield, Population history, 647. The authors state that the figures of 3.36 and 2.05 were 
arrived‖at‖‘After‖much‖experiment<’.‖ 

21 Wrigley and Schofield, Population history, 648. The precise application of their criteria is actually more 
complicated that I have described, since they applied a correction when calculating the standard error for 
small parishes. 

22 Wrigley and Schofield, Population history, 647. 

23 This argument is based, as Wrigley and Schofield admit, on an analysis of the series of annual national 
death rates. Yet there is no necessary read-across from national patterns in this case to patterns at the local 
level. Many factors could operate to reduce the correlation between the number of deaths in neighbouring 
months at the parish level, for example migration, which would not operate to anything like the same 
extent at the national level. 
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Nevertheless, they then argue that, despite this, they will use the Normal assumption 

as‖a‖‘rough‖yardstick’.24 

The conclusion which might be drawn from these examples is that the identification of 

mortality crises is not an exact science. Different methods produce different results. The 

rule‖that‖the‖number‖of‖burials‖should‖be‖1.5‖or‖2‖times‖the‖‘average’‖tends‖to‖result‖in‖too‖

many crises being identified in small parishes, and too few years being classified as crisis 

years in large parishes. The rule that the number of burials should be more than two 

standard‖ deviations‖ above‖ the‖ ‘average’‖ can‖ produce‖ too‖ few‖ crisis‖ years‖ in‖ certain‖

circumstances‖when‖ the‖ ‘average’‖ and‖ its‖ standard‖ deviation‖ are‖ inflated‖ by‖ a‖ lengthy‖

period of high mortality (as in Aldershot in 1758–1760). The use of an 11-year moving 

average can lead to a year not being classified as a crisis year when it is part of a crisis 

lasting several years (as in the case of 1760 in Aldershot) even though other years with 

fewer deaths that are located in periods when the mortality regime was generally benign 

are classified as crisis years. This is because a crisis lasting three or four years can 

substantially distort an 11-year moving average. 

The inexact nature of the identification of mortality crises might be seen as an advantage 

by some, as it allows room for the judgement of the researcher to enter the process. In 

other respects, though, it is rather unsatisfactory. A range of different rules is applied by 

different researchers, and different recommendations about the application of these rules 

seem to apply to large and small parishes, and to urban and rural areas. In a future 

article, I hope to describe an alternative approach which overcomes some of these 

problems. 

24 Wrigley and Schofield, Population history, 647. 
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Table 1   Monthly totals of burials in Aldershot parish, 1725–1774  

Year Month Total 

  J  F  M  A  M  J  J  A  S  O  N  D  

1725  2  0  1  0  3  0  0  0  0  0  0  0   6 

1726  0  0  0  1  0  1  0  1  1  0  0  2   6 

1727  0  2  0  1  0  0  1  2  1  1  1  1  10 

1728  2  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  1   4 

1729  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0   2 

1730  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1   3 

1731  0  0  0  0  1  0  1  0  0  0  1  0   3 

1732  0  0  0  1  0  2  0  2  0  1  1  1   8 

1733  0  0  2  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0   3 

1734  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0   2 

1735  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  0   2 

1736  1  1  1  0  2  0  1  0  1  2  0  0   9 

1737  0  1  1  1  1  0  3  1  0  4  1  2  15 

1738  2  1  0  2  1  1  0  0  1  0  0  0   8 

1739  2  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0   4 

1740  0  2  0  1  1  5  0  1  1  0  1  0  12 

1741  0  0  0  1  2  1  0  1  2  0  1  1   9 

1742  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  1  0  0  3   5 

1743  0  2  2  1  1  2  0  0  0  1  0  0   9 

1744  0  1  1  0  1  2  0  1  0  0  0  0   6 

1745  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  2   4 

1746  0  1  1  1  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0   4 

1747  0  1  0  1  0  1  1  0  0  0  0  1   5 

1748  2  0  1  2  0  1  1  0  0  3  0  1  11 

1749  0  1  1  0  0  0  1  1  0  0  0  0   4 

1750  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  1  0  1  0   3 

1751  0  1  0  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0   5 

1752  0  0  2  0  2  1  0  0  0  1  0  0   6 

1753  0  0  0  2  0  1  0  1  0  0  0  1   5 

1754  1  0  1  0  0  1  1  0  0  1  0  0   5 

1755  0  1  0  1  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0   3 

1756  0  1  0  0  2  1  0  0  0  0  3  0   7 

1757  2  0  1  0  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0   5 

1758  1  1  4  4  2  5  5  4  0  4  1  1  32 

1759  2  2  1  2  3  4  4  1  0  1  1  3  24 

1760  5  5  1  3  3  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  18 

1761  1  0  0  0  2  0  0  0  2  0  0  1   6 

1762  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1   5 

1763  2  0  1  0  1  0  0  0  2  1  1  1   9 

1764  0  0  1  1  0  1  1  1  0  2  0  2   9 

1765  0  0  2  1  1  0  1  1  0  0  1  0   7 

1766  1  0  1  1  2  0  1  1  0  0  0  0   7 

1767  2  1  0  1  1  1  0  0  0  3  0  1  10 

1768  0  0  0  0  1  4  0  0  0  0  0  0   5 

1769  0  0  0  0  2  1  0  0  0  0  0  0   3 

1770  0  0  1  1  0  0  0  0  1  2  0  0   5 

1771  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  1  2  0  2  0   6 

1772  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0   1 

1773  0  0  1  0  0  0  3  3  0  1  0  0   8 

1774  1  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  2   5 

1725–1774                         353 

Source: Aldershot burial register. See R.S. Schofield, Parish register aggregate analysis (Hatfield, 1998), 

which includes a CD-ROM containing the data, and is available from the Local Population 

Studies Society General Office, address on inside front cover of this journal. 
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Year Month Total 
  J F M A M J J A S O N D   

1725 3 4 7 9 3 4 4 4 4 0 2 4    48 
1726 7 7 13 10 14 14 15 23 24 12 6 2   147 
1727 3 10 1 2 4 2 1 6 6 12 6 12    65 
1728 4 5 8 4 1 7 5 8 4 12 7 4    69 
1729 9 5 11 6 4 7 5 8 5 15 9 10    94 
1730 21 8 3 13 12 2 8 7 6 4 6 6    96 
1731 6 3 8 18 7 4 5 8 3 5 5 10    82 
1732 6 4 4 3 4 6 3 3 3 1 4 7    48 
1733 4 11 9 8 9 2 5 12 6 7 12 8    93 
1734 7 5 5 11 9 4 1 6 3 5 11 6    73 
1735 8 10 5 1 1 6 1 6 4 2 10 6    60 
1736 5 7 6 9 7 2 1 5 2 5 3 3    55 
1737 4 7 8 12 4 9 6 5 4 6 17 7    89 
1738 9 7 9 2 8 3 8 3 3 7 5 13    77 
1739 20 6 7 8 9 5 4 4 3 5 7 3    81 
1740 11 8 6 15 13 7 7 6 12 11 4 7   107 
1741 5 5 10 6 5 6 6 6 3 9 6 10    77 
1742 10 6 4 12 10 8 2 4 6 5 4 5    76 
1743 6 4 8 7 2 5 2 4 7 3 7 6    61 
1744 12 7 14 5 5 5 3 4 2 2 5 11    75 
1745 5 4 12 8 1 2 5 4 3 2 6 4    56 
1746 9 3 0 9 3 10 5 5 4 2 7 7    64 
1747 11 5 5 5 3 4 3 4 4 5 8 3    60 
1748 9 4 7 12 11 8 3 4 3 5 6 4    76 
1749 13 9 6 3 1 5 4 4 6 8 7 8    74 
1750 8 8 12 8 10 11 10 10 4 13 6 4   104 
1751 12 1 7 4 1 3 4 2 7 6 3 3    53 
1752 3 3 4 4 5 3 4 2 5 5 10 4    52 
1753 14 1 6 12 5 3 3 8 4 9 6 3    74 
1754 8 5 5 4 1 7 6 5 5 11 10 8    75 
1755 5 7 8 7 4 3 4 8 13 5 7 7    78 
1756 11 4 9 2 8 4 5 4 3 7 7 8    72 
1757 3 4 3 4 6 2 5 5 2 4 9 5    52 
1758 6 5 7 5 6 8 4 2 3 8 8 10    72 
1759 3 5 8 5 6 8 5 8 4 6 4 12    74 
1760 10 3 6 10 8 4 4 5 1 5 5 6    67 
1761 6 14 8 8 21 13 22 19 14 3 2 6   136 
1762 10 4 5 3 4 3 6 4 5 9 6 4    63 
1763 8 7 5 5 14 3 5 6 3 1 6 10    73 
1764 6 5 7 7 4 6 5 4 3 4 3 5    59 
1765 11 4 6 2 4 6 5 10 8 6 11 3    76 
1766 6 6 3 4 6 8 6 6 7 4 6 6    68 
1767 10 12 12 4 9 2 5 3 3 6 9 10    85 
1768 9 8 7 9 11 5 5 2 6 3 6 5    76 
1769 6 4 6 8 8 7 12 4 8 10 7 2    82 
1770 9 10 7 7 6 9 4 6 6 4 4 8    80 
1771 7 10 1 12 6 6 4 7 6 6 8 3    76 
1772 10 2 3 1 7 6 2 3 6 3 5 12    60 
1773 5 5 6 5 2 6 4 6 7 3 7 4    60 
1774 6 13 7 0 3 4 2 4 6 2 2 9    58 

                    3,728 1725–1774     

Table 2 Monthly totals of burials in Ringwood parish, 1725–1774  

Source:  Ringwood burial register: from Parish register aggregate analysis (as in Table 1). 
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 Year Annual no.  Moving average centred on year 

in question 

Standard deviation 

11-year 25-year 11-year 25-year 

1725    6         

1726    6         

1727   10         

1728    4         

1729    2         

1730    3  4.45   2.57   

1731    3  4.73   2.86   

1732    8  5.55   4.12   

1733    3  5.36   3.96   

1734    2  5.36   3.96   

1735    2  6.27   4.22   

1736    9  6.82   4.15   

1737   15  7.00 6.16 4.02 3.40 

1738    8  7.09 6.04 4.06 3.46 

1739    4  7.36 6.00 3.87 3.46 

1740   12  7.55 5.84 3.65 3.37 

1741    9  7.73 5.88 3.41 3.35 

1742    5  7.36 6.00 3.47 3.26 

1743    9  7.00 6.00 2.80 3.26 

1744    6  6.64 6.16 2.90 3.21 

1745    4  6.55 6.04 3.00 3.19 

1746    4  5.91 7.20 2.47 5.95 

1747    5  5.64 8.08 2.27 6.70 

1748   11  5.64 8.72 2.27 6.85 

1749    4  5.27 8.60 2.00 6.87 

1750    3  5.00 8.20 2.09 6.78 

1751    5  5.27 8.24 2.14 6.78 

1752    6  5.36 8.44 2.10 6.72 

1753    5  7.82 8.24 7.93 6.69 

1754    5  9.00 8.16 9.18 6.69 

1755    3 10.27 8.36 9.37 6.67 

1756    7 10.55 8.20 9.20 6.70 

1757    5 10.55 8.08 9.20 6.76 

1758   32 10.82 8.12 9.10 6.74 

1759   24 11.18 8.20 8.94 6.71 

1760   18 11.36 8.04 8.83 6.83 

1761    6 11.73 7.92 8.56 6.80 

1762    5 12.00 7.96 8.45 6.78 

1763    9 12.00   8.45   

1764    9  9.36   5.96   

1765    7  7.64   3.84   

1766    7  6.55   2.02   

1767   10  6.09   2.57   

1768    5  6.36   2.60   

1769    3  6.00   2.49   

1770    5         

1771    6         

1772    1         

1773    8         

1774    5         

Table 3a   Moving averages and standard deviations of number of burials: Aldershot, 1725–1774 

Source:  Aldershot burial register: from Parish register aggregate analysis (as in Table 1). 
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 Year Annual no.  Moving average centred on year 

in question 

Standard deviation 

11-year 25-year 11-year 25-year 

1725  48         

1726 147         

1727  65         

1728  69         

1729  94         

1730  96 79.55   26.89   

1731  82 80.18   26.21   

1732  48 74.91   16.14   

1733  93 76.00   15.83   

1734  73 77.09   15.73   

1735  60 78.27   17.36   

1736  55 76.55   16.43   

1737  89 76.00 76.12 16.34 20.71 

1738  77 77.18 78.36 14.65 20.57 

1739  81 75.55 74.60 13.77 15.70 

1740 107 74.00 74.08 14.88 16.21 

1741  77 74.36 74.28 14.58 16.18 

1742  76 74.82 73.52 14.04 15.67 

1743  61 73.64 72.80 13.32 15.03 

1744  75 73.36 72.40 13.28 14.91 

1745  56 75.45 72.56 15.88 14.66 

1746  64 70.55 71.72 13.54 14.06 

1747  60 68.27 71.76 14.34 14.06 

1748  76 68.09 72.04 14.25 13.90 

1749  74 69.36 75.28 14.19 18.29 

1750 104 69.64 74.24 14.32 18.22 

1751  53 71.09 74.08 13.66 18.21 

1752  52 70.00 73.20 14.63 18.39 

1753  74 71.09 71.96 14.29 17.07 

1754  75 70.91 71.60 14.23 17.05 

1755  78 70.27 71.96 14.24 17.23 

1756  72 73.18 72.56 21.99 17.10 

1757  52 74.09 72.84 21.33 17.20 

1758  72 76.00 73.80 20.18 16.90 

1759  74 74.64 74.28 20.77 16.78 

1760  67 74.73 74.28 20.77 16.78 

1761 136 73.82 73.64 20.83 17.01 

1762  63 75.00 73.00 21.06 17.28 

1763  73 77.18   19.77   

1764  59 78.09   19.74   

1765  76 78.64   19.70   

1766  68 79.45   19.38   

1767  85 72.55    8.47   

1768  76 72.27    8.81   

1769  82 70.91    9.71   

1770  80         

1771  76         

1772  60         

1773  60         

1774 58         

Table 3b  Moving averages and standard deviations of number of burials: Ringwood, 1725–1774 

Sources:  Ringwood burial register: from Parish register aggregate analysis (as in Table 1). 
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News from the universities 

The University of Essex 

Despite its recent foundation (1965), the University of Essex has undertaken a 

considerable corpus of work relevant to the field of historical demography. This has 

involved both the creation and curation of digital data sources for historians, and 

substantive historical research. 

The University, for example, holds the largest collection of digitised historical datasets, 

which are made available to the academic community through the History Data Service 

(HDS), housed within the UK Data Archive (UKDA). HDS is a successor service to AHDS 

History which between 1996 and March 2008 had been one of the five subject centres of 

the Arts and Humanities Data Service. In addition to its collection of historical digital 

resources, the HDS provides online advice to data creators, and works towards 

promoting and facilitating increased and more effective use of historical data in research, 

learning and teaching.  

The collection development policy of the HDS focuses on collecting social and economic 

historical data primarily created as part of an Economic and Social Research Council 

(ESRC) research funding award. In this it complements the work of the Economic and 

Social Data Service, another specialist service of the UKDA. Even a fleeting perusal of its 

website shows that the UKDA holds a vast collection of census datasets, poll book data, 

prices and wages datasets, and prosopographical material. Both the UKDA, and the HDS 

within it, have in recent years been headed by two well-known figures in the field of 

census-based historical studies, Kevin Schürer and Matthew Woollard respectively. 

These digital sources have been the basis of a number of research projects of interest to 

members of the Local Population Studies Society. Much of this research was formerly 

carried out under the umbrella of the Historical Censuses and Social Surveys Research 

Group. This Group was created following the success of two major research projects 

funded by the Leverhulme Trust; the first investigating the decline in infant and child 

mortality in Essex at the beginning of the twentieth century; and the second building a 

substantial collection of computerised nineteenth-century census data, largely based 

around the enrichment of the digitised 1881 census. The latter consists of a complete 

transcript covering the entire population of Great Britain, some 30 million people, and is 

currently the largest historical database in the country. The two years of funding from the 

Leverhulme Trust allowed this large data collection to be standardised for historical 
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research and linked to a newly-created parish level Geographical Information System 

(GIS), which allows the data contained in the census to be automatically mapped.   

Later research projects undertaken by the Research Group, although covering a wide 

range, shared a common identity within the theme of social, economic and cultural 

history.‖ A‖ major‖ project‖ funded‖ by‖ the‖ ESRC‖ (‘The future of work: an historical 

perspective’)‖ provided‖ an‖ historical‖ perspective‖ to‖ recent‖ structural‖ changes‖ in‖

employment and the labour market. It used a number of sources, including the digitised 

1851 and 1881 census collections in the UKDA and the New Survey of London Life and 

Labour. A second project, funded by the Nuffield Foundation, sought to study physical 

disabilities in the nineteenth century, focusing in particular on the geography of certain 

disabilities, and on the social and familial position of those suffering from disabilities. 

The Research Group also collaborated with a number of international projects and was 

linked to historical research units in Canada, the US, Norway and Russia. This has led to 

participation in the North Atlantic Population Project (NAPP), which created a machine-

readable database of the complete censuses of Canada (1881), Great Britain (1881), 

Iceland (1870, 1880, 1901), Norway (1865, 1900), Sweden (1900) and the United States 

(1880). 

This work of digital data creation is being continued at Essex in the Integrated Census 

Microdata (I-CeM) Project, which will bring together computerised versions of the British 

censuses of 1851 to 1911 and enhance these through the standardisation and 

harmonisation‖ of‖ the‖ data.‖ The‖ Project’s‖ commercial‖ partners,‖ who‖ have‖ created‖ the‖

digitised censuses for genealogical purposes, are making their datasets available to the 

academic community. The I-CeM Project team will undertake a number of tasks to make 

the data available for academic use, including: reformatting, checking and cleaning the 

data; developing standard coding schemes for occupational and other data; coding the 

data; and standardising administrative boundaries for the periods covered. It is 

envisaged that the dissemination and publicity for the resulting datasets will be achieved 

through the development of online data dissemination tools; the production of GIS maps 

to link to the data; and the creation of documentation, user guides, and supporting 

teaching and research materials. The names on the datasets are, of course, commercially 

valuable‖to‖the‖Project’s‖partners,‖and‖secure‖forms‖of‖access‖will‖have‖to‖be‖developed‖to‖

protect their investment of nearly £11 million in the raw, digitised data. The three-year 

project, which began in April 2009 under the direction of Kevin Schürer and myself, is 

funded by one of the largest personal grants ever made by the ESRC. Further details of 

the project can be found on the web at http://www.essex.ac.uk/history/research/icem/. 

The resulting data collection will provide a vast and extremely significant research 

resource crossing a number of key social science disciplines, including demography, 

economics, human geography, sociology, and social and economic history, as well as 

associated disciplines in medical/health studies research. I-CeM will be the largest single 

historical dataset on the planet. The increased ease of access to local/national census data 

http://www.essex.ac.uk/history/hcssrg/fow.shtm
http://www.essex.ac.uk/history/hcssrg/fow.shtm
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from censuses 1851 to 1911 will open up all sorts of research possibilities. Comparing 

localised data from one census to another will become easier, encouraging longitudinal 

studies. The coding in the data will also be compatible with modern longitudinal studies, 

also held at the UKDA, and so encourage research linking historical populations to those 

of‖ today.‖With‖ the‖development‖of‖GIS‖ tools,‖ it‖ should‖be‖possible‖ to‖ create‖one’s‖own‖

regions for analysis, rather than depending on the boundaries provided in nineteenth-

century Census Reports. It will also be possible to access data on widely dispersed sub-

populations, such as foreign migrants, or out-migrants from particular places. We know 

an awful lot about who migrated into particular communities but it has always been far 

more difficult to study where people from particular parishes or regions moved to. It is 

hoped that future funding will be available to allow the people in the I-CeM dataset to be 

linked across censuses, thus facilitating studies of social and geographical mobility. 

In order to exploit these resources, the History Department at Essex has established a 

Centre for Historical Census and Survey Research under my directorship as a successor 

to the Historical Censuses and Social Surveys Research Group. The creation of a centre of 

excellence in the field is to be achieved through focussing the unique expertise across the 

University of Essex in the preservation and use of historical digitised data. Core activities 

are intended to include: 

research in the preservation and use of historical census and survey data, 

especially that in a digitised form;  

providing a focus for the research of PhD students in this field;  

teaching and administering the MA Digital History, and providing input 

into the MA Local, Family and Community History;  

organising seminars and conferences on relevant subjects;  

facilitating the online publication of the work of students and members of 

staff working in the field.  

The MA Digital History is intended to give those about to embark on historical research 

an intensive, hands on, training in current approaches within the digital historical 

disciplines. These will include methodological questions involved in the identification of 

online resources, online publishing, computing, and quantitative and qualitative 

analysis. Stress will be laid on accessing research materials and secondary sources online, 

and learning the use of computer software through the creation and exploration of 

historical resources and databases to address research questions in history. The use of 

digitised census datasets and other material held amongst the extensive digital resources 

of the UKDA will be a particular feature of the course. The scheme will also provide an 

introduction to general principles of digital data management, curation and preservation. 

By giving the curators of digital resources practical experience of historical research, it 

will help them to design data management and delivery strategies better suited to the 

needs of their clients. Such skills will make the student highly employable, whether or 
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not they proceed to a career in research, teaching or digital preservation. Students taking 

the scheme will be eligible to be considered for internships and work placements within 

the UKDA. 

A number of members of staff and students are working, or have worked in the recent 

past, on subjects of interest to readers of Local Population Studies (LPS). One might include 

here‖Kevin‖ Schürer’s‖ recent‖ articles‖ on‖ surnames‖ in‖ LPS 70 and 72. Similarly, Matthew 

Woollard completed his PhD at Essex in 2005 on the development of occupational 

classification in the British Isles, 1660-1911, supervised by Geoffrey Crossick and myself. 

Between 2004 and 2007 Matthew headed a major Joint Information Systems Committee 

(JISC)-funded digitisation project, the Online Historical Population Reports (Histpop) 

Project. This has published online almost 190,000 pages of the British Census Reports and 

the Annual Reports of the Registrar Generals for Births, Marriages and Deaths. In 

conjunction with myself, Matthew also authored a number of the historical essays on this 

site,‖ and‖ contributed‖ to‖ the‖ History‖ Department’s‖ working‖ paper‖ series‖ (http://

www.essex.ac.uk/history/working-papers/index.sthm). Here can also be found a working 

paper he has authored with Richard Wall and Beatrice Moring on the census schedules 

and listings for the period 1801 to 1831.  

Although a comparatively small university department, History at Essex has a lively and 

diverse postgraduate research community. Recently completed PhD theses in fields of 

interest to those involved in historical demography and local census studies include 

Christine‖Jones’s‖work‖on‖never-married people in England and Wales in the nineteenth 

century;‖Paul‖Glenister’s‖study‖of‖infant‖mortality‖in‖five‖urban‖areas‖in‖the‖period‖1890‖to‖

1913, which drew heavily on the records of local medical officers of health; and Paul 

Newton-Taylor’s‖ thesis‖ on‖ residential‖ persistence‖ in‖ seven‖ rural‖ parishes‖ in‖ Victorian‖

Kent. Students currently working on doctoral theses in the History Department include: 

Anne Folan, who is looking at the factors affecting mortality in Ipswich in the period 1851 

to 1911, drawing in part on the individual level mortality data recorded by local medical 

officers of health; Vicky Holmes, who is studying fatal accidents in the home in Suffolk 

using‖ the‖ evidence‖ of‖ coroners’‖ inquests;‖ and‖Amanda‖Wilkinson,‖who‖ is‖ studying‖ the‖

extent and causes of the under-enumeration‖ of‖ women’s‖ work‖ in‖ the‖ south‖ east‖ of‖

England in the nineteenth and early twentieth-century censuses. 

Professor Edward Higgs 

History Department 

University of Essex 

http://www
http://www
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Book reviews 

Karen Chase, The Victorians and old age (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2009). 

xiv+284pp. ISBN 978-0-19-956436-1. £55.00 (hardback). 

This book is explicitly not a history of old age in Victorian England. What it offers 

instead is an examination of some of the ways in which old age was constructed in 

England in the Victorian period, glimpsed through a variety of lenses, mainly literary, 

pictorial and artistic, but also social scientific (insofar as the work of Charles Booth 

deserves this epithet), and personal in the form of obituaries and epitaphs. Literature 

dominates, and the novel takes centre stage: poetry is explicitly excluded from the 

analysis, while other literary forms such as plays, newspapers, cartoons (the odd 

exception apart), advertisements and scientific discourse are omitted too. It is argued 

that the various pictures of old age generated though these mediums in the second half 

of‖the‖nineteenth‖century‖‘reflected‖and‖shaped‖the‖quality‖of‖life‖for‖older‖people’‖and‖

‘helped‖to‖form‖a‖conceptual‖basis‖for‖understanding‖‚senescence‛‖as‖an‖integral‖phase‖

of‖ existence’(p.‖ 3).‖ The‖ perceptions‖ are‖ firmly‖ and‖ repeatedly‖ linked‖ throughout‖ the‖

book with an understanding of a national demographic profile within which the 

elderly assumed a growing importance and represented an increasing burden as a 

result of changing mortality conditions, culminating in the introduction of Old Age 

Pensions in 1908. The analyses of these representations of old age are sophisticated, 

nuanced and stimulating; the demographic imperative with which they are associated 

is, unfortunately, simply wrong. 

Among the authors treated here are Dickens, whose subtle treatment of old age depicts 

a shifting relationship between the physical and the chronological, appreciating the 

distance and understanding that age can bring, and finding a home for the elderly in 

the interstices of urban life. It is Dickens that leads us inevitably towards the 

workhouse,‖ and‖ we‖ are‖ informed‖ that‖ ‘the‖ institutional‖ life<was‖ at‖ the‖ heart‖ of‖

attempts‖to‖provide‖for‖the‖aged‖in‖the‖Victorian‖period’,‖while‖ there‖was‖a‖ ‘dramatic‖

increase in the number of old people, especially older women, who depended upon 

institutional‖support‖of‖some‖kind‖ in‖ the‖ last‖ third‖of‖ the‖nineteenth‖century’‖ (pp.‖19,‖

25). Little in the way of data is cited to support these claims, and in the evidence that is 

provided London looms large. Nationally, however, it was outdoor relief, not 

institutional support, that remained at the heart of provision for the elderly poor 

through to the end of the nineteenth century, as data calculated for the years 1900–02 

from‖ the‖Annual‖Reports‖ of‖ the‖ Local‖Government‖ Board,‖ using‖ the‖ category‖ of‖ ‘not‖

able’‖ as‖ a‖ surrogate‖ for‖ the‖ elderly,‖ shows‖ that‖ only‖ 27.7‖ per‖ cent‖ of‖ elderly‖ paupers‖

were relieved indoors, while the figure for elderly women stood at just 17.8 per cent 

(calculated‖ from‖ N.‖ Goose,‖ ‘Poverty,‖ old‖ age‖ and‖ gender‖ in‖ nineteenth‖ century‖

England:‖ the‖ case‖ of‖ Hertfordshire’,‖ Continuity and Change, 20 (2005), Table 1, p. 35). 
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Furthermore, while there was an increase in the number of elderly men and women in 

workhouses during the last 30 years of the nineteenth century, that increase was far 

from dramatic as a percentage of the relevant age cohort, census data suggesting a 

modest increase from 3.6 per cent of those aged 65 or over in 1871 to 5.0 per cent in 

1901 (K. Williams, From pauperism to poverty (London, 1981), Table 4.24, p. 205). 

Trollope is the focus of the next chapter, where the same plasticity is detected in his 

portrayal of the elderly as was highlighted in the writing of Dickens. Consideration of 

Septimus Harding in The Warden leads us to a section on Victorian almshouses, which 

again relies very heavily upon the evidence of a small number of London institutions, 

and (inevitably) upon studies that are often very old and sometimes lacking in 

academic credibility. In the third chapter we move on to Gaskell, Oliphant and Carroll, 

where the opportunity is taken to examine the reflections of these authors on 

relationships across generations. The surprising powers of agency that the elderly 

possessed in these works is again highlighted, even while the degradations of age are 

simultaneously acknowledged. Chapter 4 focuses upon Queen Victoria, her image (or 

more correctly images) and her Age, while art and the elderly subject is discussed in 

chapter‖ 5,‖ which‖ incorporates‖ Wilde’s‖ Picture of Dorian Gray as well as narrative 

paintings.‖ After‖ a‖ brief‖ discussion‖ of‖ Morris’s‖ News from Nowhere, chapter 6 focuses 

upon the representations of the elderly in the surveys of Charles Booth, while 

gravestones, obituaries and epitaphs are the subject of chapter 7.  

The emphasis in all of the readings offered here is upon the complexity of these various 

representations of age, but the overarching theme is the growing prominence of the 

elderly‖ in‖ the‖ literary‖ and‖ pictorial‖ works‖ that‖ are‖ discussed.‖ The‖method‖ adopted,‖ ‘to‖

narrate‖the‖arc‖of‖change‖by‖way‖of‖case‖study’‖(p.‖277)‖may‖not‖satisfy‖everyone,‖and‖it‖

might well be that a similar case could be made for the increasing prominence of the child 

in a similar (or different) selection of literary writings, as well as on the political stage. But 

there is a more serious objection that must be entered, and this is to the image of the 

elderly‖in‖the‖later‖nineteenth‖as‖ ‘a‖mass‖event’‖ (p.‖86),‖ ‘a‖looming‖physical‖presence’‖(p.‖

276), and numerous other less dramatic references to their growing numbers within 

Victorian society which, by the end of the century, we are told, produced a society where 

‘more‖people‖than‖ever‖were‖living‖past‖50’‖(p.‖187).‖The‖problem‖is,‖of‖course,‖that‖it‖was‖

not until the first quarter of the twentieth century that rapidly declining infant mortality 

and growing longevity resulted in such a shift in the composition of the population: in fact 

the proportion of the population of England and Wales aged 65 and over remained at 5 

per cent through from 1851 to 1901, during which period the proportion aged 45 and over 

increased by just a single percentage point (N.L. Tranter, Population and society 1750–1940 

(Harlow, 1985), Table 10, p. 179). The relationship that is posited, therefore, between 

literary and pictorial appreciation of the elderly and their numerical importance within 

the population is purely fictitious, and it is disappointing to find such scant appreciation 

here of the historical record that demographers have laboured so diligently to produce, or 
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of the analyses of social historians of the early welfare state. Enjoy this book for its literary 

exegeses, therefore, not for its historical insights. 

Nigel Goose 

University of Hertfordshire  

Ben Dodds and Richard Britnell eds, Agriculture and rural society after the Black Death: 

common themes and regional variations (University of Hertfordshire Press, Studies in 

Regional and Local History, Volume 6, Hatfield, 2009). xvi+265pp. ISBN 978-1-902806-79-

2. £18.99 (paperback). 978-1-902806-78-5. £35.00 (hardback). 

The Black Death was not just a human tragedy of terrifying scale, but it also marked a 

crucial‖ turning‖point‖ in‖ the‖economic‖and‖social‖ life‖of‖Europe.‖By‖1400,‖ the‖continent’s‖

population had probably dropped by 40 per cent from its peak a hundred years 

previously. This basic fact of numbers placed dramatic stress on an agrarian economy 

that had evolved to serve an ever larger population. Profits from arable farming 

inevitably collapsed, tenants were able to throw off some of the more onerous burdens of 

medieval seigniorialism, and new opportunities for prosperity were available for those 

peasants able or willing to adapt to the new economic context.  

This book dissects the first century of this new economic world, attempting to add a 

regional flavour to the economic history of post-plague England and Europe, arguing that 

we cannot explain social change in the period without understanding how that change 

varied from place to place. This is hardly a controversial claim, but the book is broadly 

successful in emphasising the degree to which different regions responded differently to 

similar demographic circumstances, thanks to their differing geographical, political and 

economic‖situations.‖Indeed,‖although‖the‖book‖focuses‖on‖England’s‖north-east, one of its 

strengths is the way it sets the English experience in its international context.  

There are three sections, each comprising a trio of broadly research-based chapters with 

an introduction by one of the editors. These section openers are extremely useful and will 

be invaluable to those who teach the economic history of the period. Section One looks at 

markets‖ and‖ prices,‖ introduced‖ by‖ Britnell’s‖ very‖ useful‖ description‖ of‖ the‖ marketing‖

systems of late medieval Europe, showing us how complex trading networks and 

institutions existed in an economy that was nonetheless substantially localised. Most of 

England remained peripheral to the European economy, though the south-east was on 

the‖edge‖of‖one‖of‖the‖continent’s‖most‖developed‖zones.‖The‖same‖author‖then‖goes‖on‖to‖

summarise current knowledge on agricultural output from 1350 to 1450. He points out 

that we should be attuned to fluctuations, rather than seeing the period as monolithic. 

Pasture farming was more buoyant than arable, as we would expect, but at some times it 

was sheep (1350–1376), others cattle (1410–1435), which were most profitable. For all the 

fluctuation, however, there was ultimately a downward trend in output, with the trough 

of 1435–1465 being particularly deep. Explaining these fluctuations is difficult, though 

demographic, climatic and monetary factors are all likely to have been at play.  
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Schofield’s‖ article‖ on‖ the‖ grain‖market‖ of‖ north-east England is particularly interesting. 

Using an excellent price series from Durham Priory accounts, first compiled by the 

Beveridge team between 1923 and 1963, he compares fluctuations in price between the 

north-east‖and‖‘national’‖grain-price series. There was broad agreement between these two 

series, but with some important differences. In particular, there was a stronger correlation 

in the Durham series in the late 1400s between fluctuations in wheat and rye prices than in 

either the Thorold Rogers or Farmer data: this may represent greater pressure on food 

resources in the north-east. The existence of a mobile, market-dependent population, and a 

regional economy that was specialising heavily in pasture farming meant that this was 

probably a famine-prone society: certainly there is evidence of a major mortality crisis in 

the high-price year of 1438. This is potentially fascinating stuff, and is an important 

antidote to any rigidly Malthusian assumptions that low population pressure in the post-

Black‖ Death‖ world‖ necessarily‖ meant‖ food‖ security.‖ Following‖ on‖ from‖ this,‖ Gemmill’s‖

article on the grain market of Aberdeen provides a useful description of the close 

regulation of the trade by the burgh in the name of protecting consumers. Even in this 

period of low arable prices the town was importing grain from Flanders; in the later 

period, grain was also imported from England and Prussia.  

The second section tackles the theme of production, particularly through the study of 

tithe evidence. This not only circumvents the methodological problems created by the 

decline of direct demesne management, but also allows wider European comparisons 

than the manorial accounts which traditionally dominate studies of English production. 

Following on from an authoritative survey by Swanson on late-medieval tithes, Dodds 

looks at tithe evidence from 11 parishes between the Tyne and the Tees. He finds a 

gradual decline in production from 1350 to 1450, with levels staying well below pre-

plague levels. Intriguingly, this decline may have been partly caused by an ageing 

population, as recurrent outbreaks of plague disproportionately hit the young, sparing 

those already immune. The Durham data are then compared with French and Castilian 

evidence.‖ These‖ suggest‖ that‖ Durham’s‖ economy‖ was,‖ perhaps‖ unsurprisingly,‖ more‖

sluggish than that of parts of France, where there was a strong recovery of both 

population and production in the late fourteenth century, albeit one cut short by renewed 

crisis in the fifteenth. In Castile, the fifteenth-century recovery of population and 

production was even more robust, though possibly this reflects a particularly low 

baseline in the 1300s. The section is then rounded off by a comparison from southern 

England, with Hare focusing on tithe evidence from Wessex. Again the story is one of 

decline, though following a different trajectory to that of Durham. Particularly notable 

was a specialisation in barley production, perhaps to tap the market for ale and beer, 

which was developing as disposable incomes rose.  

The final section changes tack, away from prices and production and into issues of land 

use, social structure and peasant politics. In a short contribution, Harris finds that the 

arable land claimed from the waste during the period of population growth was, perhaps 

unsurprisingly, amongst the first to be converted to pasture after the Black Death. Mullan 
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then offers an illuminating comparison between two bailiwicks: East Meon in Hampshire 

and another near Taunton in Somerset. He finds a marked process of polarisation in both 

sets of manors: cottagers struggled to accumulate land while wealthier peasants 

amalgamated quite sizeable holdings. In general, those who accumulated were from 

peasant families well established before the Black Death. Finally, Larson offers a 

fascinating description of the local politics of various manors, again in Durham, focusing 

in particular on Billingham. He finds that disputes were more likely to arise between 

peasant neighbours than between peasants and their lords. Indeed, the period after the 

Black‖ Death,‖ he‖ argues,‖ saw‖ a‖ notable‖ breakdown‖ of‖ ‘community’,‖ with‖ increasing‖

conflict over resources. Then, after a period of intense conflict, things calmed down as a 

new oligarchy of wealthy peasants consolidated their hold on the manor courts. It is an 

interesting piece, but one held back by an apparent unwillingness to quantify. 

The book is a very useful contribution to late-medieval scholarship. All of the articles 

contain material of value and some (notably Schofield, Hare and Harris) make important 

contributions to existing knowledge. It is frustrating that the book ends on a cliffhanger: 

we leave the English mired in the deep recession of the mid-fifteenth century; there are 

hugely important questions to be answered about what happened next. Nonetheless, this 

is to criticise a book for not doing something it did not set out to do. As an exercise in 

emphasising the regional dimension to the late-medieval economy, this collection is very 

successful indeed. 

Jonathan Healey 

University of Oxford 

Charles Donahue, Jr, Law, marriage, and society in the later Middle Ages: arguments about 

marriage in five courts (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2007). xix+672pp. ISBN 0-

521-87728-8. £83.00 (hardback). 

This‖book‖ is‖ the‖ impressive‖culmination‖of‖a‖ life’s‖work‖on‖ late‖medieval‖marriage‖ law‖

and litigation in north-west Europe. In so far as one can simplify its vast depth and 

breadth, it is a profoundly well-informed and deeply researched answer to the question: 

what control did families have over the making of marriage under a canon law that 

emphasised‖that‖the‖consent‖of‖the‖couple‖was‖essential‖to‖the‖union’s‖validity?‖Professor‖

Donahue’s‖ approach‖ is‖ comparative,‖ structured‖ around‖ marriage‖ cases‖ from‖ five‖

different church courts: York, in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries; Ely from 1374 to 

1381; Paris from 1384 to 1387; Cambrais, 1438–1453; and Brussels, 1448–1459. Using 

qualitative and quantitative approaches, and always ready to explain the problems of the 

sources and spell out any qualifications, Professor Donahue negotiates the different types 

of record available to produce a systematic a study of marriage litigation in England and 

the Franco-Belgian region. 

The first chapter sets out the complexities of the canon law of marriage and guides the 

reader through frequently arcane paths of ecclesiastical law and its theological 

underpinnings. The book then turns to the application of the law, with the objective of 
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laying bare the features of the legal institutions analysed, the patterns of litigation therein, 

and the social behaviour that might be indicated by them. The nature of Professor 

Donahue’s‖research‖agenda‖means‖that‖the‖book‖is‖structured‖around‖the‖five‖courts‖with‖

four chapters exploring the York cases, one on Ely and one on Paris, and two on Cambrai 

and Brussels. The next three chapters are more comparative, exploring in turn separation, 

the application of the laws on consanguinity and affinity, or whom one was permitted to 

marry; and a final chapter offering an overarching hypothesis for the differences identified. 

In short, while finding some similarities across the courts—namely the common 

academic training of the principal officers and a unified canon law of marriage—there 

were significant differences in the types of cases that were dealt with by the five courts. 

The English courts had larger numbers of instance cases (suits brought by the interested 

parties) and no evidence of organised prosecution of informal marriage, while the Franco

-Belgian courts heard more office cases (suits prosecuted by the court). The bulk of the 

marriage cases at York and Ely attempted to enforce promises of marriage made in the 

present-tense, whereas Franco-Belgian courts focused upon the judicial enforcement of 

promises to marry made in the future-tense and also heard far more separation cases 

than the English ones. To generalise, English courts acted more as venues for dispute-

resolution while the Franco-Belgian ones had more of a law-enforcement approach where 

making marriage was concerned.  

In‖total,‖including‖the‖separately‖published‖‘Texts‖&‖Commentary’,‖this‖book‖is‖just‖short‖

of 1,000 pages long. As such, a short review can only offer the reader a brief indicator of 

Professor‖ Donahue’s‖ proposals‖ for‖ the‖ causes‖ of‖ the‖ variations.‖ He‖ suggests‖ that‖ they‖

were predicated upon very real social differences and, therefore, attitudes towards 

marriage. He pins the fundamental causes down to differences in property ownership. In 

the Franco-Belgian regions inheritance was more partible than in England, where males 

were preferred to females in line of descent and eldest male over youngest. In England 

marital property was in some respects held separately compared to a far more 

community-based ideology of property in Franco-Belgian unions. Thus Donahue 

suggests that Franco-Belgian‖ parents‖ were‖ concerned‖ with‖ all‖ of‖ their‖ children’s‖

marriages, given that all would inherit property, and thus more marriages at a younger 

age were arranged, producing more litigation about marriage contracts. The larger 

numbers of property-less offspring in England were able to marry in more informal and 

unarranged ways, further encouraged in some areas by the presence of life-cycle service 

which facilitated later-age‖marriages.‖ Thus,‖ to‖ crudely‖ generalise‖ Professor‖ Donahue’s‖

analysis, parents had somewhat more control over the marriages of their offspring in the 

Franco-Belgian areas than England. The underlying cause of all this, Professor Donahue 

attributes, with some necessary trepidation, to English society being more 

‘individualistic’‖and‖Franco-Belgian‖more‖‘communitarian’. 

If this final thesis of individualism versus communitarianism raises some fears of hoary 

stereotypes, and although the book eschews some of the more recent trends in scholarship 

on‖medieval‖ecclesiastical‖court‖records‖(such‖as‖the‖role‖of‖memory‖strategies‖in‖people’s‖
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construction of narratives before the courts), it is by no means outmoded in its methodology 

or research agenda. It explores other issues of continuing concern, such as questions about 

the‖ ways‖ in‖ which‖ the‖ legal‖ structure‖ shaped‖ testimony,‖ and‖ female‖ litigants’‖ and‖

deponents’‖autonomy‖before‖the‖law.‖Indeed‖in‖some‖ways,‖its‖rather‖structural‖conclusions‖

are bang up-to-date in examining the social and cultural factors that shaped Western 

European marriage patterns (for example, see Tine de Moor and Jan Luiten Van Zanden, 

‘Girl‖power:‖the‖European‖marriage‖pattern‖and‖labour‖markets‖in‖the‖North‖Sea‖region‖in‖

the‖late‖medieval‖and‖early‖modern‖period’, Economic History Review, 63 (2010), 1–33). 

Overall, this review can do little justice to the degree of analysis and exposition of 

research findings contained in Law, marriage, and society in the later Middle Ages. Its length 

may‖deter‖more‖general‖students‖of‖marriage,‖and‖its‖division‖into‖two,‖with‖‘Texts‖and‖

Commentaries’‖contained‖in‖an‖e-book, might irritate more specialist scholars who must 

navigate an online text and a hard copy to find references and other layers of 

information. Regardless of quibbles over format, nonetheless, this book is a vast resource 

for scholars of marriage in late medieval Western Europe who will find answers to 

questions on the canon law of marriage and its application, important statistical analysis 

of patterns of marriage, and fascinating rich detail of individual cases—guided by the 

judicious and entertaining voice of Professor Donahue.  

Joanne Bailey 

Oxford Brookes University 

Patrick Fitzgerald and Brian Lambkin, Migration in Irish history, 1607-2007 (Palgrave 

Macmillan, Houndmills, Hampshire, 2009). xx+403pp. ISBN 978-0-230-22256-4. £60/£18.99 

(hardback/paperback). 

Migration out of Ireland has long been seen as both a symptom and (more 

controversially)‖a‖cause‖of‖Irish‖economic‖backwardness.‖For‖‘Irish’,‖read‖‘southern‖Irish’,‖

because—as might be expected—emigration counted for less in the industrialising 

counties of the north east. This is why the main focus of general accounts such as David 

Fitzpatrick’s‖ Irish emigration 1820–1921 (1984),‖Andy‖Bielenberg’s‖ Irish diaspora (2000) or 

Enda‖Delaney’s‖The Irish in post-war Britain (2006) has been on emigration from what now 

constitutes the Republic of Ireland. And, since emigration involved relatively few people 

before the early nineteenth century, most accounts have concentrated on the nineteenth 

and twentieth centuries. Moreover, because emigration always dwarfed immigration, the 

latter has not received much attention. 

Patrick‖Fitzgerald‖and‖Brian‖Lambkin’s‖Migration in Irish history, 1607–2007 offers instead 

a‖more‖‘integrated‖analysis‖of‖migration’‖that‖allows‖internal‖migration‖and‖immigration‖

(more than?) their due, that stretches the chronological reach both back and forward in 

time,‖ and‖ that‖ gives‖ more‖ space‖ to‖ what‖ is‖ now‖ Northern‖ Ireland.‖ The‖ authors’‖

perspective is influenced by their lengthy hands-on association with the Centre for 

Migration Studies at the Ulster-American Folk Park outside Omagh, Northern Ireland. 
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Part I sets the scene, with a review of the shifting determinants of the migration decision 

over the centuries. It acknowledges and ably builds on the already extensive literature on 

the decisions of whether to stay, leave, or return, and where to go. The familiar factors 

governing these choices—the‖prospect‖of‖bettering‖one’s‖ self,‖ the‖ cost‖and‖speed‖of‖ the‖

passage, and domestic familial constraints—are clearly spelt out and illustrated by data 

and more informal vignette-style evidence. The nine chapters of Part II, which takes up 

more than half the book, discuss migration between 1607 and 1650 (chapter 5) and 1950–

2007 (chapter 13). A more reflective Part III concludes with speculations on issues such as 

how to tap the goodwill towards Ireland among its diaspora and getting the balance of 

migration‖‘just‖right’.‖‖ 

The general analysis is usefully complemented by human interest stories such as those of 

16 year-old immigrant Carlo Bianconi who arrived in Dublin in 1802 to work for a 

compatriot who had preceded him (p. 153); 23 year-old would-be emigrant Andy Keane 

from Athenry, who headed for Cobh en route to Boston with his hurleys and melodeon 

in April 1911, only to perish on the Titanic (p. 216); and 16 year-old internal migrant Tom 

Lynam who found that travelling from the Irish midlands to Dublin in 1935 was like 

‘going‖to‖Australia’‖(p.‖210). 

The book is well illustrated, and contains some useful graphics, particularly on emigration 

flows since 1600 (Figures 1–4). These highlight the size and relative importance of the 

outflow to continental Europe before 1800, although they may underestimate the 

movement across the Irish Sea, which is put at 70,000—an annual average of only 350—

between 1600 and 1800. Fitzgerald and Lambkin are correct, however, to emphasise the 

importance of immigration in the seventeenth century, which they estimate at nearly 

300,000 (pp. 74, 95–6). This implies that inward and outward migrants were almost evenly 

matched in that century. Thereafter, immigration receded to a relative trickle.  

A century ago the island of Ireland contained over 4 million people, of whom fewer than 

20,000 had been born outside the United Kingdom. Over 5,000 of those had been born in the 

United‖ States,‖ and‖ another‖ 7,000‖ in‖ ‘America’;‖ presumably‖ most‖ were‖ the‖ children‖ of‖

returned emigrants. Russia accounted for another one in ten (mostly Jewish immigrants 

from Lithuania), and Germany and France 1,000 each. There were 417 Italians and 128 

Chinese. Ireland was not the destination of choice of emigrants from eastern and southern 

Europe, be they Italian or Jewish: indeed, a (mistaken) collective memory in the Jewish 

community holds that most of those who settled in Ireland had arrived by accident.  

The attention paid by Fitzgerald and Lambkin to the tiny immigration flows between the 

early eighteenth and late twentieth centuries will strike some readers as disproportionate. 

Nonetheless,‖the‖miniscule‖inflows‖that‖did‖take‖place,‖particularly‖those‖of‖‘Litvaks’‖from‖

the Baltic countries (and particularly from a cluster of shtetls in north-western Lithuania) 

and of skilled plasterers from the Lazio region of Italy, are worth their place as interesting 

examples‖of‖‘against‖the‖flow’‖niche‖immigrations‖(pp.‖183–5). Such mini-movements only 

serve‖ to‖ highlight‖ the‖ unprecedented‖ character‖ of‖ recent‖ immigration.‖ Ireland’s‖ Jewish‖
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population—now, alas, in serious decline—never exceeded five or six thousand, but the 

2006 census counted over 30,000 Muslims and 20,000 Orthodox Christians.  

This is a good time for a book about migration and for reflecting on the parallels between 

the‖ Irish‖ emigrant‖ experience‖ and‖ that‖ of‖ the‖ ‘new‖ Irish’.‖ Between 1995 and 2008 

immigration into Ireland exceeded one million. However, in 2008–9 net immigration had 

given way to a net emigration of 8,000, and the net outflow in 2009–10 is bound to be 

much higher. Meanwhile the grim economic challenges currently facing Ireland have 

turned‖minds‖in‖high‖places‖towards‖considering‖how‖to‖‘capitalise‖on‖the‖diaspora’‖(pp.‖

290–1).‖It‖may‖be‖time‖to‖reconsider‖also‖the‖bigoted‖Mr‖Deasy’s‖claim‖in‖Joyce’s‖Ulysses 

that‖ Ireland‖did‖not‖mistreat‖ its‖ immigrants‖ ‘because‖ she‖never‖ let‖ them‖ in’.‖A‖ century‖

ago,‖very‖few‖immigrants‖wanted‖to‖be‖‘let‖in’:‖the‖racist‖threat‖is‖now. 

Fitzgerald and Lambkin round off their very useful study with an invaluable 53 page 

bibliography and a 38 page index. 

Cormac Ó Gráda 

University College Dublin 

Alan Fox, A lost frontier revealed. Regional separation in the East Midlands (University of 

Hertfordshire Press, Studies in Regional and Local History, Volume 7, Hatfield, 2009). 

ix+210pp. ISBN 978-1-902806-97-6. £18.99 (paperback). 978-1-902806-96-9. £35 (hardback). 

Alan‖Fox’s‖study‖of‖the‖border‖area‖between‖Lincolnshire‖and‖Leicestershire—the latest in 

the specialist Studies in Regional and Local History series—conveys a clear love of the 

landscape. Like a Wainwright of the East Midlands, Fox describes the geological and 

geographical features of the area like one who has an intimate association with it. This is 

one of the strengths of this book, which uses this area of England to test Charles Phythian-

Adams’‖theories‖about‖the‖characteristics‖of‖regions‖and‖borderlands.‖It‖can‖also‖sometimes‖

be a disadvantage for the reader not well-acquainted‖with‖the‖area’s‖layout‖and‖landscapes,‖

although Fox makes good use of maps to reinforce the patterns he describes. 

Phythian-Adams supervised the PhD thesis on which this book is based and to say that it 

owes an intellectual debt to his ideas is to state the obvious. Essentially, Phythian-Adams’‖

theory of regional societies is based on the identification of quite large geographical areas 

which are frequently based on geological features like water basins. In this study, Fox is 

concerned to examine how far borders (both natural and cultural) separated these 

regions. In‖this‖case‖the‖‘Test‖Area’‖falls‖along‖the‖Leicestershire-Lincolnshire border; an 

area of relatively low population and diverse geology. What makes the hypothesis testing 

particularly appealing, however, is the range of settings and methods Fox uses. The book 

is structured to start with the landscape, and slowly bring in the people, their 

demographic characteristics, cultural identities, transport links, and interpersonal 

relations. His final conclusion—that there was indeed a border which roughly 

corresponds to the county boundary—thus feels significantly more robust than if he had 

depended on one or two measures. We should also note that Fox was not necessarily 
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looking for evidence to support Phythian-Adams’‖thesis:‖he‖states‖in‖the‖conclusion‖that‖

was several years before his findings convinced him that there was indeed a frontier zone 

between these two regions (p. 169). 

The book is divided into three major parts. The first (chapters 1 and 2) is concerned with 

the background: describing Phythian-Adams’‖ hypothesis‖ and‖ the‖way‖ that‖ it‖ relates‖ to‖

the regions of England; explaining the characteristics of a frontier area; and setting out 

the long-term‖history‖and‖geological‖underpinning‖of‖the‖‘Test‖Area’.‖This‖section‖is‖vital‖

for explaining the background and approach to the study, although it is here that the 

reader may feel somewhat overwhelmed with the sheer volume of information on rock 

formation and landscape. Photographs are used liberally to illustrate the landscapes, but 

it would have helped the reader further if the section had ended with some early 

reflection on how the landscapes link specifically to Phythian-Adams’‖regions‖and‖what‖

they suggest about borderlands. 

Part 2 is concerned with several socio-economic characteristics of the area: population 

density and enclosure; wealth, occupation and land tenure; and cultural expressions 

(folk traditions, vernacular architecture and dialect). All three of the chapters in this 

section show a great familiarity with an impressive range of source types. The author 

goes to some lengths to present his information in a range of ways, using maps which 

show boundaries, population densities, and zones of different types, as well as figures. 

He has also made efforts to find information to test his theory from different 

perspectives and periods, for example using data from the Compton Census, and 

visitations of the Bishop of Lincoln to examine population spread and density, as well 

as Victoria County Histories and (for a later part of the investigation) parish registers. 

Again, the distinctions between types of landscapes and their subdivisions are at times 

confusing to the reader, but the tables which offer categories ranked by population 

density and landscape type are more helpful, and the discussion is generally clear. 

Overall, Fox makes a convincing case for patterns of population density being related, 

firstly, to underlying geology and land use and, secondly, to enclosure patterns which 

in turn prompted migration. 

The final chapter of this section, which deals with cultural expressions, is perhaps the most 

striking both for the strength of its findings, and as it is the first attempt to look beyond 

economic and demographic variables. Here, Fox finds only fairly limited evidence of 

different folk traditions on either side of the county boundary, but quite extensive support 

for different styles and materials for house building—notably‖a‖distinctive‖‘mud‖and‖stud’‖

tradition in Lincolnshire which is not seen in Leicestershire (or elsewhere). Fox relates this 

to lower levels of migration among craftsmen from the former country, which preserved a 

different style of building. The examination of dialect (although based on limited primary 

material), allied with a study of word usage in probate inventories, also shows differences 

which again related at least partly to different farming practices. 
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Part‖ 3‖ focuses‖ on‖ ‘mechanisms‖ of‖ segregation’,‖ and‖ relates‖ to‖ interpersonal‖ relations:‖

where marriage partners and legal bondsmen came from, migration of family 

dynasties, transport, hiring patterns and markets. Again, the range of sources and 

approaches is impressive, and patterns—which do in the main support the thesis that 

‘the‖people‖of‖Leicester‖and‖Lincolnshire‖were‖reluctant‖to‖make‖contact’‖(p.‖166)—are 

clearly explained. However, there is a lot of shifting in the sample being used at any 

one point (variously a Test Area, a Focus Area, and a Target Area—part of which is 

subsequently termed the Kesteven Target in contrast with his earlier consistent use of 

the‖ ‘Lincolnshire’‖ descriptor).‖ This‖ would‖ have‖ been‖ clearer‖ had‖ these‖ different‖

samples appeared in series, but instead they tend to emerge as needed, and sometimes 

before they have been properly introduced (more discussion of a map shown in 

chapter 3 which illustrates the sample would also have helped here). One could also 

argue that too much weight is given to the small evidence for marital exogeny and 

movement, given its relatively low incidence. This is useful for testing migration 

patterns, but less useful for showing us the reality of internal networks. However, the 

finding that the boundary was more porous from one side than the other is interesting 

(proportionately more Leicestershire women and Lincolnshire men married each other 

than Leicestershire men and Lincolnshire women, for example) and adds a new 

dimension to the theory about borderlands. 

It is, of course, difficult to establish what came first—administrative borders, or a sense of 

belonging and separation—and Fox does reflect on this in his conclusion. He also spends 

some time here discussing earlier and later evidence of frontiers, which again lessens any 

sense of a hypothesis dictating the findings. However, there is still a tendency to focus on 

difference‖(the‖subtitle‖of‖the‖book,‖for‖instance,‖directs‖us‖to‖‘separation’).‖More‖attention‖

could valuably have been paid to the stayers rather than the movers—these of course 

being those most visible in family reconstitutions. The passing references to the high 

incidence of marital endogamy could also have been expanded and related to other local 

studies. There is virtually no examination of family structure and whether this differed 

by county (potentially a useful indicator given the different land patterns which might 

have affected the ability to support dependents or servants). The discussion of lineage 

also directs us to cross-parish relations rather than persistence.  

These reservations aside, Fox has produced a scholarly and detailed study of one area of the 

country; and one which clearly has its own wider regional characteristics. He indicates how 

much there is still to say about Phythian-Adams’‖ theories‖of‖ regions‖and‖borders,‖ and‖at‖

how many levels it may apply. The obvious final thought is to call for more, similarly 

detailed, local studies, so that we can start to assess in greater detail how unique this area of 

the country was. This book will be of interest to those working in local social and economic 

history and, like the rest of this series, is priced to be readily accessible to all. 

Alysa Levene 

Oxford Brookes University 
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Paul Griffiths, Lost Londons: change, crime and control in the capital city, 1550-1660 (Cambridge 

University Press, Cambridge, 2008). xvii+544pp. ISBN 978-0-521-88524-9. £52 (hardback). 

The‖ two‖ halves‖ of‖ this‖ book’s‖ title‖ set‖ out‖ both‖ its‖ remit‖ and‖ its‖ wider‖ context.‖ Most‖

straightforwardly,‖ the‖ book‖ is‖ an‖ analysis‖ of‖ patterns‖ of‖ largely‖ petty‖ and‖ ‘victimless’‖

crimes‖ during‖ the‖ early‖ years‖ of‖ the‖ operation‖ of‖ Bridewell’s‖ court.‖ This‖ in‖ itself‖

represents a huge body of work, drawing not only on Bridewell papers, but also on 

parish records, hospital archives, contemporary writings on crime and disorder, and 

parliamentary edicts on policing. However, the significance of the topic is underlined by 

the‖phrase‖ ‘lost‖Londons’:‖ the‖ idealised‖image‖of‖ the‖capital‖which‖was‖felt‖ to‖be‖under‖

threat by increased population, crowding, street traffic, vagrancy and crime in this 

period.‖Indeed,‖Griffiths‖starts‖the‖book‖with‖an‖invitation‖to‖think‖of‖London‖‘as‖a‖city‖to‖

imagine‖ or‖ perceive’‖ (p.‖ xiii)‖ (the‖ occasional‖ use‖ of‖ the‖ first‖ person,‖ and‖ the‖ informal‖

language will either endear or irritate). The study of crime and control is thus set up 

within the context of change and what it signified for contemporaries. Bridewell sat at the 

heart of this concern: a large institution based on an ancient foundation and supported by 

the authorities—but‖at‖the‖same‖time‖feared‖and‖mistrusted‖for‖its‖powers‖over‖people’s‖

freedom and bodies. The wider meanings of the ways in which London was thought to 

be‖‘lost’‖are‖clearly‖explained‖in‖the‖introductory‖chapters,‖and‖set‖the‖study‖up‖to‖have‖a‖

much wider remit than levels of crime alone. 

This contextual foregrounding is in itself a worthwhile addition to the history of petty 

crimes, but the work on Bridewell itself is also noteworthy. The book is structured 

around‖three‖parts,‖ titled‖respectively,‖ ‘Change’,‖ ‘Crime’,‖and‖‘Control’‖ (the‖ latter‖being‖

considerably‖the‖longest‖section),‖with‖an‖initial‖introduction‖on‖‘Rhetorics‖and‖records’.‖

This‖structure‖is‖effective‖in‖drawing‖the‖reader’s‖attention‖through‖the‖several‖layers‖of‖

analysis: the perceptions of change in the capital city, the nature of criminal activity, and 

the way that it was policed. Does the structure make its conclusions a self-fulfilling 

prophecy by making (and largely dismissing) the case for London being lost at the 

outset? This is difficult to judge, but the weight of evidence presented in all three sections 

does make for a strong conclusion, if perhaps one which a reader would find him or 

herself ill-equipped to challenge by the end. 

The main body of evidence is a detailed study of Bridewell records from 1559 to 1658, 

covering tens of thousands of cases, which are used to draw out aggregated totals of crimes, 

patterns over time, by protagonist and by location (see the Appendix, pp. 438–42 for a full 

description‖of‖ the‖ sample).‖Griffiths‖ finds‖ that‖ vagrancy‖was‖ the‖mainstay‖of‖Bridewell’s‖

concerns, but that crimes of immorality became increasingly prominent, as did crimes 

perpetrated by women (with significant overlap between these two categories). Several 

turning points are located in these histories: a shift in the meanings of crime after around 

1600; and a build up and subsequent decline in the crimes suggesting disintegration and 

disorder (vagrancy, child abandonment, building without permission) around 1625. These 

trends‖are‖used‖to‖reflect‖further‖on‖perceptions‖of‖London’s‖status‖and‖stability. 
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Although the study is based on a large body of quantitative evidence, the numbers 

themselves are somewhat sidelined to a large appendix at the end of the book. This 

reader would have liked to see more made of the statistical material, since it has so much 

to add to the patterns being discussed. However, the shape of the book suggests that this 

was a conscious decision, presumably partly in order to avoid weighing down the 

discussion for those less enamoured of quantification, but also to give more prominence 

to the significance of language in discussions of crime. The analysis of individual-level 

examples of the words used to describe crimes and their perpetrators is instead one of the 

principal methods employed to interrogate the meanings of the court process both for 

those‖being‖tried‖and‖those‖doing‖the‖trying.‖While‖the‖label‖‘vagrant’‖was‖constant,‖for‖

example,‖ accounting‖ for‖ almost‖ half‖ of‖ all‖ descriptors,‖ ‘nightwalker’‖ fell‖ out‖ of‖ favour,‖

while‖ ‘pickpocket’‖ emerged‖ as‖ ‘pickpurse’‖ fell‖ (pp.‖ 196–7). In total, 109 labels were 

recorded for the century under study (p. 194). 

Griffiths is keen to explore how contemporaries viewed crime and criminals, and what 

this suggests about their perceptions of London. This creates an extremely rich and multi-

layered picture of the individuals involved, and represents an unusual and successful 

method of portraying the wider context of criminal behaviour. It also allows the author to 

expand on the realities of crime which are not usually accessed in such histories: the 

nature of policing, for example, and the locations of criminal acts. This would not have 

been incompatible with a greater use of statistical tables in the text, while the inclusion of 

the‖ several‖ maps‖ in‖ the‖ main‖ text‖ would‖ have‖ added‖ a‖ great‖ deal‖ to‖ the‖ reader’s‖

appreciation of the location of crimes and policing. They are there to be referred to in the 

Appendix but their impact is somewhat lessened. 

Griffiths’‖overall‖conclusion‖is‖that‖London‖was‖not‖as‖‘lost’‖as‖many‖of‖its‖contemporary‖

commentators‖feared;‖or‖rather,‖that‖while‖‘lost’‖in‖some‖respects,‖it‖was‖‘resourceful’‖in‖

its ways of remaining stable nonetheless (p. 437). Policing, while uneven, was 

considerably more robust and widespread than has been thought. Public bodies like 

parishes and magistrates had a more active part to play in catching and tracing criminals 

than they are usually given credit for, and also acted in partnership with private 

individuals. Similarly, the very streets and corners of London were on balance somewhat 

better lit and better watched than anxious citizens would have us believe. London was 

challenged by the rapid social and economic change it was undergoing, but it was not 

undone. Nor, according to this careful reading of the words of one of its primary courts, 

was its legal system. This rich and lively book will be required reading for anyone 

working on the history of crime, London, or early modern towns more generally. It is 

also to be recommended for its careful use of the words of hundreds Londoners 

otherwise lost from sight and sound. 

Alysa Levene 

Oxford Brookes University 
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Sue Hirst and Dido Clark, Excavations at Mucking. Volume 3, The Anglo-Saxon cemeteries: 

part i Introduction, catalogues and specialist papers; part ii Analysis and discussion (Museum of 

London Archaeology, London, 2009). xxxix+836pp. ISBN 1-901-99286-1. £55 (hardback).  

The excavations conducted at Mucking in Essex between 1965 and 1978 were one of the 

most important archaeological projects of the post-war period and the discovery of an 

Anglo-Saxon settlement together with its accompanying cemeteries made it a site of 

European importance. This volume complements the previous two published in 1993 

which provided an overall site atlas and a discussion of the settlement. Part I of the 

present volume gives a short introduction to the site and excavations, a discussion of how 

the artefacts were conserved and a detailed catalogue of the exhumations. Part II then 

goes‖on‖ to‖assess‖Mucking’s‖ role‖within‖ its‖ region,‖ examine‖burial‖practices‖adopted‖ in‖

the cemeteries, place these burials within the wider context of known Anglo-Saxon 

burials, consider how burial practices changed and discuss the demographic and social 

structure of the burials. There is also a disk of data tables. 

This publication is a work of substantial archaeological scholarship and may not be 

relevant to all LPS readers; however, archaeology does have the potential to illuminate 

the lives of our ancestors, especially in an era when documentary evidence is sadly 

lacking. Mucking was a relatively large settlement, comprising some 20 buildings and 

being responsible for something in the region of between 800 and 1,000 burials in c.200 

years. As with most archaeological evidence, while it is possible to determine to some 

extent the demographic structure of the burials, the fact that cremation burials were 

frequent and reasonably precise ages at death are difficult to determine ensures that only 

a superficial discussion of the population can be given. Not surprising much of the 

volume is concerned with the artefacts discovered in the graves, which are beautifully 

illustrated. These include: a diverse collection of often exquisite beads, broaches and 

other jewellery; spears, knives and other armoury; general household goods; pottery and 

textile remains. Analysis of these remains reveals that by the fifth and sixth centuries the 

site‖was‖primarily‖‘Saxon’‖in‖character,‖although‖Anglian‖and‖eastern‖Kentish‖influences‖

were apparent and even Frankish artefacts were discovered. 

The overall quality of presentation is excellent and well up to the standard of other 

publications from this source. This volume deserves a much more detailed review than 

space allows here. However, even for someone with only an amateur interest in 

archaeology, it is clear that this publication is a major achievement and it will become 

require reading for anyone with an interest in the Anglo-Saxon period. 

Chris Galley 

Barnsley College 

Jenny Keating, A child for keeps. The history of adoption in England, 1918-45 (Palgrave 

Macmillan, Basingstoke, 2009). ix+316pp. ISBN-10 0-230-51788-9. £52 (hardback). 

A child for keeps is a detailed study of the evolution of legal adoption in England in the 

first half of the twentieth century—a period the author states is strangely neglected in 
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contrast with the post-World War Two era. It is, she admits, not exactly the book she had 

hoped‖to‖write.‖This‖would‖have‖been‖a‖study‖which‖focused‖on‖individuals’‖experiences‖of‖

adoption, and would certainly have brought new light to bear on a difficult-to-research and 

emotional topic. However, this intention was unfortunately stymied by lack of available 

records,‖ and‖ the‖ author‖ instead‖ recast‖ her‖ study‖ as‖ ‘a‖ historical‖ narrative‖ discussing‖ the‖

development‖of‖adoption’‖(p.‖8).‖This‖actually‖illustrates‖neatly‖one‖of‖the‖principal‖themes‖

that Keating brings out in her book: the extreme sensitivity to secrecy from adopting 

parents in this period—a feature which the author experienced herself indirectly though her 

father’s‖reluctance‖to‖speak‖of‖his‖own‖background‖as‖an‖adopted‖child. 

Adoption was legalised in England in 1926, in the sense of creating a mechanism to attach 

children permanently to their adopting parents, and giving the latter full rights over them. 

Keating’s‖book‖starts‖before‖this‖date,‖firstly‖setting‖up‖the‖background‖in‖terms‖of‖theories‖

of childhood, the family, and illegitimacy, and then moving forward to consider the various 

more informal means of adoption before 1926. This involves a shift of focus, firstly from the 

voluntary adoption societies which predated the Adoption Act, then to the parliamentary 

arena and the shaping of legislation in 1926, and finally to responses to it, and subsequent 

developments in both sectors. In doing so she highlights how complex and evolving—but 

also often how little thought-out in advance—attitudes to adoption were. They were, for 

example, particularly influenced by attitudes towards illegitimacy, and especially 

unmarried motherhood: was it better to remove an illegitimate child from its mother to 

adoptive parents, or support the mother to keep the child? It also becomes clear that many 

interest groups and MPs were not necessarily in favour of the full regulation of adoption, 

and that the legislation in 1926 was almost certainly regarded as the first of several 

iterations, so difficult was it to overcome the delicate range of interests and concerns in this 

area.‖Several‖other‖Private‖Members’‖Bills‖were‖blocked‖or‖rejected‖over‖the‖period,‖while‖

the several committees of enquiry into adoption seem scarcely to have had the chance to 

finish calling in experts before they were dismissed in favour of another. This spotlighting 

of the cultural specificity of concerns about adoption is very effective. 

Keating’s‖central‖themes‖are‖illegitimacy,‖secrecy,‖and‖the‖nature‖of‖the‖family‖bond,‖but‖

she approaches them from a number of perspectives. In a time of small nuclear families, 

living‖ in‖ small‖ suburban‖homes‖where‖ ‘respectability’‖ and‖privacy‖were‖highly‖valued,‖

she argues, adoption became an increasingly attractive way to achieve an ideal for 

childless couples (and sometimes for widows or single women). At the same time, 

however,‖ these‖notions‖ also‖meant‖ that‖ a‖ fiction‖ about‖ the‖ child’s‖ origins‖needed‖ to‖be‖

preserved, particularly in order to play down the likelihood that they had been born 

illegitimate. Adopting parents frequently sought out children who resembled them in 

order to further this fiction. One of the interesting changes in attitude brought out in the 

book is a move from great sensitivity on this point from adoption societies (although 

sometimes unconcerned with follow-up or careful placement), towards a lack of 

appreciation of how vital it was to adopting parents once the matter was in the 

parliamentary‖arena.‖ Indeed,‖ this‖tension‖between‖the‖child’s‖and‖the‖adopting‖parents’‖
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interests is at times stressed heavily—that‖it‖was‖‘an‖evolving‖and‖controversial‖concept,‖

its focus continually shifting in different directions depending on the current needs or 

beliefs‖of‖the‖time’‖(pp.‖208–9). 

The book is strong on a sense of change and tension over time, but sometimes fails to move 

beyond the historical narrative, and spends much space setting out the progression of 

parliamentary committees and legislation. This is partly due to the lack of individual 

stories already noted—at‖ one‖ stage‖ Keating‖ states‖ that‖ ‘*o+ne‖ of‖ the‖ frustrations‖ of‖

researching the history of adoption is how few statistics and data were collected about 

it’‖(p.‖180).‖However,‖the‖analysis‖would‖have‖come‖out‖more‖forcefully‖with‖more‖use‖of‖

summary and reflective statements. The most interesting analysis comes in chapter five, 

where the limited case evidence available is discussed. Here, Keating comments in greater 

detail on how the new system of legal adoption was working in practice, and how far it 

was challenged. The analysis is rather data-driven, however, and follows the cases 

presented, rather than making more use of comparisons between the various pieces of 

evidence. A fairly brief statement on the relationship between practice and the changing 

value of the child, for example, could have been fruitfully developed further. 

The way that the development in adoption law and reactions to it related to ideas about 

childhood and child-rearing also presents some problems. Keating sets out a whole range 

of areas which touch on this—in this respect the early chapters read rather too much like 

the PhD thesis it is based upon (at one stage the project is actually referred to as the 

‘thesis’)—but she takes too short-range a view of their origins. Ideas on the development 

of childhood have a longer history than she implies (Philippe Aries, for example, was 

arguably more concerned with changes in perceptions of children in the eighteenth 

century‖ than‖ the‖ twentieth).‖ Lawrence‖ Stone’s‖ (dated‖ but‖ formative)‖ ideas‖ about‖ the‖

impact of individualism on family relations are not mentioned, while the ideal of the 

husband as breadwinner also has a longer history than she acknowledges. At the other 

end of the time-scale it is odd that Keating does not make links with the growing field of 

attachment theory and maternal-child bonding which was made so popular by John 

Bowlby in the 1950s, but which was already receiving attention by the end of the Second 

World War. This would have significant bearing on contemporary views of where a child 

belonged, and how the adoptive family was composed, especially in the context of the 

Curtis Committee of 1945, which she does bring in as part of the story. Links could also 

have been made with the work of Lydia Murdoch on representations of respectability 

among child waifs in the late nineteenth century.  

The strengths of this book are its grounding in the narrative of changing responses to, 

and perceptions of, adoption in the first half of the twentieth century. It does make good 

use of case-study evidence where possible, including nice illustrations of well-known 

adopters, like the Orwells, and the family of the novelist Ian McKeown. One cannot fault 

the author for the lack of further sources in this regard. Despite the identification of 

strong themes, however, the book could have been more overtly interrogatory of the 
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historical narrative. Even the conclusion tends to restate the evidence to support the 

selected themes (with the addition of a section on women), and then moves forward to a 

survey of changes in adoption law since 1950. Nonetheless, Keating has done much here 

to fill in the details of this less-studied period of adoption history, and has certainly 

added‖ to‖ the‖ reader’s‖ appreciation‖ of‖ the‖ cultural‖ construction‖ of‖ adoption.‖ Family‖

historians may still hit a wall when they find an ancestor adopted in this period, but they 

will understand much more about what that meant. The book will also be appreciated by 

social and cultural historians of the period, especially those concerned with family and 

household formation, and illegitimacy. 

Alysa Levene 

Oxford Brookes University 

Richard Lawton, Marton, A short history (Marton Parish Meeting, Marton, 2009). 171pp. 

£12.50 (paperback). 

Marton is a small village (with a population varying between 150 and 250 during the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries) situated in the parish of Sinnington in the Vale of 

Pickering, North Yorkshire. Like many similar villages, it does not lay claim to having 

played any significant role in British history; however, its development typifies the 

gradual social and economic changes that occurred throughout rural Britain. What 

distinguishes this account from other village histories is that it is written by Richard 

Lawton, former Professor of Geography at Liverpool University. It therefore provides a 

rich and detailed account of the village exploiting the available historical sources. 

Chapter one starts off with a general introduction to the geology and history of the region 

from the Ice Age onwards. It is only from the Domesday Book of 1086 that written 

evidence for Marton occurs, although direct references from the medieval period are 

sparse, partly because the village formed part of a larger parish and no houses built 

before the seventeenth century survive. Marton was depicted for the first time in 1577 on 

Christopher‖ Saxton’s‖ map‖ of‖ Yorkshire.‖ Residents‖ recorded‖ their‖ vital‖ events‖ in‖

Sinnington parish register and their identification is dependent on other sources such as 

the Hearth Tax returns which listed only nine individuals in 1677. This means that it is 

not until the late eighteenth century that Land Tax and Enclosure Award records can be 

used to provide a clear picture of the layout of the village. From 1841 the census 

enumerators returns reveal Marton to be a small agricultural village with a good range of 

trades and like many similar places it suffered population decline (from 240 in 1841 to 

148 in 1901, p. 54) and experienced substantial population turnover (of 47 families 

resident in 1881 only 21 remained in 1901, p. 65). 

By the start of the twentieth century more individuals can be identified; their roles in 

village life are described and skilfully interwoven with the general history of the village. 

The impact of the two world wars is also discussed and much of the rest of the book is 

concerned with how modernisation affected the village. The population declined to only 
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139 in 1931, but during the late twentieth century Marton witnessed something of a 

building boom and it became increasingly important as an attractive residential and 

retirement settlement with a number of second homes, although this has not halted the 

decline in local services. In this and in many other respects Marton may be considered 

typical of small villages throughout Britain.  

This very readable history is richly illustrated with nearly 60 photographs and maps. The 

author appears to have left no stone unturned in his quest to discover how the village 

developed‖over‖time―indeed,‖he‖even‖distributed‖a‖short‖questionnaire‖to‖the‖villagers‖in‖

2006 in order to provide an up-to-date perspective on contemporary village life. His book 

can be readily recommended as a model for anyone contemplating a similar village study. 

Chris Galley 

Barnsley College 

John F. Lyons, Teaching history online (Routledge, Abingdon, 2009). xii+112pp. ISBN 0-415-

48222-4. £19.99 (paperback). 

This slender volume provides an excellent introduction to some of the problems and 

possibilities of teaching history modules online. The author has, like this reviewer, spent 

much of the last decade developing and delivering online modules and his experiences 

resonate strongly with my own. The book discusses a wide variety of issues such as 

course design, the pros and cons of synchronous and asynchronous discussion, 

‘netiquette’,‖ assessment‖ regimes,‖ online‖ alternatives‖ to‖ the‖ lecture,‖ as‖ well‖ as‖ some‖

excellent suggestions for embedding other online resources within course websites. 

However, Lyons does not always offer strong advice, but merely raises the issues and 

provides‖ a‖ general‖ statement‖ such‖ as‖ ‘sometimes‖ it‖ is‖ better‖ to<’,‖ without‖ really‖

qualifying‖the‖circumstances‖that‖determine‖how‖to‖identify‖‘sometimes’. 

It is difficult to review this book without at the same time reviewing both my own 

experience of online teaching and also the place of online learning more generally within 

the‖ further‖and‖higher‖education‖ sectors.‖As‖Lyons‖points‖out,‖ ‘more‖and‖more‖history‖

instructors‖ are‖ being‖ asked‖ to‖ teach‖ online‖ courses’‖ (p.‖ 80)‖ and‖ the‖ evidence‖ certainly‖

shows a significant increase in online student registrations in the last few years. 

However, few history lecturers have received appropriate training to assist them in the 

development of online teaching materials. Although many universities offer generic 

training to their staff in course development, and technicians provide technical backup, 

there is little help available for practitioners to get discipline-specific advice. In sharing 

his‖experiences,‖then,‖Lyons‖has‖served‖a‖useful‖purpose‖as‖he‖aims‖to‖‘assist‖instructors‖

in‖translating‖their‖teaching‖skills‖to‖the‖online‖environment’‖(p.‖3).‖Although‖the‖book‖is‖

written with history courses in mind, much of the advice is of general application, even 

though examples and websites cited are often history-specific. 

There are several aspects of this book—and of teaching online generally—that many 

experienced lecturers would find worrying. Although Lyons attempts to demystify blogs, 
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podcasts and WebQuests, and speaks enthusiastically about imaginative forms of 

assessment such as self-marking quizzes with randomised questions to prevent 

plagiarism, social bookmarking and E-portfolios, it is difficult to imagine that these 

things will really cause the revolution in learning and teaching that the promoters of 

online learning like to predict. The problem is that translating classroom teaching into an 

online environment requires the adoption and acceptance of an entirely new language 

and a new skills set for both lecturers and students, and these things represent a 

considerable investment of time. Lyons accepts the time-consuming nature of online 

teaching, and correctly points out that the preparation time is much more intensive than 

classroom teaching. However, I am less optimistic than he is about the eventual payback. 

Indeed, in my experience online learning increases workload for both staff and students. 

Many‖will‖be‖alarmed‖to‖see‖that‖Lyons‖finds‖it‖necessary‖to‖state‖ that‖ ‘Online‖ teachers‖

will need to decide how often they will look at their email and whether they will be 

available to the students seven days a week or whether they will keep away from the 

computer‖on‖certain‖days’‖ (p.‖15).‖Many‖of‖Lyons’‖ideas‖and‖suggestions‖to‖compensate‖

for the impersonal nature of the online learning environment are in themselves time-

consuming. When discussing student feedback on assignments, for instance, he suggests 

that‖ ‘A‖more‖personal‖ touch‖ is‖ to‖send‖each‖student‖a‖ recorded‖audio‖message’‖ (p.‖56).‖

The time involved to undertake such a method of student feedback is simply out of all 

proportion to the potential benefits, and can arguably never repay the investment. While 

‘solutions’‖to‖the‖problems‖created‖by‖online‖learning‖are‖as‖time-consuming as this, then 

truly innovative, multi-media online learning is unlikely to have a significant impact on 

Higher Education in the United Kingdom. Indeed, without significant investment all that 

could ever be achieved is a small number of popular flagship courses that consume large 

budgets, or websites that fail to be maintained and updated after their development 

phase—resulting in out-of-date courses. 

Admittedly, online learning can engage students with the discipline much more 

thoroughly than some classroom teaching, but Lyons fails to really consider the impact of 

online teaching on the student body. This is a major flaw in this book. I suspect that the 

reason for this is that to report on the impact on the student body would require careful 

research and quantification. Although Lyons does quote from some of his own student 

feedback, the vast majority of the book is simply an airing of ideas and possibilities rather 

than the result of careful research. The problem here is that although the general case in 

support‖of‖online‖learning‖is‖often‖stated‖to‖reflect‖‘student-centered’‖teaching,‖facilitating‖

active learning, interaction with course materials, flexibility in terms of time and place of 

study, and widening access to those with caring responsibilities or mobility issues, it fails 

to establish a case for student-led demand for online courses. Indeed, the drive for online 

learning is often institutional rather than individual. But while WebQuests and active 

learning may be buzz words driving theories of online teaching, we must also remember 

that students are a diverse body with different learning styles, skills sets, requirements 

and expectations. It is ironic that at a time when online learning is being promoted, 
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Universities‖are‖increasingly‖making‖expensive‖space‖available‖for‖‘social‖learning‖zones’‖

where students can learn through face to face interaction with their peers. 

On balance, this book is a useful introduction to the issues raised by online learning. 

Lyons is clearly an experienced developer and teacher of online courses. It resonates with 

my experience, is relentless in its positivity, and offers a lot of useful advice. I would urge 

anybody who is planning to develop an online course to read it, and even for more 

experienced practitioners there may be useful tips or advice. I would have been very 

grateful for this book when I started to develop my own online courses several years ago. 

However, the experienced lecturer will also spot many areas of concern, particularly over 

the time-consuming nature of many of the ideas, and also the areas which are beyond the 

resolution of the individual but require institutional action. If this book is aimed at 

lecturers, it needs some companions: those aimed at university managements, technical 

support staffs and students. 

Andy Gritt  

University of Central Lancashire 

Ian Mortimer, The dying and the doctors: the medical revolution in seventeenth-century England 

(The Royal Historical Society, The Boydell Press, Woodbridge, Suffolk, 2009). 246pp. 

ISBN 978-0-86193-302-0. £50 (hardback). 

The dying and the doctors claims‖ that‖ the‖ seventeenth‖ century‖ saw‖ ‘one‖ of‖ the‖ most‖

profound‖ revolutions‖ that‖ society‖ has‖ ever‖ experienced’‖ (p.‖ 211):‖ the‖ frequency‖ with‖

which‖ the‖dying‖ sought‖ the‖ services‖of‖ ‘professional’‖doctors‖ rose‖by‖ between‖ 360‖ and‖

1,130 per cent in certain areas of England during the course of the seventeenth century. 

This dramatic upturn is documented in over 18,000 probate documents from Kent and 

various‖other‖southern‖counties.‖Mortimer‖attributes‖this‖revolution‖to‖a‖‘profound‖shift‖

in‖attitude‖towards‖medicine’,‖arguing‖that‖by‖1690,‖the‖dying‖and‖their‖families‖‘turned‖

from‖praying‖for‖spiritual‖physic‖to‖paying‖for‖medicines’‖(p.‖2).‖Mortimer’s‖book‖is‖a‖feat‖

of statistical organisation. He has deftly and meticulously analysed these thousands of 

probate‖ records,‖ using‖ complex‖ and‖ subtle‖ quantitative‖ techniques.‖Mortimer’s‖ style‖ is‖

concise and precise, and he is careful to point out the challenges and limitations of his 

sources. His nuanced analysis takes into consideration differences according to gender, 

socio-economic status, and region (pp. 13–41, 4756).  

Whilst‖ Mortimer’s‖ statistical‖ analysis‖ is‖ hard‖ to‖ fault,‖ there‖ are‖ some‖ areas‖ of‖ his‖

interpretation that are vulnerable to criticism. Most importantly, the idea that therapeutic 

practices were undergoing a secularising process, is based on the examination of sources 

which do not lend themselves to the articulation of religious values. Perhaps more 

revealing sources for showing the use of spiritual physic might include diaries and 

letters, and these documents would indicate that, in fact, spiritual physic was used 

throughout the seventeenth century and beyond.  
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Although‖ Mortimer‖ states‖ in‖ his‖ conclusion‖ that‖ ‘religious‖ and‖ medical‖ strategies‖

complemented‖ one‖ another’,‖ the‖ monograph‖ does‖ tend‖ to‖ imply‖ that‖ medicine‖ was‖ a‖

secular form of therapy which could not coexist with spiritual physic. Mortimer asserts, 

‘Around‖1600<*the+‖population<largely‖turned‖to‖God<when‖facing‖severe‖ illness’,‖but‖

that‖this‖belief‖was‖‘breaking‖down‖over‖the‖course‖of‖the‖seventeenth‖century’,‖as‖people‖

sought the help of doctors instead (pp. 40–1). This view of religion and medicine is slightly 

misleading: early modern people believed that God cured illness by natural means, and 

that medicine had to be used in conjunction with prayer. The rise in the employment of 

doctors at times of serious illness, therefore, does not mean that spiritual physic was 

gradually being erased: it is much more likely that they were practised concurrently.  

The central argument of The dying and the doctors rests on the premise that the medical 

care mentioned in the probate documents was the only treatment that was received by 

the patient. It is this notion which allows Mortimer to argue that the increase in the 

records amounts to a revolution in medical assistance. In fact, probably the most common 

form of medical care throughout the period was domestic physic–treatments given by 

family members, friends, and neighbours. This care would not have appeared in probate 

documents because people did not usually charge one another for its use. Domestic 

receipt books, diaries and letters, all testify to the widespread use of these treatments 

throughout the seventeenth century. Given the fact that the probate accounts do not 

reveal‖ the‖ use‖ of‖ these‖ medicines,‖ the‖ claim‖ that‖ a‖ ‘revolution’‖ was‖ occurring‖ in‖ this‖

period is weakened. Mortimer also implies that the medical practice of doctors was 

superior to the treatments provided by lay people. This is suggested, for example, by his 

definition‖ of‖ ‘medicalisation’:‖ ‘the‖ process‖ whereby<individuals‖ sought‖ professional‖

medical‖solutions<rather‖than<amateur<help’‖ (p.‖1).‖ In‖fact,‖ the‖general‖consensus‖of‖

historical opinion is that in practice there was little difference between the remedies 

offered by lay healers and those prescribed by elite physicians. Michael Stolberg, for 

example,‖ has‖ asserted‖ that‖ ‘the‖ cognitive‖ distance‖ between‖ medical‖ expert‖ knowledge‖

and‖ lay‖ knowledge‖ was‖ much‖ smaller‖ than‖ today’‖ (‘Medical‖ popularization‖ and‖ the‖

patient‖ in‖ the‖ eighteenth‖ century’,‖ in‖ W.‖ De‖ Blecourt‖ and‖ C.‖ Usborne‖ eds,‖ Cultural 

approaches to the history of medicine: mediating medicine in early modern and modern Europe 

(Basingstoke, 2004), p. 90).  

Despite‖ these‖ issues,‖Mortimer’s‖ book‖should‖be‖praised‖ for‖ its‖ statistical‖ ambition‖and‖

precision. It is a valuable contribution to the history of medicine, and succeeds in its aim 

to draw attention to the hitherto unacknowledged rise in the employment of doctors at 

times of grave illness. 

Hannah Newton 

University of Exeter 

Stuart A. Raymond, The census, 1801-1911. A guide for the internet era (The Family History 

Partnership, Bury, 2009). 52pp. ISBN: 978-1-906280-16-1. £5.95 (paperback). 
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Stuart A. Raymond, Parish registers. A history and guide (The Family History Partnership, 

Bury, 2009). 64pp. ISBN: 978-1-906280-17-8. £5.95 (paperback). 

These two guides have been written for an audience of local historians and personal 

family‖ researchers.‖ Each‖ declares‖ itself‖ as‖ providing‖ a‖ ‚basic‖ guide‛—and indeed at a 

little over 100 pages in total one would not expect more. The parish register guide consists 

of a solid history of these records. The first half is pretty much a condensed version of Burn 

(History of parish registers in England, 1862), Waters (Parish registers in England, 1887), Cox 

(Parish registers of England, 1910) and Steel (1968) without the added value of Finlay (National 

index of parish registers, 1981). The second half covers notes on the location of registers and 

transcripts, a discussion of related materials which may prove of some value to local 

historians—including banns registers—and a rather desultory section on how registers can 

be used for non-personal family research. 

The slimmer volume on the census covers similar ground as the work by Peter Christian 

and David Annal reviewed in LPS 82 (Census: the expert guide, 2008). It is thinner on 

analysis but just as focussed on the internet (and other digital media) as a resource guide. 

For a personal family researcher with a short attention span, this will be an invaluable 

text. Its pointers to more substantial works of reference and analysis should provide an 

opportunity for further research. One small point where I would dispute the nuance of 

Raymond:‖ ‘Earlier‖ *that‖ is,‖ pre‖ 1841+‖ returns‖ have‖ been‖ destroyed,‖ although‖ some‖

unofficial‖ name‖ lists‖ are‖ available‖ for‖ family‖ historians.’‖ Well,‖ this‖ is‖ true,‖ to‖ a‖ point;‖

however it sounds as though a comprehensive destruction took place, when there was 

nothing comprehensive to destroy. 

The exposition of the sources per se is strong; the exposition of how they can be used, and 

for what (other than personal family research), is not. Consequently, I believe it unlikely 

that these works will stimulate much new analysis of the sources that they discuss, 

However, if they do provide a spur to personal family researchers towards local history 

they will have done more than serve their purpose. 

Matthew Woollard 

UK Data Archive, University of Essex 

L. Williams and S. Thomson eds, Marlborough probate inventories 1591–1775 (Wiltshire 

Record Society, Volume 59, Chippenham, 2007). xxx+400pp. ISBN: 978-0-901333-36-0. 

£20.00 (hardback). 

E. and S. George eds, and P. Fleming (assistance) with an introduction by J. Barry, Bristol 

probate inventories Part III: 1690–1804 (Bristol Record Society, Volume 60, Bristol, 2008). 

xviii+250pp. £20 (hardback). 

Williams’‖ and‖ Thomson’s‖ Marlborough probate inventories 1591–1775 presents 

transcriptions of all the surviving probate inventories for Marlborough, 454 for a period 

of over 180 years. The introduction by Thomson is informed, concise and perfectly 
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pitched. It introduces the reader to the market town and its role as a nodal point for trade 

in Wiltshire, and presents an informed discussion of probate inventories as a source. The 

discussion does not assume prior knowledge and yet provides depth for the more 

experienced user, challenging some of the more persistent myths about probate 

inventories‖such‖as‖the‖law‖governing‖them‖and‖the‖accuracy‖of‖appraisers’‖valuations.‖ 

The introduction is followed by photographs of seven of the original documents. They 

not only help the less experienced user to visualise the documents but also indicate some 

of the potential challenges, many of which are removed in the neatly edited volume. The 

reader is thus reminded of the limits of reproducing layout as well as the challenge of 

handling documents across almost two centuries. To the more experienced user these 

photographs illustrate one further point: the enormous challenge of transcribing from 

reproductions, and the debt of gratitude owed to the careful and painstaking editors of 

such records for the work already done. A four-page section featuring photographs of 

furniture‖ and‖ other‖ objects‖ of‖ use,‖ broadly‖ dating‖ to‖ the‖ period‖ from‖ The‖Merchant’s‖

House in Marlborough, concludes the introduction.  

The inventories are arranged chronologically and with the very thoughtful addition of the 

Wiltshire and Swindon Record Office reference number—an invaluable aid to referencing 

and cross-referencing with other publications. The transcriptions are produced in full, with 

the‖exception‖of‖the‖preamble‖and‖the‖‘Imprimis’‖or‖‘Item’‖that‖commonly‖starts‖each‖new‖

row, to facilitate a more condensed format. Roman numerals have been rendered in Arabic 

and valuation totals have been checked and corrected sums are given in addition to those 

found in the original. Inventory-specific footnotes annotate information that was gleaned 

from other sources. The commonly found short-title calendar listing the inventories by 

surname, occupation and year that allows the reader to survey the material quickly and 

according to year is, however, absent. But this omission is counter-balanced by the range 

of other aides to the inventories, which are as useful as the introduction. A 64 page 

glossary is more than its name suggests. It not only aims to be exhaustive, it also acts as an 

index to the inventories in that it lists all terms found, including words that have so far 

defied definition. All occurrences are page referenced and each term is either explained or 

given a suggested meaning. Helpfully for the user, the Marlborough glossary contains all 

variant spellings, which is how the reader is likely to meet them in the documents. For 

those who need to know more, there is a bibliography for the glossary, as well an index of 

testators’‖occupations‖and‖a‖separate‖index‖of‖persons‖and‖places.‖ 

Edwin and Stella George, like Williams, did not live to see the fruits of their toil through to 

publication. Bristol probate inventories Part III: 1690 –1804 was published with the help of 

Peter Fleming. and with an introduction by Jonathan Barry, and completes the publication 

of altogether 330 transcriptions from selected inventories. Parts I and II appeared in 2002 

and 2005 and feature material dating from 1542 to 1650, and 1657 to 1689. Since each volume 

features a differently focused introduction it is useful to consider all three. The introduction 

to Part I sets out the parameters of the Bristol Inventory Project, which started in 1966 and 
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had its first publication in 1988 with the Guide to the probate inventories of the Bristol Deanery of 

the Diocese of Bristol (1542-1804) by E. and S. George. It describes the editorial technique, 

whereby inventories are arranged in chronological order, by date of the document or date of 

exhibition before the probate court (Part I, p. xiii). The introduction to Part II focuses on the 

usefulness of the publication to the history of houses. In the context of local population 

studies,‖the‖introduction‖to‖Part‖III‖is‖the‖most‖relevant‖in‖that‖it‖considers‖the‖‘issues‖and‖

opportunities’‖of‖‘large-scale‖analysis’‖of‖inventories‖for‖Bristol’s‖past,‖but‖it‖is‖also‖in‖many‖

respects the least helpfully presented introduction of the three volumes. Consistent with 

earlier volumes, Part III features a short title calendar of inventories arranged in 

chronological order giving surname, first name, occupation, parish, and year. It is a useful 

reference tool, if a little hard on the eye because of the small print and rather narrow 

margins. As a complete set the inventories are intended to be a representative sample of the 

occupations and social groups found in Bristol inventories held at Bristol Record Office (Part 

I, p. xi). The reader is warned that many additional inventories for Bristol citizens are held, 

for instance, at The National Archives (Part III, p. ix). All three volumes end with a helpful 

index of personal names, allowing the reader to identify appraisers.  

On a critical note, a repeat of the editorial technique and brief explanation of the Bristol 

inventory project would have been useful in later volumes. It may also have been useful 

to include some comment on the gestation process, which stretched over many years and 

to name one of its casualties, namely the glossary promised in the first volume (p. xiv), or 

the‖helpful‖summary‖of‖unusual‖content‖that‖featured‖in‖Part‖I.‖Barry’s‖introduction‖is‖in‖

danger of assuming a little too much and explaining too little. A few more pointers, 

particularly to assist with his tables, would have been helpful. If the collection struggles it 

is because the selection criteria are not transparent and remain undisclosed, one suspects, 

because they were never articulated by the original editors. However, the volume makes 

access to these documents—which are otherwise accessible only on microfilm—

significantly‖ easier.‖Mr‖ and‖Mrs‖George’s‖ ‘selections’‖may‖ retain‖ their‖ secret‖ of‖ exactly‖

which‖ criteria‖ informed‖ their‖ choices‖ but,‖ as‖ in‖Williams’‖ case,‖ their‖ legacy‖ will‖ most‖

likely be the gift of time they give to those who merely have to supplement the records 

published here, rather than having to start from scratch.  

The seeming ease with which probate inventories may be subjected to quantitative 

analysis in large-scale databases has had two effects: the need for transcriptions and 

pressure on what are fragile original documents. Both the above make available sources 

that are time-consuming to transcribe and, if to differing degrees, both are excellent 

starting points. They compare well with similar publications, based on similarly 

structured local projects, such as Barrie Trinder and Nancy Cox eds, Miners and mariners 

of the Severn Gorge (Phillimore, Chichester, 2000), and both will hopefully inform local 

studies as well as comparative studies, focusing for example on material culture and 

consumption history. Edited volumes of the kind here reviewed make past material 

worlds perusable and thereby accessible.  
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Karin Dannehl 

University of Wolverhampton 

Robert Woods, Death before birth: fetal health and mortality in historical perspective (Oxford 

University Press, Oxford, 2009). xvii+294pp. ISBN 978-0-19-954275-8. £60 (hardback). 

Professor‖Woods’‖ book‖brings‖ into‖ sharp‖ focus‖ the‖ juncture‖ at‖which‖ a‖ foetus‖ emerges‖

from its mother either to embark on an independent life, to be born and classified as an 

‘infant’‖ (however‖ short‖ lived)‖ or‖ showing‖ no‖ signs‖ of‖ life.‖ Depending‖ on‖ the‖ stage‖ of‖

pregnancy at which the latter happens the event is referred to as an abortion, a 

miscarriage,‖ a‖ stillbirth‖ or‖ simply‖ ‘foetal‖wastage’.‖ How,‖ or‖ indeed‖ if,‖ such‖ events‖ are‖

recorded will influence measures of birth, death, infant mortality and ultimately of 

health, particularly when comparing rates and levels across space and through time. In 

turn the measures will affect understanding of the timing of any changes in foetal 

survival chances and thus of the underlying living conditions, epidemiological regimes, 

medical knowledge or practices which may have produced the observed changes. Woods 

argues, with considerable justification, that such issues have long been neglected and sets 

out to redress the balance. His subject is a complex one and space prevents full justice 

being done here to the range and nuances of the arguments he presents. 

The first four chapters are a tutorial for demographers in the art of measurement when 

data are sparse, open to misinterpretation and far from standardised. After an 

introductory chapter describing the issues and problems to be addressed, a second 

considers‖ definitions‖ of‖ the‖ several‖ terms‖ used‖ to‖ define‖ ‘death‖ before‖ birth’,‖ and‖

illustrates the difficulties of applying these definitions accurately. It is demonstrated that 

problems of interpretation are compounded when different societies deploy different 

regulations‖concerning‖ the‖ registration‖of‖ events‖where‖a‖ child‖ failed‖ to‖ show‖ ‘signs‖of‖

life’,‖or‖allow‖children‖a‖longer‖than‖usual‖period‖in‖which‖to‖evince‖such‖signs. 

Chapter three applies model life table techniques in an effort to estimate survival chances 

not just from birth, but from conception, necessarily using twentieth-century data. Chapter 

four‖then‖uses‖the‖insights‖gained‖to‖address‖‘comparative‖historical‖trends‖and‖variation.’‖

Recorded statistics are examined from countries ranging from Sweden, where stillbirths 

were recorded from the mid-1700s, to England and Wales where registration began in 1927, 

through to nations in the developing world where, in the absence of registration, figures for 

the late twentieth century have been derived from demographic and health surveys. A final 

section then considers what the levels and trends of stillbirths may have been in England 

before registration began. It concludes that at the beginning of the eighteenth century 

around 56 births in every 1,000 were stillbirths, a figure which had fallen to 44 per 1,000 

births a hundred years later, but which then apparently saw very little change until the 

1930s,‖when‖there‖was‖a‖dramatic,‖swift‖and‖sustained‖decline‖resulting‖in‖today’s‖rates‖in‖

England and Wales of approximately 5 stillbirths per 1,000 births.  

A decline in the stillbirth rate could be a result of fewer babies dying in utero, before the 

mother went into labour, or of fewer dying during delivery. If the former, then one might 
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argue that social, economic or environmental conditions had altered for the better, allowing 

more women to carry live foetuses to term. If the latter, then there would be a case for 

arguing that obstetric care and midwifery services had improved. To examine these two 

possibilities Woods turns in chapters five and six to more medical topics, considering in turn 

‘Midwifery‖and‖fetal‖death’‖and‖‘Fetal‖pathology‖and‖social‖obstetrics’‖(the‖spelling‖of‖‘fetal’‖

throughout the book may irritate some purists). Extracts from seventeenth, eighteenth and 

nineteenth century texts on midwifery do not make easy reading, but they are effective in 

bringing home the reality of the risks women confronted with each pregnancy and birth, the 

problems that their attendants might face and the knowledge, methods and tools they had at 

their‖disposal‖to‖deal‖with‖emergencies.‖Woods’‖reading‖of‖the‖evidence‖is‖that‖‘it‖should‖not‖

be surprising that there was some decline in both late-fetal and maternal mortality in 

eighteenth-century‖England’<but‖that‖it‖was‖‘very‖difficult‖to‖argue‖for‖significant‖advances‖

in‖the‖nineteenth‖century’‖(p.‖151).‖ 

The‖ emergence‖ of‖ ‘fetal‖ pathology’‖ and‖ ‘social‖ obstetrics’‖ in‖ the‖ twentieth‖ century‖ are‖

studied‖via‖work‖of‖J.W.‖Ballantyne‖and‖Sir‖Dugald‖Baird‖respectively.‖The‖section‖on‖‘fetal‖

pathology’‖once‖again‖raises‖difficulties‖of‖definition‖of‖cause‖of‖death,‖and‖fuels‖the‖debate‖

over whether better antenatal care or improved midwifery skills brought down the number 

of stillbirths. Foetal pathologists wished to understand how a foetus had died, Woods 

argues, but social pathologists sought to explain why the death had occurred, introducing 

the role of environmental factors experienced by the mother and her unborn child. Despite a 

plethora of classification schemes growing out of this approach, the proportion of stillbirths 

for which doctors can offer no explanation remains high, even today.  

The‖ book’s‖ penultimate‖ chapter‖ weighs‖ arguments‖ from‖medical‖ history‖ against‖ those‖

offered by demography and epidemiology for the trends in stillbirths and maternal 

mortality over the last 400 years. For example, the roles of smallpox and maternal syphilis, 

both thought to be related to elevated chances of foetal mortality, are examined, although, 

once again, firm conclusions cannot be drawn. It seems likely, Woods concludes, that over 

the course of the eighteenth century both the standard of care which mothers received and 

their reduced exposure to disease helped to bring about a reduction in stillbirth rates. The 

final chapter forms a codicil to the rest of the book, turning to consider those foetuses 

dying before birth because a pregnancy has been deliberately terminated, contrasting this 

against the increasing levels of medical intervention which a foetus may expect to receive 

in the late twentieth century to enhance its survival chances during birth and beyond.  

Death before birth is a wide-ranging and multi-faceted book. Its subject matter means that 

discussions are hedged with caveats, estimations, suppositions and assumptions that will 

make uncomfortable reading for those who like their facts cut and dried. It is a 

challenging, informative and thought provoking study which will undoubtedly become 

required reading for students of historical and contemporary demography, epidemiology, 

reproductive‖health,‖the‖history‖of‖medicine,‖social‖history‖and‖women’s‖history.‖Scholars‖

in each of these disciplines will find themselves presented not only with authoritative 
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discussion in their own sphere of interest but also in complementary areas which they 

might not have otherwise explored.  

Eilidh Garrett,  

University of Cambridge 

C.M. Woolgar, D. Serjeantson and T. Waldron, Food in medieval England: diet and nutrition 

(Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2009). xv+347pp. ISBN 978-0-19-956335-7. £24.95 

(paperback). 

Few would argue that in the study of populations of the past closer liaison between 

archaeology‖and‖history‖should‖be‖regarded‖as‖‚a‖good‖thing‛,‖even‖if‖nearly‖always‖this‖

remains an aspiration rather than a reality. This ambitious book is successful in its aim to 

draw together the wide variety of information about medieval diet and nutrition from 

both disciplines and as such represents a major achievement. Its success lies in part due 

to the length and nature of its gestation. It was written and edited by members of the Diet 

Group—a group of historians and archaeologists, who have presented papers for over a 

decade at meetings hosted by Barbara Harvey at Somerville College, Oxford. The book 

consists of 17 papers with an introduction and conclusion written by its interdisciplinary 

editors: a historian, an osteologist and an archeozooologist. First published in hardback 

in 2006, the reprinting of Food in medieval England: diet and nutrition in paperback reflects 

the very positive reception accorded to it when it first appeared. 

The book is divided into two parts of unequal length. The first, and longer, part presents 

11 papers on various components of medieval diet. The document-based surveys in this 

part consist of Dyer on garden produce, Woolgar on meat and dairy, Birrel on venison 

and two pieces by Stone on field crops and birds, respectively. The archaeological 

surveys comprise Moffet on food plants, Albarella on pigs, Serjeantson on birds. Sykes 

presents one paper on wild game and another on sheep and cattle. The survey on birds 

by Serjeantson and Woolgar is exceptional in that it is written jointly by an archaeologist 

and a historian. The second part of the book consists of thematic essays on particular 

aspects of diet. The historians are Woolgar on group diets, Dyer on seasonal patterns of 

consumption, Harvey on monastic pittances, and Schofield on diet and demography. 

Osteology is represented by Waldron on nutrition and the human skeleton. 

Archaeological science is represented by the important paper by Müldner and Richards 

concerning the potential of stable isotopes to provide new insights into medieval diet. It 

should be noted in passing that the book is interdisciplinary in the sense that it has 

chapters by archaeologists and historians but the collaboration largely stops there. As a 

rule the historians primarily use the rich documentary sources of the late Middle Ages 

and archaeologists using the harder-to-interpret evidence of plants remain or animal or 

human bone from the early Anglo-Saxon period to the late Middle Ages.  

The historical papers are all of a very high standard, with those by Stone, Dyer and 

Schofield likely to be the definitive texts on their subjects for years to come. The 
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archaeological papers are more of a mixed bag. They are undoubtedly valuable in that they 

provide up-to-date summaries of a great deal of disparate and often unpublished 

archaeological‖ evidence.‖ However,‖ the‖ desire‖ of‖ the‖ archaeological‖ surveys‖ ‘to‖ indicate‖

overall‖patterns‖of‖diet‖and‖nutrition’‖(p.‖5)‖is‖at‖times‖hindered‖by‖the‖intractable‖nature‖of‖

some of their evidence. The remains of some plant species, for example, survive in the soil 

better than others—which leads Moffet to the depressing (but correct) conclusion that these 

data‖ cannot‖ give‖ ‘any‖ representation‖ of‖ overall‖ quantities<or‖ shifts‖ in‖ taste’‖ (p.‖ 43).‖ On‖

occasion what evidence there is could be presented better. Sykes gives some data only as 

percentages and omits the absolute numbers of animals on which they are based. This a 

pity as she presents some fascinating material, such as the early disappearance of wild boar 

in England compared to the Continent (contrary to the imperfect documentary evidence of 

hunting manuals and the like) and the excoriation of red deer carcasses evident from the 

frequency of particular body parts recovered from late Medieval high status sites. 

There is much of particular interest to readers of Local Population Studies here.‖ Stone’s‖

discussion‖ of‖ field‖ crops‖ includes‖ important‖ revisions‖ to‖ Campbell’s‖ controversial‖

estimates of national grain output and the population it was capable of feeding. These 

revise the population of England circa 1300 upward from 4-4.25 million to 5.46 million, 

which‖is‖more‖in‖keeping‖with‖earlier‖estimates.‖Schofield’s‖scholarly‖exploration‖of‖ the‖

relationship between the availability of food and population change is important. He 

concludes that diet was one variable with the capacity to influence population change but 

‘the‖minute‖and‖particular‖causative‖effects‖are‖not‖open‖to‖scrutiny’‖(p.‖253).‖Waldron’s‖

discussion of most of the possible osteological markers of dearth and plenty qualifies all 

and debunks some. This is a particularly useful paper for non-specialists trying to assess 

osteological reports from particular sites, though the contentious dental evidence for 

nutritional deficit (including the work by Antoine to gauge the impact of the famine of 

1315-17 on the children) should have received extended discussion from Waldron rather 

than a single footnote by Schofield (p. 248 n. 48). 

It is inevitable that in a volume with such a broad subject every reader will have topics 

that they felt deserved greater emphasis. This reviewer felt an entire chapter on medieval 

medicine and diet was warranted given the emphasis that medical historians have placed 

on humoural theory as a pervasive influence on diet in the late Middle Ages. Some 

discussion on pollen evidence for food crops would have been welcome and the 

significance (or otherwise) of climate change on food production and consumption circa 

600–1600 A.D. should have been addressed. In the round, however, the positives far 

outweigh the negatives. This is a great book. Anyone with an interest in diet and history 

should read it. 

Max Satchell  

Cambridge Group for the History of Population and Social Structure 
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